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SUMMARY 
An observation assumed to come from one of two populations, 
rr1 or rr2 , is to be classified. The problem considered in this 
dissertation is that of estimating the conditional probability of 
misclassifying the observation, given a fixed classification rule 
based on samples from rr1 and rr2 • In Chapter 1 the problem is 
introduced and in Chapter 2 various estimators are described. In 
Chapters 3 and 4 these estimators are studied in the cases where 
rr1 , TT2 are univariate and multivariate normal with unknown means but 
known variances and covariances. Comparisons between estimators are 
based mainly on asymptotic conditional biases, variances and mean 
square errors. The results may be summarized roughly and briefly 
as follows: 
i) among the estimators studied those which make use of the 
normality are better than those which do not; 
ii) among the estimators studied those which require additional 
observations ("test samples") beyond those used· to ..:~btain .tlie·:class.i-
fication ·rule ("original samples") are no better than estimators based 
only on the original samples; 
iii) all the estimators studied that are based only on original 
samples have equal leading terms in the asymptotic expression for the 
conditional squared bias. Since, as is shown, any estimato·r based 
only on o~iginal samples is biased (conditional), the equivalence of 
all such estimators studied (in terms of asymptotic conditional bias) 
leads to a conjecture on a lower bound on the asymptotic conditional 
squared bias. A mo.De _complete discussion of the asymptotic results 
is given in Chapter 3, Section 4 and in Chapter 4, Sections 4 and 5. 
The conjecture is discussed in Appendix VI. 
In Chap.ter 5 ~ _it, is noted that the conditional probability of 
misclassification has the form ~(R(~), 8), where 0 is a parameter 
. ,.., ,..,, 
- vi -
-... 
and R(x) 
,.., 
is a function of the observation x. 
,-
/ Cramer-Rao type 
bounds are derived for estimators of ~(R(x), e). A generalization 
,- ,., 
of Rao-Blackwell theory is indicated and is used to get a conditionally 
UMVU estimator, based on test samples, for the conditional probability 
of misclassification in the normal case. 
Remark on notation: Notation used in Chapters 3 and 4 (univariate and 
multivariate normal populations) is summarized in Tables I and X 
respectively. The equation (u,v-)' is the th V equation of Section u 
within a given chapter{or appendix). When an equation in a different 
chapter is referred to, the chapter number is explicitly given. 
- vii -
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Two-Group Classification Problem and the Various Probabilities 
of Misclass·ification. 
Let x be a random observation known to come from one of two 
,.., 
The problem is to classify x as being from 
-1 
or rr2 .- Three situations, determined by the amount of information 
available on the distribution of observations from rri, i = 1, 2, 
are readily distinguished, and are listed below for the case in which 
densities exist: 
~l' j 2 known, 
( ii) the form of the density f(y; e.) 
,v Aol, 
is known with 2i, _22 
unknown, 
(iii) the form of the density is unknown. 
f(~; .£1) 
In the first situation, assuming P {~-~-- - c} - 0 the f(x· e) - - ' /\} -v2 
following rules form a complete class of admissible rules (Anderson, 
1958, Chapter 6): 
if 
f(~; 21) 
> c, classify rr1 f(x; 
~) X as -(1.1) -
if 
f(_~; £1) 
< c, classify rr2 f(!} ~) X as ;,..; 
If the prior probabilities of drawing an observation from rr1 , TT2 
and the costs of misclassification are known, then c is a function 
1some writers call ·this problem the discrimination problem. Kendall 
(1966), for example, refers to this problem as discrimination and 
reserves the term classification for the situation in which there 
is no beforehand knowledge that the observations fall into groups. 
Hills (1966) uses the term allocation to mean what we mean by 
classification. 
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of the prior probabilities and the costs, and the rule defined by (1.1) 
minimizes the expected cost. In the special case of equal prior 
probabilities and equal misclassification costs, c = 1. If no inform-
ation is available on prior probabilities and costs, c can be chosen 
to meet some criterion on the probability of misclassification. For 
example, c could be chosen to make the probability of misclassifying 
an observation from rr1 equal to the probability of misclassifying 
an observation from rr2 • If costs are known but prior probabilities 
are unknown, c might be chosen to make the two conditional expected 
costs equal. In any case, the classification problem is essentially 
solved for situation (i), the only problem being what criterion to 
use for selecting the constant c. 
In the situation of unknown parameters, the procedure given by 
(1.1) is often used with the parameters f1 , ,22 replaced by sample 
values, perhaps the maximum likelihood estimates. Other procedures 
have been suggested, such as the likelihood ratio procedure, given 
by Anderson (1958, p. 141) for multivariate normal populations, and 
the Bayes procedures involving a prior distribution on the unknown 
parameters as in the work of Geisser ( 1964), (.1966). No attempt will 
be made here to survey a~l the relevant literature. Anderson (1958, 
Chapter 6) is a basic reference on the classification problem. 
Hodges (1950) gives a historical survey of the discrimination-
classification problem and provides a bibliography, having more than 
250 entries, including many papers on the application of the linear 
discriminant function. There is another survey article by Tatsuoka 
and Tiedeman (1954) and there is a bibliography of about 250 references 
by Posten (1962). A number of references from 1962 and later dates 
are included in a separate bibliography of this dissertation. 
- 2 -
Some work on non-parametric classification has been done, 
providing methods suitable for situation (iii) in which nothing is 
known about the distributions. There are papers by Fix and Hodges 
(1951*),(19519),(1952), Stoller (1954), Matusita (1956), Johns (1961), 
Hudimota (1964), and Kendall ( 1966), all of which appear in the 
statistical literature. In addition there is work on non-parametric 
classification appearing in the engineering literature under the 
names of pattern recognition or pattern classification. Some references 
are Kanal (1962), Nilsson {1965), and Rosen (1967). Van Ryzin (1965), 
(1966) has done work on non-parametric Bayesian pattern classification. 
The present thesis is primarily concerned with estimation of the 
probability of misclassification in case (ii) and, to a lesser extent, 
in case (iii). In either case in order to classify an observation 
3t, some information must be obtained about the unknown parameters or 
about the unknown form of the distribution by sampling each population. 
A classification rule is based on the data in these samples. Thus, 
assume that random samples s1 , s2 of sizes N1 , N2 are taken from 
populations rr1 , rr2 respectively and let R(S 1 , s2 ) be any classi-
fication rule based on these samples. Conceptually the simplest 
way to determine properties of R(S 1 , s2 ) is to use it on future 
observations whose true classification is known. Thus we will 
distinguish between "original samples" s1 , s2 used to obtain the 
classification rule and "test samples" which are additional observations 
of known classification not so used. Some of the estimators we 
consider require test samples. 
Conditional on an observation coming from a given population, 
there are actually three different kinds of probabilities of misclassi-
fication that might be considered. Even if densities are completely 
known (as in situation (i)), the rule as given in (1.1) will not in 
- 3 -
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general classify perfectly and there will be some positive probability 
of misclassification. This probability of misclassification will 
depend on f(y; e1), f(y; ~~) N "' N r'C and will be known. In situations 
(ii) and (iii), in which a classification rule based on observations 
is being used, there are two other probabilities of misclassification 
to consider. One is the conditional probability given a fixed rule~ 
R(s1, s2), and the other is the unconditional probability, which is 
the expectation of the conditional probability. 
To be more specific, assume the parametric case applies and 
assume :, is from TT2 • Let f!, = (f1 , f2 ) be the parameters. Then 
let 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
** P2 (2) = probability of misclassifying~ from TT2 as 
rr1 using rule (1.1) with all parameters known, 
P2 (R(s1, s2 ), i) = conditional probability of misclassifying 
X 
'V 
as 
based on original samples of sizes N1 , N2 
from TT1 , TT2 . 
* P2(R(·,·), i) = unconditional probability of misclassifying 
X 
,J 
from TT2 as TT1 when R(s1, s2) 
i 
random. 
is 
expectation over random original samples. The probabilities 
P 2(R(s 1 , s2 ), ~), P;(R( •, •), i), and P;* (~) will be written in 
** abbreviated form as P2 when the dependence on 
2, R, s1 , s2 is not being emphasized. 
Given a fixed rule R(s 1 , s2 ), which will be used to classify 
new observations, the conditional probability of misclassification 
2The meaning of the expression "fixed rule" is discussed in detail 
in Chapter 3, Section 1, below. 
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using this rule, that is P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), ~)) seems to us to be of 
primary interest. This conditional probability is the actual prob-
ability of misclassifying a new observation when the rule is fixed. 
The unconditional probability, on the other hand, is the expected 
value of the conditional probability as the original samples vary. 
Even if only one set of original samples is taken and one classi-
fication rule is determined and then used to classify all the new 
observations, the unconditional probability is of some in~erest as the 
mean of the conditional probability. 
** P2 (2) is also of interest because it indicates the best that 
can be done, as measured by the probability of misclassification, in 
classifying with the x variable when distributions are completely 
-
knowno In situation (ii) the difference between and 
** p2 ci> can be considered as a measure of the loss in accuracy of 
classification due to not knowing the parameter e. Furthermore, in 
""' 
a given applied classification problem, there may be a question of 
what measurements to use to make the classification. In the mathe-
matical forlillllation of the problem the question is what exactly are 
the TT1 , TT2 . populations that are to be distinguished. Estimates of 
P**2 (2) r~ can be used to compare various sets of measurements. 
Note that the conditional probability considered here, P2 , is 
actually a double conditional probability because it is the probability 
given the rule and given that the observation x comes from a 
-.,., 
particular population (from TT2 to be specific). The probabilities 
and are also conditional in this latter sense. When there 
are prior probabilities that an x drawn at random is from 
,,..._ 
TT1 , TT2 respectively, then q1P1 + q2P2 is the overall probability 
of drawing an observation and misclassifying it, given the fixed rule. 
Thi.s overall probability, as well as and 
- 5 -
might be of interest in some classification situations. In this 
paper the prior probabilities q1 and q2 will not be used and only 
* ** the three probabilities of misclassification, P2 , P2 , P2 are 
considered below. 
2. Survey of the Literature Related to Estimating the Probabilities 
of Misclassification. 
As noted above, in the case where the distributions are completely 
** known, the relevant probability of misclassification, P2 (~), is 
also known, and there is no estimation problem. In the case where 
parameters are unknown, all three of the probabilities of misclassi-
fication are also unknown because they are functions of the parameters. 
Many papers on classification and discrimination contain some remarks 
on the errors of classification and some suggestions for estimating 
one or more of these three probabilities of misclassification. No 
attempt will be made to survey this literature. Several of these 
papers are referred to in Chapter 2 in connection with particular 
estimators. Some survey and bibliography papers on classification 
were listed above. 
A few papers are devoted wholly to the problem of estimating 
probabilities of misclassification. Lachenbruch (1965) and Lachenbruch 
and Mickey (1968) considered the problem of estimating the conditional 
probability of misclassification for multivariate normal variables with 
unknown means and common unknown covariance matrix; the ·rule· is. that· 
of (1.1) with unknown parameters estimated by sample means and pooled 
sample covariance matrix. They considered seven estimators, all 
of which are based only on data from the original samples, and 
evaluated them by a Monte Carlo sampling experiment. For each set of 
samples drawn from two multivariate normal populations with known 
parameters the actual conditional probability of misclassification 
- 6 -
-was compared with the various estimates. Unfortunately, in these 
papers, as has been pointed out by Hills (1966), the conditional 
and unconditional probabilities of misclassification are not always 
clearly distinguished. Also there are statements about expectation, 
bias, and variance, where it is not clear if the moments being considered 
are conditional or unconditional. For example, in Lachenbruch and 
Mickey (1968), in the discussion of Okamoto's approximation (p. 718, 
line 7ff) * * should be P1 , P2 (where * Pi, Pi are conditional 
and unconditional probabilities of misclassification respectively); 
this change is necessary for consistency with the authors' own 
remarks on p. 724. On p. 718, line 24, in the discussion of the U 
method estimator (described in Section 1.4, Chapter 2, below), the use 
of "unbiased" is ambiguous since for each 1, n1-l split and fixed 
rule a conditionally unbiased estimator can be obtained. Then taking 
all possible 1, n1-1 splits, the proportion of the n1 observations 
misclassified is an unconditionally unbiased es'timator of the uncon-< 
ditional probability of misclassification using rules based on 
n1-1, n2 observations. If, however, the conditional probability of 
misclassification is being estimated, the significance of this 
unconditicnal unbiasedness is not clear. 
In connection with this distinction between conditional and 
unconditional probabilities of misclassification, it will be noted 
that several of the estimators studied by Lachenbruch and Mickey seem 
intuitively more sensible as estimators of the unconditional prob-
ability of misclassification. Oddly enough, the best estimator (one 
based on Okamoto's approximation for the unconditional probability of 
misclassification and denoted by them as the OS estimator) is one of 
these and all such estimators are relatively good. Lachenbruch and 
Mickey (1968, p. 724) point out this "oddity" themselves. This problem 
is discussed further in Chapter- 3, Section 4.4 and the Lachenbruch 
- 7 -
-and :Mickey results in general are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 5.2. 
Another paper by Lachenbruch (1967) gives a confidence interval 
* for P2 based on his U estimator (see Section 1.4, Chapter 2). 
Hills (1966) has a paper on errors in classification in which he 
is extremely careful to distinguish between the probability of 
misclassification when all parameters are known, the conditional 
probability of misclassification given a fixed rule, and the uncon-
ditional probability when rule is random, or, in the notation of 
** the previous section between P2 (~, P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), ~ and 
* P2(R(•,•), ~, or as abbreviated between He is concerned 
with estimating both conditional and unconditional probabilities of 
misclassification. There is some general discussion in the paper 
and then some material on the multinomial and normal distributions. 
For estimating the conditional probability, Hills suggests two 
estimation procedures--reclassification of the observations in the 
original sample and substitution of estimates for unknown parameters 
in the expression for the conditional probability of misclassification. 
These estimators are more fully described in Chapter 2, Section 1.1 
and Section 2.2. 
Pogue's (1966) dissertation, though in large part concerned with 
the Monte Carlo evaluation of several classification procedures for 
normal populations, contains a substantial amount of material related 
** to estimating P2 (~,). The estimators considered are based on 
reclassification of original samples and classification of test samples 
and thus are non-parametric estimators not making use of the normal 
distribution assumptions. 
It is intended in this thesis to concentrate on estimating the 
conditional probability of misclassification given a fixed rule. It 
- 8 -
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will be assumed that the form of the distribution is known, but that 
there are unknown parameters. In the next chapter are described a 
number of estimators of P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), 2), the probability of 
misclassifying an observation from rr2 as coming from TT1 , given the 
rule R(s 1 , s2 ) based on original samples s1 , s2 from TT1 , rr2 
of sizes N1 , N2 • Some of the estimators make use of distribution 
assumptions and some do not; some are based only on original samples 
and some require test samples. Some of the estimators seem intuitively 
to be estimators for the unconditional rather than for the conditional 
probability of misclassification, but are included because of the 
Lachenbruch (1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) results previously 
mentioned. (Among the estimators for P2 studied by them the best 
estimators are some which seem to be estimating the unconditional 
* probability, P2 .) Those estimators which do not make use of distri-
.butional assumptions are described first. 
- 9 -
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CHAPTER 2 
DESCRIPTION OF ESTIMATORS OF 
THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF 
MISCLASSIFICATION 
The function to be estimated is P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), !), the conditional 
probability of misclassifying an observation randomly selected from 
rr2 , given a fixed rule R(s 1 , s2 ) based on random samples s1 , s2 
of sizes Nl, N2 from TT1 , rr2 , which have densities f(x; 21), 
f(y; 82) with f known and e = (e1 , e2 ) unknown. Test samples ,., ,,_ t1V ,., ,v 
of sizes Ml,~ are assumed to be available if needed. 
Several estimators of P2 are described below. In Chapters 3 
and 4 these estimators are applied in the particular case of normally 
distributed variables. 
1. Estimators Not Using Distribution Assumptions. 
There are some methods for estimating the conditional probability 
of misclassification which make use of no distribution assumptions. 
Such methods can be used in situation (iii) where the form of densities 
is unknown. They can also be used in situation (ii) where the form 
of the density is known but one or more parameters are unknown. 
Intuitively, estimators which make use of knowledge on the form of 
the density will be better than those which do not. If however, the 
assumption made about the form of the density is wrong, an estimator 
based on this form may be poorer than an estimator not based on 
distributional assumptions. Hence even if situation (ii) applies, it 
is worthwhile to consider estimators not based on the distribution. 
1.1 The reclassification estimator, PR. 
After any classification rule R(s 1 , s2 ) has been computed, the 
N2 observations of the original sample from TT2 can be reclassified 
using R(s1 , s2). Denote by pO the proportion of these observations 
- 10 -
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misclassified. Smith (1947) suggested as an estimator for 
It is one of the seven estimators compared by Lachenbruch (1965) and 
by Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968). Hills (1966) lists as a 
commonly used estimator for the conditional probabilityjand it is 
one of the estimators which he studies. Note that this estimator is 
based only on the original observations and does not require test 
samples. 
The estimator p0 will also be denoted by PR. In general 
estimators not using distribution assumptions will be denoted by P 
with a subscript to identify the particular estimator. Thus in the 
symbol PR' R stands for "reclassification." 
1.2 The test sample estimator, PTo 
Let denote the proportion of the ~ observations in the 
test sample from rr2 which are misclassified using the rule R(s 1 , s2 ). 
This test sample estimator will also be denoted as ~T in agreement 
with the general method of notation described above in Section 1.1. 
Since we are interested in the probability of misclassifying a new 
random observation, pt' which is based on such new observations would 
seem to be a more appropriate estimator than p0 • In some situations, 
however, the total number of known observations available from rr1 
and rr2 is small, and it is desirable to use all of the observations 
to determine the rule, saving none for test samples. Hills (1966) 
and Lachenbruch (1965) list pt as one possible estimator for P2 , 
but then confine their attention to the situation in which only 
original samples are available. 
Note that the conditional distribution of ~pt given the rule 
R(s 1 , s2 ) is binomial with mean M2P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), _2). The uncon-
* di tional distribution is also binomial with mean M2P 2 (R( •, •), ,2). 
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1.3 The two straight lines estimator, PTsL· 
For this estimator, assume that original samples s 1 , s2 of 
sizes N1 , N2 are obtained from rr1 , rr2 and a rule R(s 1 , s2 ) 
determined. T~e N2 original observations from rr2 are reclassi-
fied, using R(s 1 , s2 ), to obtain p0 , which will here be denoted 
Po(N2) • Then the original sample from rr1 is split into two samples 
of sizes nl, Nl-nl and the sample from rr2 is split into two samples 
of sizes n2, N2-n2. A new rule, R(Si, s') is obtained, where s~ 2 l. 
indicates the sample of size ni from rr., i = 1, 2. Thus the samples 
l. 
of sizes n1 , n2 are the original samples with respect to the rule 
The 
and the samples of sizes N1-n1 , N2-n2 are test samples. 
observations from rr2 are reclassified using R(s1, S~) to 
obtain p0 (n2 ) and the N2-n2 observations are classified using 
R(Si, s~) to obtain pt(N2-n2 ). 
The idea of the two straight lines estimator is based on work of 
Pogue (1966) in relation to estimating 
assume that N1 = N2 = N and n1 = n2 
** p2. 
= N/2. 
For this derivation, 
Let E here denote 
expectation as test ·samples and original samples vary, i.e., uncon-
ditional expectation, and let p0 (N), pt(N) indicate respectively 
the proportions of original and test samples of size N from rr2 
misclassified when using a rule based on samples from rr1 , rr2 of 
size N each. The discussion below is illustrated by Figure 1. Note 
that the horizontal axis is -1 N , not N. 
Pogue assumed that 
(1) E p0 (N) is an increasing function of N going to the 
** 1 imi t P 2 as N -+ oo , 
(2) E pt(N) is a decreasing function of N going to the limit 
** P2 as N -+ oo, 
(3) both E p0(N) and E pt(N) are (approximately) linear in N-
1
• 
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Figure 1 
Sketch of Procedure for the Two Straight Lines Estimator 
"** p2 
Ept(i-N') 
. * £ Estimate of P2 or P - -,, 2 ---t::,,.._-----
-~ 
---G ---
---
--
-
-
-
-·-
EpO(N') 
- .... 
EpO(½N') 
0 1/N' 2/N' N-1 
In Figure 1, the three points marked • are obtained by estimating 
the indicated quantities from the data. "** 0 P2 , denoted * , is found by 
drawing a straight line through the estimates of Ep0(N') and 
Ep0(~'). Then the point @~which can be considered as an estimate 
* of P2 (R(•,•), 2) or of P2(R(s1 , s2 ), ~)~ is obtained by drawing 
a straight line between G and the estimate of Ept(½N'). 
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By assumptions (1) and (3), E p0(N) is linear in 
-1 N , increasing 
** 1 to P2 as N- - O. Thus if values of E p0 (N) are known or 
estimated for two N values, say N' and N'/2, an estimate of 
can be obtained by drawing a straight line through the two points, 
E p0 (N') and E p0 (N'/2), plotted as ordinates with N-l as 
abscissa. -1 The point on the line corresponding to N = O is the 
"** estimate, which will be denoted as p2 . See Figure 1. 
By:conditions (2) and (3), E pt(N) is also linear in -1 N ' 
** N-l - O. pt(N) decreasing to p2 as Furthermore E is equal to 
the unconditional probability of misclassification for samples of size 
* N, which will here be denoted by P2(N). Therefore, if E pt(N'/2) 
* is known or estimatecI,an estimate of P2 (N) can be obtained by 
finding the point on the straight line between E pt(N'/2) and 
"'** P2 which corresponds to an abscissa of 1/N'. The formula for the 
estimator is 
(1.1) 1 A . 2 E p0 (N'/2). 
* This estimator for P2 (N) given in (1.1) can also be considered 
as an estimator for P2 (N). The quantities E p0 (N), E pt(N/2), and 
E p0 (N/2) can be estimated by the observed values p0(N), pt(N/2) 
and p0 (N/2). Hence we-will take the formula for the "two straight 
lines" estimator, PTSL' to be 
(1.2) 
The estimator of (1.2) is intuitively derived, but a more general 
estimator of this form could be considered, namely 
(1.3) 
where a, S, and y are constants. The values of a,~' and y 
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could then be chosen to give the "best" estimator of this form. 
Determination of these constants would,however, usually require use 
of assumptions on the distribution of the observations. 
1.4 Lachenbruch' s U method estimator, PU. 
Lachenbruch (1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) proposed a 
method of estimating the conditional probability of misclassification, 
denoted by them as the U method, in which all possible N2-l, 1 
splits are made of the observations from rr2 • For each split a rule 
is determined based on N1 + N2 - 1 observations and then the one 
remaining observation from rr2 is classified using this rule. The 
proportion of the N2 observations misclassified is used as an 
estimator of P2 (R(S 1 , s2 ), ~), where R(s 1 , s 2 ) is a rule based 
on samples s1 , s2 of size N1 , N2 from rr1 , IT2 • Let this proportion 
misclassified be taken as an estimator of P2 and let it be denoted 
Actually, in view of the sample splitting and the N2 different 
rules involved in getting the estimate, PU seems intuitively at least 
* as reasonable as an estimator of P2 , and Lachenbruch (1967) does 
* consider confidence intervals for P2 based on PU. In the Lachen-
bruch (1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) results, however, 
is found to be a fairly good estimator of 
If the N2 observations of rr2 are to be split into two sub-
samples, it is not necessary to have the split be 1, N2- 1. All 
possible splits into n2 and N2- n2 observations can be made, where 
n2 is any fixed number such that 1 < n2 ~ N2 /2, and then the same 
general estimation procedure as described above can be used. 
1For other opinions on these questions see C.A.B. Smith's discussion 
of Hills (1966) and Hills' reply. 
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2. Estimators Which Make Use of Distribution Assumptions. 
Several estimators that use information about the densities 
f(l; ~1) and f(z; £2) are described in this section. 
2.1 The reclassification estimator adjusted for bias, PRa.2 
Intuitively it appears that the reclassification estimator, pO, 
will underestimate P2 because the classification rule should work 
better on the observations on which it was based than on new observations. 
It has been suggested by Cochran and Hopkins (1961) and by Hills (1966, p. 6) 
that a correction factor be added to to adjust for the bias of 
p0 as an estimator of the unconditional probability of misclassification. 
A similar adjustment can be made for estimating the conditional 
probability • 
Let E(•IR(s1 , s2 )) denote expectation for rule fixed, test 
samples random. Let and be defined as in Sections 1.1 and 
1.2. Observe that 
Hence the function p0 + E(ptlR(s1 , s2 )) - E(p0 jR(s 1 , s2 )) would 
be a conditionat'ly unbiased estimator of P2 , except that it is in 
general not a statistic because E(ptlR(s1 , s2 )) and E(p0 1R(s1 , s2 )) 
-'\ 
are functions of population parameters. Let E(ptlR(s1 , s2 )) and 
,. 
E(PolR(S1, s2)) be E(ptlR(S1' s2)) and E(polR(S1' s2)) with 
parameters replaced by sample values. Then the function PRa defined by 
(2.1) 
should be an approximately unbiased estimator of P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), 2). 
2Although in Section 1.1 it was stated that the symbol P with a 
subscript would denote an estimator not based on distribution 
assumptions, an exception is made here to indicate the close 
relationship between this estimator and the reclassification 
estimator, PR. Thus "Ra" stands for "reclassification adjusted." 
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Observe that although pO can be computed without any assumptions 
about the distribution of the observations, the adjusted p
0
, i.e., 
PRa' cannot, since without such assumptions E(•IR(s 1 , s2 )) will not 
be defined. Estimates of the parameters in E(p0 1R(s1 , s2 )) and 
E(ptlR(s 1 , s2)) can be based on the original samples. Furthermore, 
no observed value of is involved, but only E(ptlR(s 1 , s2 )), so 
that test samples are not necessary. 
2.2 The expression for the true conditional probability of misclassi-
fication with parameters replaced by estimates. 
unknown, the true conditional probability of misclassification, 
P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), f), can be determined as a function of _e. Then sample 
estimates can be substituted for e to get an estimate of P
2
• Let 
P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), 2), or for abbreviation P2 (2), denote a general 
estimator of this type. Various specific estimators can be obtained 
by using different estimators for e, for example, the maximum likelihood 
,.., 
estimator. 
,.. 
Estimators of the type, P2 (~ are commonly used. Hills (1966) 
studies them in general and for some specific cases. One of the 
estimators of P2 used by Lachenbruch (1965) and Lachenbruch and 
Mickey (1968) for the multivariate normal situation with the rule 
based on the discriminant function is of this type, specifically the 
estimator designated by them as the D method. 
2.3 The expression for the true unconditional probability of misclassi-
fication with parameters replaced by estimates. 
If the formula for the true unconditional probability of misclassi-
* fication, P2 (R(•,•), .Q) can be obtained as a function of parameters 
e, then sample estimates can be substituted for e 
- -
P;(R(•,.), 'E), which will be abbreviated to P;(2)· 
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to obtain 
* A P2 (2) seems 
* naturally to be an estimator of P2 , but it can also be considered as 
an estimator of P2 • For example, the O and OS estimators of 
P2 considered by Lachenbruch (1965) and by Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) 
are essentially estimators of the type P;(~. When ~h~upopulations 
are multivariate normal, which is the case they consider, there is no 
* simple expression for P2(R(·,•), ~). They use an approximation 
* formula for P2 due to Okamoto (1963). The O and OS estimators 
are obtained by substituting two different sample estimates for 
the unknown parameter in the Okamoto expression. As was mentioned 
ee.rlier (Chapter 1, Section 2) the OS estimator is generally the 
best of the seven estimators of P2 considered in the Lachenbruch 
papers. 
2.4 The expression for the true probability of misclassification when 
all parameters are known, with parameters replaced by estimates. 
When the form of the densities and all parameters are known, the 
** probability of misclassification is P2 (~,), which is also known. If 
the form of the densities is known, but depends on an unknown parameter 
** 2, p2 (!) can be computed as a function of 0 but will be unknown 
because e 
-
** ,I\ /\ is unknown. Then P2 (0), where e A, ,., represents any 
sample estimate of e, is naturally an estimator for ** P2 (f!), but it 
"' 
can also be considered as an estimator for P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), ~-
2.5 Minimum variance unbiased estimators. 
Most of the estimators listed above are obvious kinds of estimators 
or are derived by an intuitive argument. Given such an estimator, its 
properties can then be determined. The adjusted estimator 
described in Section 2.1, however, was derived in an attempt to get 
an unbiased estimator. In general, attempts can be.made to find 
estimators with certain desirable or optimal properties, such as 
minimum variance. 
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For example, suppose that in a given classification situation an 
unconditionally unbiased estimator for is known. Suppose further 
that there exists a sufficient statistic for e. Then the Rao-Blackwell 
.,,,,, 
theory can be applied to find an unconditionally minimum variance 
* unbiased estimator for P2(R(•,•), f). When estimating P2 , the 
conditional probability of misclassification, one may desire to 
compare estimators on the basis of conditional rather than unconditional 
moments. If the Rao-Blackwell theory is adjusted to apply in this kind 
of conditional situation, a conditionally minimum variance estimator 
ca~ be foundo Such a conditional Rao-Blackwell type theory is derived 
in Chapter 5. A conditionally UMVU estimator for P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), 2) 
in the normal classification problem is also derived there. 
2.6 Estimators involving a prior distribution on e. 
Let ! = (21 , 22 ) be the vector of all unknown parameters for 
the two densities f (z; t1), f <.V ,£2 ) which correspond to TT1 , TT2 • 
Suppose a prior distribution for e, denoted G(B), is available. 
IV ,._, 
Under this supposition, a Bayesian classification procedure can 
be applied, as in Geisser (1964), (1966). To determine the procedure, 
samples are first obtained from TT1 and TT2 • Then the posterior 
distribution of ft, given the two samples, is found~ Denote this 
posterior distribution by H(!). Let .x denote a new observation, 
-
from either TT1 or TT2 , which is to be classified. The classification 
rule is based on the "predictive density" of x, which is obtained 
-
for x from TT., i = 1, 2 by integrating f(x; e.), i = 1, 2 with 
~ 1 - ~1 
respect to H(B). 
,v 
Then the "predictive" probability of misclassi-
fying i from TT2 , for example, is found by integrating the predictive 
density of x 
-
over the region which corresponds to classifying x 
-
as from TT1 • This probability will not be a ·function of e, since 
e has been integrated out in finding the predictive density of x. 
/\, -
- rn~ ·-
Thus there is no problem of estimating the probability of misclassi-
fication. 
Alternatively, Bayesian theory can be used to invent estimators 
for the various probabilities of misclassification, when the rule 
used is non-Bayesian. For example, the rule might be that of (1.1), 
Chapter 1, parameters estimated, with the prior distribution, 
G(e), entering into the estimation of the probabilities of misclassi-
N 
fication. Geisser (1967) has done some work along these lines for 
multivariate normal variables. 
As stated above, we are concerned here with estimating the 
conditional probability of misclassification, P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), 2)· 
Starti.ng from G(f), estimators for P2 can be generated by various 
methods. Several such methods are enumerated below. An estimator 
which is obtained, as these below are, by a: B~yesian or quasi-Bayesian 
argument can, of course, be evaluated by non-Bayesian criteria if 
desired. 
In the descriptions below, H(8) denotes the posterior distri-
,.., 
bution of _2 given the original samples, s1 and s2 • 
Method lo Use the mean of the posterior distribution of e as an 
,._ 
estimator for e and substitute this estimator in the expression 
-
Method 2. Use that e value which minimizes the posterior expected ,...., 
loss (i.e., the loss in estimating e) as an estimator of 
-v 
e and 
substitute this estimator in P2 (R(s 1 , s2 ), 2). 
/I 
Note that if the loss function is ~ - ~) 2 , procedure 2 yields 
the same estimator of e, and hence the same estimator of P2 , as 
does procedure 1. In other words, method 1 is a special case of 
method 2. 
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- Method 3. Use the mean of the posterior distribution of P2(R(s1, s2), !_,), 
with R fixed, as the estimator of P2 • This estinator can be computed 
either by taking the expectation of P2(R(s1, s2 ), _2) with respect 
to H(!), or by actually finding the posterior distribution of P2 
from the posterior d~stribution of e and then taking the expectation 
"' 
of P2(R(s1, s2), }!,) with respect to the posterior distribution of P2 • 
Method 3 is suggested by Geisser (1967, pp 815-816) as a way 
of getting a point estimate of P2 • 
Method 4. Find the posterior distribution of P2(R(s1, s2), !!,) and 
use as an estimator for P2 that value which minimizes the posterior 
expected loss (loss in estimating P2 ). 
The same comment applies here about the relation between methods 
3 and 4 as applies to the relation between 1 and 2, namely, if the 
" loss function is (P2 - P2 )
2
, method 4 leads to the same estimator 
as 3. 
The next methods are written out in terms of densities. 
Method 5. Using H(B), get the joint density of ,,,.. ( e, x, R) , where 
'""" -
R = R(s1 , s2 ) is the rule based on original samples s 1 , s2 from 
and x is a new observation to be classified. 
/\J' 
(Note that 
"density of (e, x, R)" is a loose expression standing for the joint 
,..,, ,v 
density of e, x, and some functions of s1, s2 that are involved in 
- -
R(S 1 , s2). Exactly what these functions of s1, s2 will be must be 
decided for each particular situation.) As before, x will be 
-
assumed to be from rr2. Integrate out e from the joint density to 
A,, 
get the marginal density of (x, R) and then get the conditional 
-
density of x given R. The estimator of P2 is the function obtained 
by integrating the density of x/R 
,..,, 
over the region where ~ is 
classified as rrl. 
Note that the conditional density of JVR is a kind of "conditional 
predictive" density. 
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... 
-
Method 6. Using H(e), find the joint density of 
IV 
( e, x) 
- ,..,, 
and integrate 
out e to get the marginal density of x. Then take as an estimator 
,J 
of P2 the value of the integral of the marginal density over the 
region where x is classified as 
Note that this marginal density of x is the "predictive" density 
of x, and the estimator is the "predictive probability of misclassi-
fication" that arise in the Bayes classification procedure described 
at the beginning of this section. 
Some estimators similar to those above, but making use of the 
prior distribution of e instead of the posterior distribution might 
-
be considered. For example~ 
Method 7. Take the expectation of P2(R(s1, s2), .,2) with respect 
to G(e). 
"' 
Method 7 is the same as Method 3 with H(e) 
""" 
replaced by G(e). 
-
No sample information about e enters into the Method 7 estimator. 
,v 
Therefore it is a peculiar kind of estimator and may not have good 
properties. 
Method 8. Use Method 5, but get the joint density of ( e, x, R) by 
- -
using G( 0). 
'V 
Note that even though G(0) 
-
rather than H(e) 
-
is used in this 
estimator, sample information about j!, does enter through R(s1, s2). 
And indeed under certain conditions Method 8 yields the same estimator 
as Method 3. 
Method 9. Use Method 6, but get the joint density of (e, x) by 
- -
using G(0). 
~ 
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CHAPTER 3 
ESTIMATING THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
OF MISCLASSIFICATION IN THE 
UNIVARIATE NORMAL CASE 
In this chapter, a number of estimators for P2 (R(s1 , _s 2 ), J)J 
which were described in Chapter 21are considered in the case where 
the populations are univariate normal with unknown means µ 1 , µ2 
and common known variance cr2; the rule used is the rule of (1.1) 
Chapter 1 with parameters estimated. Since µ1 and are the 
only unknown parameters, we take Jt = (µ 1 , µ2 ). Furthermore when 
a2 is known, the variables can be transformed to make the variance 
equal to one, and so, for simplicity, a2 will be taken equal to one. 
In Section 1 of the chapter the expressions for the classi-
fication rule and for the probabilities of misclassification, P2 , 
* ** P2 and P2 , are giveno In Section 2 each of the estimation methods 
based on distribution assumptions that were described in general in 
Section 2 of Chapter 2 are discussed in the particular case of 
univariate normal populations and expressions for each one of such 
estimators to be studied are given. In Sections 3 and 4 all the 
estimators studied, which are listed in Table III, are compared 
on the basis of conditional moments given x 1, x2 fixedo Section 3 
relates to exact expressions for the conditional means and variances, 
while in Section 4, asymptotic expressions for the conci'itional bias, 
variance, and mean square error are given. Section 4 also contains 
a discussion of the results and conclusions. 
1. The Classification Rule and the Expressions for the Various 
Probabilities of Misclassification. 
Let rr1 be N(µ 1 , 1) and rr2 be N(µ2 , 1). Let 
sample means based on original samples of sizes N1 , N2 
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x 1 , x2 be 
from rrl' 112 
--
-
respectively. Let x be a new observation to be classified. The 
usual classification rule, and the only one considered in this chapte·r, 
is the rule of (1.1), Chapter 1, with C = 1 and with 
- -estimated by xl, x2 • This rule reduces to: 
classify X as rr1 if x(xl - x2) ~ ½<x1 - x2)<x1 + x2) 
(1.1) 
classify X as 1T2 if x(xl - x2) < ½<x1 - x2Hx1 + x2). 
An equivalent expression of the rule is the following: 
classify X as TTl if xl > x2 and 
1- -
x ~ 2 (x1 + x2 ) 
(1.2) or if xl < x2 and 1(- - ) x ~ 2 xl + x2 , 
otherwise classify X as TT2. 
We now digress to discuss the question of what is meant by 
conditioning on the rule. Note that if x1 and x2 are fixed, the 
rule is fixed. Furthermore, if the rule is assumed given exactly 
in the form (1.1), fixing the rule also fixes xl and x2. On the 
other hand it is obvious from (1.2) that the rule can be given simply 
in terms of the two values, x 1 + x2 and sgn(x1 - x2 ). Hence if 
the expression "given R(s 1, s2 )" is taken to mean "given the least 
amoun~:of information from the original samples needed to determine 
R(S 1 , s2 )," in this normal case "given R" means "given (x1 + x2 ) 
and sgn(x1 - x2)." Since different values of ·x1 , x2 can lead to 
the same values for (x1 + x2) and sgn(x1 - x2 ), fixing R(S 1, s2 ) 
is not equivalent to fixing x 1 , x2 • Nevertheless we will condition 
on x1 , x2 rather than precisely on R(s1 , s2). We assume that 
xl, x2 will generally be known and fixing xl and is less 
awkward than fixing x1 + x2 and sgn(x1 - x2 ). Also other workers 
who have studied the conditional probability of misclassification for 
the normal case take (and estimated covariance, if covariance 
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is unknown) as fixed {see, for example, Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968, 
p. 716)). This distinction is indeed irrelevant for some purposes. 
The conditional probability of misclassification, derived below in 
this section, is the same for either conditioning. However, when 
we later consider conditional moments the distinction is relevant 
and we in fact condition on x1 and 
Now to derive the expressions for the various probabilities of 
misclassification, let 
(L3) F(y) 1 Y _.!.z2 = (2rr)-2 J e 2 dz 
-oo 
(1.4) 1 1 U V F(u, v; p) = 2rr --J j g(x, y; p)dy dx vi:;; -00 -00 
(1.5) g(x, y; p) = exp [- 1 (x2 - 2pxy + y2 )]. 
2( 1-p )2 
Assume x is from rr2 • Then using (1.2) the conditional prob-
ability of misclassification is computed as follows: 
P2(R(Sl, s2), !) = P(x > ½(xl + x2) Ix from rr2; xl, x2 fixed} 
( 1- 1- ) = l - F "2X1 + °2X2 - µ,2 j 
(1.6) 
P2(R(s1 , s2 ), !) =P(x <½(x1 +x2 )1x from rr2 ; x1 , x2 fixed} 
( 1- 1- ) 
= F 2'X1 + '2X2 - µ,2 • 
Since the expressions of (1.6) do not involve µ,1, and since x1, x2 
determine the rule.., let P2 (R(s1 , s2 ), f be denoted by P2 (R(x1 , x2 ), µ,2 ). 
As before, this expression will be abbreviated to P2 , when the 
dependence on x1 , x2 and µ,2 is not being emphasized. 
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-(1.7) 
where 
The unconditional probability of misclassification is 
P;(R( •, •), ~) = f rx1 - x2 > 0 and x - ½(Xl + X2) > olx from rr2) 
+ P(x1 - x2 < 0 and X - ½(x1 + x2 ) < Olx from Tf2 )] 
= tF(6M-½, -½6(1 + ¼ M)-½; p) 
+ F(-6M-½, ½6(1 + ¼ M)-½; p~ 
-1 -1 6 = µ1 - µ2 , M = N1 + N2 , and 
* If N1 = N2 = N, then p = 0 and P2(R(•,•), !) can be written in 
terms of univariate normal distribution functions as 
(1.8) 
P;(R(•,•), ~ = (F(½5(2N)½)F(-½6(1 + !N)-½) 
+ F(-½6(2N)½)F(½6(1 + !N)-½)J • 
Note that in both (1.7) and (1.8), ! = (µ 1 , µ2 ) enters in only in 
* the form 6 = µ1 - µ2 , so that P2 (R( 0 ,•), ~) can be denoted as 
* P2(R( 0 ,•), 6). ! .. ' , 
The above expressions for the conditional and unconditional 
probabilities of misclassification agree with those of John (1961). 
When all the parameters are known, that is µ1 , µ2 known, rule 
(1.1), Chapter 1, with c = 1, is the same as the rule of (1.1) or 
(1.2) with xi replaced by µ., i = 1, 2. 
l. 
Thus the true probability 
of misclassification when all parameters are known is computed as 
follows: 
(1.9) 
= 1 - F(½I 6 I ) , 
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or equivalently 
(1.10) ** p2 (j) 
= C -F(½6), 6 > 0 
F(½6) , 6 < O. 
* ** Note that like P2 , P2 depends on 8 only through 
-
= 6 
** and hence P2 {__~) can be denoted by 
We now consider various estimators for P2 , the conditional 
probability of misclassification. Notation used in the discussion is 
given in Table I; some of this notation has already been introduced 
and is summarized in the table for convenience. 
2. The Estimators. 
The four estimators described in Section 1 of Chapter 2 are 
not based on distribution assumptions and thus are defined the same 
way whatever the distribution of the observations. For the estimators 
described in Section 2 of Chapter 2, however, the exact form of the 
estimator depends on the distribution. Given that rr1 is N(µ1 , 1) 
and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1), these estimators have the forms derived below. 
Note that the sub-section numbers below correspond to those of Chapter 2, 
Section 2; the appropriate sub-sections there can be consulted for 
more information on each of the estimators. 
The expression and notation for each of the estimators of P2 
that will be studied is given in Table III, along with some descriptive 
material (such as whether or not the estimator uses test samples) 
and some remarks on who has previously studied the estimator. 
Notation not defined below is defined in Table I. At the end of 
each sub-section title, the notation for estimators derived in that 
sub-section is given in parentheses. 
2.1 The reclassification estimator adjusted for bias, (PRal• 
By definition (2.1) of Chapter 2, the adjusted reclassification 
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From Appendix II, for univariate normal populations, 
and 
where d = x1 - x2, 
= [1 -F(b) 
F(b) 
,d>O 
,d<O 
,d>O 
, d < o, 
b = ½d(l .. ·l..)-½ 
.. N and 
2 
C 
Estimating 
""'2 by its usual estimator, x2 , we 
or 
(2.1) 
= [1 -F(½d) 
F(½cf) 
,d>O 
, d < o, 
Thus we get the estimator 
p = Ra 
(Po+ F(b) -
LPo + F(½,i) 
F(,jd), d > 0 
- F(b), d < O. 
1-
= '2X1 
get 
1-
+ 2'X2 - I-L2. 
2.2 The true conditional probability of misclassification with 
parameters replaced by estimators, (QD and Qrl• 
This type of estimator is equal to P2(R(x1 , x2 ), µ2 ) with µ2 
replaced by an estimate. From (1.6), P2 = 1 - F(c) if d > O, 
and P2 = F(c) if d < O. Hence, if x2 is used as the estimator 
of µ2 , we have the estimator 
(2.2) = [1 - F(½d) 
F(½d) 
,d>O 
'd < o. 
Let this estimator be called Q0• In general estimators obtained by 
* estimating unknown parameters in the expressions for P2 , P2 , and 
** * ** P2 will be denoted by Q, Q, Q respectively with a subscript 
referring to the particular estimator. This one has subscript D 
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because it corresponds to Lachenbruch's (1965) and Lachenbruch and 
Mickey's (1968) D estimator. In the multivariate normal case it can 
** be obtained by estimating the unknown parameter in P2 , by 
D=(~1 - ~ 2 ) •t-\j1 - i 2 ) (see Chapter 4, Section 2.4). 
Other estimators of µ2 can be used, leading to other estimators 
for P2 • For example, let t 2 be the sample mean of a test sample 
of size ~ If is substituted for in the expression 
for P2 , we get the estimator 
(2.3) 
Let this estimator be denoted by QT(T denotes "test"). 
2.3 The expression for the true unconditional probability of 
misclassification with parameters replaced by estimates, 
* This estimator is equal to P2(R(·,·), ~) with e replaced 
-
by a sample estimate. * From (1.7), the parameter involved in P2 
is 6 = ~1 - µ2, which will be estimated by d = xl - x2. Making 
* the substitution of d for 6 in the expression for P2 given in 
(1.7), we have the estimator 
(2.4) P;(R( •, •), 6 = d) = r( dM-½, -½ci(l + i}M)-½; P) 
+ F(-dM-½, ½ci(l + ~)-½; p1 
where, as in Section 1, 
and 
In the case that N1 = N2 = N, p = 0 and the expression of (2.4) 
reduces to 
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(2.5) 
* This estimator will be denoted by Q0 • 
More estimators can be obtained, as was done in Section 2.2, by 
using estimators of 6 other than d and substituting these in 
the expression of (1.7). No other such estimators will, however, 
be considered hereo 
2.4 The expression for the true probability of misclassification when 
all parameters are known, with parameters replaced by sample 
** values, (Qosl· 
** From (1.10), P2 (6) is equal to F(-½o) when 6 > 0, and 
equal to F(½o) when o < o. Now when parameters are unknown, 
the sign of 6 k d a.s.i:. is also un nown. However, _. u 
N2 _. oo, and so for large N1, N2 the probability that d has 
the same sign as 6 is close to 1. Hence for large sample sizes 
we can take as estimator 
(2.6) = (1 -F(½tl) t<½d) 
,d>O 
, d < o • 
Another line of reasoning leading to this estimator is to write 
P ;* ( 6) = 1 - F (½I 6 I ) , as in (. 1 .• 9) , and estimate I 6 I by I d I • 
The estimator of (2.6) is the same as the estimator 
P2(R(x1 , x2 ), µ2 = x2 ), denoted Q0 , already derived in Section 2.2, 
so no new estimator is obtained by taking the expression for P;*(o) 
and estimating I 61 by !di. Let (d') 2 =( :~: =~ =:) d2 , If 
lol is estimated by Id' I, a new estimator 
(2.7) 
is obtained)which is the DS estimator of Lachenbruch (1965) and 
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Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968). We will call this estimator 
2.5 Mininn.1m variance unbiased estimators, ({P~. 
Assume that the data available consists of original samples of 
sizes N1 , N2 from rr1 , rr2 and independent test samples of sizes 
M1, M2 from rr1 , rr2 • Let x1 , x2 be the sample means for the original 
samples and let t 1 , t 2 be the sample means for the test samples. 
Let (PRB denote1the conditional UMVU estimator of P2(R{x1, x2), µ2). 
Then 
(2.8) 6) RB 
The derivation of this estimator by conditional Rao-Blackwell theory 
is given in Chapter 5, Section 4.4 for the multivariate normal case. 
Note that because P2 is a function of but not a function of 
µ1, the conditional UMVU estimator will be the same as that given 
in (2.8) if the data available is assumed to consist only of original 
samples plus an independent test sample from rr2 , that is~no test 
sample from rrl. 
2.6 Estimators involving a prior distribution on 9, ((P 3 and lP ~· 
For the normal classification problem considered here, the 
parameter e is equal to For the prior distribution, 
,., 
G(!), we will take µ 1 as N(y1 , a1
2 ), µ2 as N(y2 , a2
2 ) with 
µ 1, µ2 independent. With this prior, the posterior distribution 
of ~ given N1 observations from rr1 and N2 observations from 
rr2, which is denoted H( 9), is as follows·: 
-
1Estimators using normality but not derived by substituting estimators 
for unknown parameters in P2 , P; or Pr will be denoted by (P 
with a subscript. The "RB" here stands for "R~o-Blackwell. 11 
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where 
2 -Yi + ai Nixi 
1 + Nia/ 
i = 1, 2. 
Using the above prior and subsequent posterior distributions, 
several estimators for P2 were derived by methods listed in Section 2.6, 
Chapter 2. The estimators are given in Table II and the derivations 
are in Appendix I. Table II also gives, for each estimator, the 
limiting form of the estimator as a1
2 ~ oo, a2
2 ~ oo. This limit is 
the limit of ~a prior information on e. Since none of the estimators 
actually involve a1
2
, the limits are simply limits as a2
2 ~ oo. The 
limiting forms of these estimators will be denoted2 by 6)., where j 
J 
is the method number. 
No estimators were derived by methods 2 or 4, except for the 
special case of quadratic loss, in which case methods 2 and-:-4 .reduce 
to methods 1 and 3 respectively. The limiting form of the method 1 
estimator is equal to the estimator Q0 already derived in Section 2.2. 
Method 3, on the other hand, does give a new estimator in the limit, 
namely 
(2.10) iP 3 
Method 5 also 
(2.11) 5) 5 
leads to a new estimator, 
1 
= [l -F( ½ci(.1 + 2t )-2)' 
Fc½dc1 ~ ·~~}~½) 
d > 0 
d < o. 
Method 7 yields in the limit as a2
2 ~ oo an estimator which 
.is identically equal to ½ and which will therefore have a bias 
2 See footnote! on notation in Section 2.5. 
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which does not go to zero as N2 ~ oo. Method 8 yields for this 
univariate normal situation the same estimator as Method 3. Methods 
6 and 9 lead to complicated expressions and will not be considered 
further. 
In summary, the use of a prior distribution on (µ 1 , µ2 ) 
has yielded two estimators, f 3 and '6)5, which will be considered 
as estimators for P2 • As noted at the beginning of the chapter, 
all of the estimators to be studied are listed in Table III. 
3. Conditional Means and Variances. 
The conditional means and variances given x 1 , x2 fixed,
3 but 
with test samples assumed to be random, were computed for the estimators 
listed in Table III. The results are given in Table IV using notation 
from Table I, and the computations are given in Appendix II. 
The conditional mean square error (MSE) for each estimator can 
be obtained from Table IV. By definition, if P is the parameter · 
A A 
to be estimated and P is an estimator, the mean square error of P 
is 
A 
MSE(P) A ~ J A = (EP - P)2 + Var P = (bias P)2 + Var P. 
In this case, since it is the conditional MSE that is wanted, the 
expectation and variance will be conditional moments. The MSE will 
be useful for comparing estimators of P2 since, as will be seen, 
for some estimators the bias is important and for others the variance. 
The MSE takes both bias and variance into account. 
Before examining the results we discuss some problems that 
arise in comparing the estimators on the basis of condit1onal moments. 
One problem arises because the estimators are not all based on the 
same total number of observations. Some estimators are based only 
3As pointed out in Section 1, fixing x1 , x2 is not equivalent to !_ixi~g R(s1 , s2 ), but the conditional moments are moments for 
x1, x2 fixed. 
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on observations from original samples. Using such an estimator the 
rule plus estimates of both conditional probabilities of misclassi-
fication--P2(R(x1, x2), ~2 ) and P1(R(x1, x2), ~1)--can be obtained 
from the N1 + N2 observations of the original samples. On the 
other handjif independent test samples are involved in the estimator, 
N1 + N2 observations are needed to get the rule, and an additional 
Ml+ M2 observations are needed to estimate: P.1 and P2 • Thus any 
decreases in bias or variance brought about by using estimators 
requiring test samples must be balanced against the cost of the 
additional observations. 
For Lachenbruch's U estimator, PU, we have computed the 
conditional moments given x1, x2 fixed, in accordance with the 
discussion in Section 1. The N2 rules that are used in the calcu-
lation of PU then have a joint distribution arising from the 
conditional distributions of the samples s1; s2 given fixed values 
of This joint distribution determines the conditional 
behavior of PU which we have studied. 
Consider next the estimator PTSL:· This estimator involves two 
sets of original samples and the corresponding two rules. The one 
set of original samples are of size N each, while the second set of 
original samples and the test samples, assumed to be obtained by 
splitting the samples of size N, are of size 1 
~-
The sample means 
based on original samples of size N and ~ are denoted respectively 
and 
We believe that the most relevant computations for making 
comparisons with our results for other estimators require x 1 and 
to be fixed but and to be random, and of course the x's 
and y's are not independent since the latter are based on subsamples 
of the observations determining the former. For. this model (which 
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we will call Assumption Set 1) we have obtained the expectation of 
PTSL' given in Table IV. The calculation of the conditional variance 
is, however, extremely tedious and hence this calculation was made 
under the simpler assumption that all four means x 1 , x2 , y 1 , y2 
are fixed and moreover that all six samples (one of size N and 
two of size ~ from each population) are independent. We call this 
Assumption Set 2. For completeness we also give the expectation and 
MSE of PTSL under Assumption Set 2. The simplifying assumption of 
independence allows us to use values already obtained for conditional 
means and variances of and 
Now looking at the results in Table IV, some facts are immediately 
obvious. The test sample estimator, PT, and the minimum variance 
estimator, @RB, are the only unbiased4 estimators, although QT 
appears to have a small bias when ~ is large. All three of these 
estimators are based on independent test samples. In fact, no 
unbiased estimator of P2 (R(x1 , x2 ), ~2 ) based only on the original 
samples exists, because the conditional distribution of the original 
observations from rr2 , when x2 is fixed, is independent of ~2 and 
thus no function of the original observations can have a conditional 
expectation which is a function of ~2 • Another result is that the 
adjusted reclassification estimator, PRa' and the estimator QD have 
the same expected value and hence the same bias. 
Several estimators, namely and 'lf) 5 , have 
conditional variances equal to zero, because these estimators are 
constant when and are fixed. Note that all of these 
estimators are based only on original observations and all of them 
make use of normality assumptions. The reclassification estimator, 
4
when not specified otherwise, moments referred to will be conditional 
moments given xl, i2 fixed. 
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PR, and the adjusted reclassification estimator, PRa' have the same 
variance because PRa =PR+ constant. The variance of PR is 
smaller than the variance of PTSL (when N2 = N) since Var PTSL = 
Var PR+ two terms both greater than zero. (As noted above Var PTSL 
is computed under Assumption Set 2.) ~RB must have a smaller 
variance than any other unbiased estimator based on an additional 
independent test sample from rr2 J since '19RB is the conditionally 
UMVU estimator under these conditions. Estimators based only on 
original samples can, however, have a smaller variance than ~RB' 
and those estimators mentioned above as having variance equal to 
zero obviously do. 
From Table IV, it can be seen that no estimator with zero variance 
is unbiased, so all estimators have a positive MSE. It follows from 
the above remarks, that the MSE of PRa is greater than the MSE of 
QD' because the two estimators have the same bias whereas Var QD = 0 
and Var PRa > O. Also MSE(QT) ~ MSE(O}RB) because both are unbiased 
and (S)RB is the minimum variance unbiased estimator in the situation 
where data consists of original samples from rr1 , rr2 plus a test 
sample from rr2 • In general, however, the MSE expressions for finite 
sample sizes are not readily comparable. Note also that most of the 
comparisons made above are comparisons within the groups of estimators 
based only on original samples or within the group of estimators 
requiring test sampleso It is true that the unbiased estimators are 
based on test samples and zero variance estimators are among those 
using only original samples, but if estimators are to be compared on 
MSE, there is no convenient way to tell if taking test samples is 
worthwhile. Therefore in order to better compare th~ estimators, we 
now consider asymptotic expressions for the squared bias, the variance, 
and the mean square error. 
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4. Asymptotic Expressions for Conditional Squared Bias, Variance, 
and Mean Square Error (MSE). 
In Section 4.1 the method of obtaining the asymptotic 
expressions is discussed. The results are presented in Section 4.2 
and the conclusions suggested by the results are discussed in 
Section 4.3. Section 4.4 contains some remarks on the distinction 
between estimators of 
4.1 Methods. 
The conditional bias, variance and MSE were computed for x1 , x2 
fixed and hence depend on x1 and x2 , which are random variables. 
Thus an asymptotic comparison of these quantities is essentially a 
comparison of their distributions. All become small in a stochastic 
sense as sample sizes become large. Hence the comparisons are made 
by looking at smallness as measured by the 
as N - oo. 
0 (·) p function of Mann 
To simplify the discussion of the asymptotic results we will 
assume here that N1 = N2 = M1 = M2 with the common value denoted 
by N. Thus there is only one sample size to go to infinity. The 
simplification is, however, achieved at the cost of some loss of 
informationJsince with all sample sizes equal to N; it is not 
possible to keep separate those terms which go to zero as N1 , N2 - oo, 
and those which go to zero as M1, ~ - oo. From Table IV, of course, 
it can easily be determined if a particular bias or variance goes 
to zero as a specified sample size goes to infinity, but the rate 
of convergence is unknown. 
To derive the asymptotic values, which are given in Tables VI 
and VII, from the conditional means and conditional variances of 
Table IV, we require Taylor series expansions of functions of the 
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-forms F(K), F(K,K; p) - F(K,K; 0), and F(K,K; p), where K stands 
1 
for various functions, for example c, ½ci, or ½d(l + l/N)-2 • To 
get the expansions, the symbols for which K stands are written in 
the form a+ t, where a is constant and independent of N and t 
is variable (when the rule is variable) or a function of N. 
The needed a+ t expressions are given in Table V. The 
constant a is always equal to ½6, 6 = µ1 - µ2 , while the various 
t's have terms which are functions of x1 - µ1 , x2 - µ2 , N-
1
, etc. 
These terms are grouped according to their order in the 6 (·) p sense. 
* Let a. = x. - µ. and a. = Y. - µ. • By the leonna in Appendix IIIB, J J J J J 1 J 
* 8 (N-2+e) for any e > o. a. and a., j = 1, 2 are as N .... oo 
J J p 
Then a.2 and (a'~)2 are 6 (N-l+e) • (~ee Mann and Wald (1943)). 
J J p 
A term which is equal to kN-a where k and a> 0 are constants 
1.·s o·'(N-a+e) N f > 0 as .... oo or any e • If a term is o(N-a+e), it 
is also ap(N-a+e), and so in the asymptotic expressions the terms 
which are o (N-a+e) and o(N-a+e) are grouped together and denoted 
p 
as of order a (N-a+e). 
p 
With F{x) and f(x) denoting the standard normal distribution 
and density functions, respectively, and using the fact that 
' ff f (x) = -xf(x), f {x) = {x2 - 1) f(x), we get the Taylor expansion 
. 3 
F(a + t) = F{a} + F' {a)t + F"(a)½t2 + F'' '{a) f- + ., •• 
= F(a) + f(a)t - ½a f(a)t2 + ¼(a2 - l)f(a)t3 + .... 
This formula is used to get most of the F(K) expansions listed in 
Table V. The expansions in Table V involving the bivariate normal 
distribution are derived in Appendix IIIC. The functions in Table V 
which have forms such as F(-½ci/2N), F(-dVN(N-1), -d/N(N-1); p), 
. 1 
and F(-½ci/2N, ½ci(l - ~N)-2 } are special cases where, for d > O, 
one or more arguments go to -oo as N .... oo. Using the inequality, 
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1 - F(x) ~ .! f(x) for all x > O, (see, for example, Feller (1957, 
X 
p. 166) it is easily shown that these functions are O (N-a), a> O. p 
Table VI gives the squared biases and. their asymptotic forms 
obtained from the results in Table V. Asymptotic expressions for the 
variances of the estimators are given in Table VII. Asymptotic 
expressions for the MSE can be obtained from the results given in 
Tables VI and VII. These MSE expressions are given in Table VIII. 
Some numerical results are given in Table IX for selected parameter 
values and for all estimators except PTsL• 
4.2 The results on asymptotic conditional5 bias, variance, and MSE. 
Looking at Table VI we see, as previously noted, that the 
estimators PT and (PRB are unbiased estimators of P2 (R(i1 , i 2 ), µ2 ). 
The estimator QT has a relatively small bias with the leading term 
in the squared bias of the order For all the other 
estimators considered, the leading term in the squared bias is equal 
to Qp(N-l+e) and, in fact, for all these estimators (except PTSL·, 
when the expectation is computed under Assumption Set 2) the leading 
term is equal to g2a 2 where 2 , g = f(½6) and Since 
from the exact results it was known which estimators had no bias or 
small bias (see Section 3), the main information gained about the 
bias from the asymptotic results is this fact that the estimators 
* ** PR, PTSL (Assumption Set 1), P0 , PRa' Q0 , Q0 , QDS' ~ 3, and 'oJ 5 all 
have squared biases equal to g2a 2 
2 + op (N- 312 +e). In::particular 
note that the biases of PR and PRa are equal, to this order of 
approximation, eve~ though PRa was specifically designed to.decrease 
the bias of PR. Note also that the PTSL mean computed under 
Assumption Set 1 is the one most comparable to the other conditional 
means~in.terms of assumptions. 
5In the discussion, moments are conditional moments given 
i 2 , unless otherwise specified. 
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and 
For each of this group of estimators, with leading term in the 
squared bias equal to g2a2
2
, the term of order op(N- 312 +e) is 
given in Table VI separated from the term of order o (N-2+e). This p 
op(N- 3/2 +e) term is of the form -½og2a 2(a1a 2 + kN-
1). For the 
estimators PU, PRa' and Q0,k = O; for PR, k = 1; for 
(Assumption Set 1), Q:, and '{? 3 , k = -1; and for Q~ 
k = -½. In the case that 6•a2 > O, this op(N- 3/
2 +e) term in 
the squared bias decreases as k increases, and in the case that 
6•a < O, the squared bias decreases as k decreases. Thus which 2 
of the estimators has larger squared bias when terms of order 
are considered depends on the unknown 
parameterJ sgn(6•a2). However, the expected value of the op(N-
312 +e) 
term when a 1 and a2 are considered random is zero, so that on the 
average this term is equal for all of this group of estimators. 
Note that this group of estimators with squared bias equal to 
g2a 2 + o (N- 3/2 +e) consists of some estimators which use normality 2 p 
assumptions and some which do not. All of them, however, are based 
only on original observations. 
Looking at Table VII, we see that several estimators have 
conditional variances equal to zero, as has already been discussed 
in Section 3. For all those estimators with non-zero variance the 
leading term in the variance is of the order o (N-l+e), and is of p 
the form [k1G(l - G) + k2g
2 ]N-1 , where G = F(½o), g = f{½o), and 
k1 , k2 are constants. For the reclassification estimator, PR, and 
for Lachenbruch's U estimator, PU, k1 = 1 and k2 = -1. For 
the test sample estimator, PT, k1 = 1 and k2 = O. Hence the leading 
term in the variance expansion for PR and PU is smaller than the 
corresponding term for PT. The variance of PRa is equal to that 
for PR, as was pointed out in the discussion of the exact variance 
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expressions. For both QT and the Black.wellized estimator, @RB' 
2 -1 the leading term in the variance is equal to g N , that is k1 = O 
1 2( ) -1 and k2 = 1, and the next term is equal to -2 6g a 1 + a 2 N • The 
leading term in the variance of PT, which is the other estimator 
besides (}'RB and QT based on independent test samples, is equal 
to G(l - G)N-l, which is greater than 2 -1 g N • Note that PT does 
not use the normality assumption, while (}J RB and QT do and 
hence, using the normality decreases the variance, as one would expect. 
Let AMSE stand for "asymptotic mean square error." It is 
understood that the moments involved are conditional. Looking at 
the AMSE's in Table VIII, the most striking fact is that for every 
estimator considered the leading term is of the order a (N-l+e). p 
* ** 'O For the estimators Q0 , Q0 , Q08 , IT 3, and )9 5, all of which make 
use of the normality assumption and are based only on original samples, 
this leading term is equal to g2a2
2
• For the estimators QT and 
lPRB' which make use of the normality assumption and test samples, 
the leading term in the AMSE is equal to 2 -1 g N • Note that 2 -1 g N 
is the expected value of is considered random. 
For the reclassification estimator, PR' the adjusted reclassi-
fication estimator, PRa' and Lachenbruch's U estimator, PU' all 
of which use only original samples, the leading term in the AMSE is 
equal to g2a 2 + 2 [G(l - G) - g
2 ]N-l which is greater than g2a 2 2 
because G(l - G) > g2. The leading term for the test sample 
estimator, PT' is G(l - ) -1 G N , which is the expected value of 
g2a2
2 + [G(l - G) 2] -1 g N when a2 is random. Note that none of 
the estimators PR' PT' PU make use of distribution assumptions. The 
adjusted reclassification estimator does use the normality assumption 
to get the adjustment to p0 , but the estimator is asymptotically 
equivalent to the ordinary reclassification estimator and might be 
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considered as an estimator which does not essentially use the normality 
assumption. 
Leaving the two straight lines ,es,~:L~toi;; .. ·.1\rsf, :as:i:de~;:the:.1results on 
AMSE can be summarized as follows: 
i) For all those estimators based only on original samples and 
using the normality assumption, the leading term in the AMSE is 
the same. 
ii) The estimators PR and PU, (and PRa), which are based only 
on original samples and do not use the normality assumption, have 
the same leading term in the AMSE. This term is greater than the 
connnon leading term for those estimators using original samples 
and normality. 
iii) For the two estimators based on test samples and normality, 
that is QT and @ RB' the leading term in the AMSE is the same. 
iv) The leading term in the AMSE for the estimator PT, which uses 
~ samples but does~ make use of the normality, is greater 
than the common leading term in the AMSE of QT and lPRB• 
v) Among the estimators using the normality, the two estimators 
based on test samples· have leading term.. in the AMSE equal to 
the unconditional expectation of the corresponding term for the 
estimators based on original samples. 
vi) The leading term in the AMSE of PT is equal to the uncon-
ditional expectation of the corresponding term for PR and PU. 
4.3 Conclusions. 
There are three major conclusions suggested by the results 
presented above. First, within the group of estimators using only 
original observations and within the group using test samples, the 
estimators of P2(R(x1 , x2 ), µ2) which make use of the normality are 
better, when the criterion is size of the conditional AMSE with the 
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.. 
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moments computed under the normality assumptions, than estimators 
not using the normality. This conclusion is not suprising, since if 
the observations are known to have a particular distribution, estimators 
of P2 which make use of this distribution information should, 
intuitively, be better than those which do not. 
Secondly, within the group of estimators using the normality 
and within the group (three only, or four if REa is included) not 
using the normality, the estimators based only on original samples 
have AMSE's which~ the average (unconditional) are equal to the 
AMSE for those which use test samples. Hence, since under the sample 
size assumption used here (N1 = N2 = M1 = ~ = N), estimators based 
on independent test samples require twice as many observations to get 
the rule and estimates of P1 , P2 as do the estimators based only 
on original observations, their use is of questionable value. Such 
estimators might, however, be used to protect against extreme values. 
Note that if a2 is large, the AMSE of estimators based on normality 
and original samples cannot only be larger than the AMSE of estimators 
based on normality and test samples, but can be larger than the AMSE 
of the test sample estimator, which does not make use of the normality 
assumption. 
The third conclusion is really several suggested conclusions, 
theoretical and practical, based on the observed result that the 
estimators of a given kind are equivalent in terms of AMSE 0 All the 
estimators considered here which are based on normality and original 
samples have the same first order term in the AMSE (except the 
estimator PRa' which uses the normality only to adjust the basic 
estimator PR)o Similarly the two estimators based on normality and 
test samples, QT and 15) RB, are equivalent in terms of AMSE, as are 
the estimators PR and PU (and PRa) based on original samples and 
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not using normality. The MSE for the estimator PTSL' which belongs 
in the latter group, was not computed under the as8.lmptions needed 
for appropriate comparison, as has been discussed above in Section 3. 
In the class of estimators based on independent test samples and not 
using normality only the one estimator, PT' was studied. 
Looking first at the group of estimators based on normality and 
original samples, the equivalence of all the estimators 
** QDS' ~ 3 and '(? 5) raises the question as to how much"fnformation" 
there is in the original samples for estimating the probability of 
misclassification. Can an estimator based on normality and original 
samples be found which has a smaller AMSE than those studied here, or 
is the observed AMSE, g2a2
2 + op(N- 312 +e), a lower bound? Note 
that all of these estimators have conditional variance equal to zero, 
and hence reducing the bias is equivalent to reducing the MSE. 
Thus consider the problem of reducing the bias. All of the 
* ** estimators, Q0 , QD' Q08 , (?3, and n,5, that are based on normality 
and original samples and that have AMSE (and asymptotic squared bias) 
equal to g2a2
2 + op(N- 312 +e) can be written as P2, P;, or P;* 
with parameters estimated (although ~ 3 and ~ 5 were not derived 
in this way). Hence they are a restricted class of original8aample 
estimators. However, the three estimators PR' PTSL' and PU, which 
do not use normality at all, and the estimator PRa' which uses the 
normality only to get an adjustment to PR' also have asymptotic 
squared bias equal to g2a2
2 + op(N- 312 +e), (expectation of PTSL 
computed under Assumption Set 1). Taken all together these results 
suggest that the observed value is a lower bound on the conditional 
asymptotic squared bias for estimators based on original samples. If 
this is so, then the estimators with conditional variance equal to 
zero have minimum conditional AMSE. In Appendix ·vi, .. :we .. clisCJ:1.Ss.i. a 
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conjecture that no estimator exists based on original samples having 
an asymptotic conditional squared bias less than 
The asymptotic equivalence of the estimators 
and~ 5 also suggests the practical conclusion that if an estimator 
* ** of the Q, Q or Q type is to be used, it doesn't matter which 
oneo For finite sample sizes, however, the estimators may differ. 
{See the discussion of the Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) results in 
Chapter 4, Section 5.) Now consider again the group of estimators 
based on original samples and not using normality--PR, PTSL' PU, 
and PRa· The results on PTSL are unfortunately incomplete, but 
the asymptotic equality of all the biases and the asymptotic equality 
of the MSE' s of pR; .. :, P0 , and PRa suggest that it is not worthwhile 
to use an estimator such as PU or PTSL in place of PR, which is 
conceptually and computationally simpler. Des_pite asymptotic 
equalities which we have obtained, Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) found 
that PR performs poorly for finite sample sizes when the distri-
butions are multivariate normal {see the discussion in Chapter 4, 
Section 5). Of course, in;.a practical situation, if an estimator not 
based on normality is being used because the normality assumption is 
suspect, neither the asymptotic nor the small sample performance of 
.these,:estimators under normality is of much interest. 
As far as the estimators based on normality and test samples are 
concerned, it is known that (5) RB is the conditional UMVU estimator 
in this class. It is not known if an estimator with smaller conditional 
MSE exists. The estimator QT, which is slightly biased, has an AMSE 
with the first two terms equal to the AMSE for{? RB• 
Summarizing briefly, the first two conclusions on the problem of 
estimating the conditional probability of misclassification in the 
univariate normal case, are that using the normality helps and using 
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independent test samples does not. The third conclusion is related 
to the observed asymptotic equivalence of estimators of a given kind. 
4.4 * Remarks on the distinction between estimators of P~g' and 
Before taking up the problem of estimating P2 when the distri-
butions are multivariate normal (Chapter 4), we will make some rematks 
on the problem of distinguishing between estimators of 
** * P 2 • As noted above the estimator Q0 , which is a '~natural" 
estimator for P;, and the estimators Q:, ~3, and ~ 5, which are 
** 
"natural" estimators for P2 are as good (in terms of size of AMSE) 
as estimators of P2 as is Q0, which is a "natural" and commonly 
used estimator of P2 • Of course, any function of the observations 
can be considered as an estimator for any parameter. Also since 
is the expected value of P2 , and is the limiting value of 
as sample sizes go to infinity, estimating P2 by estimating 
** * parameters in the expression for P2 or P2 is not so odd. Also 
(as shown in Section 2.4) the estimator Q0 can itself be obtained 
by estimating the unknown parameter in and thus is a Q ** type 
estimator. However, since a number of workers have commented on 
this problem (see for example Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968, p. 724), 
Hills (1966), and Section 1.4, Chapter 2), we will examine the situation. 
It is known that for ra.ndom·.v.ariables u, v the quantity 
1. 
[E(u - v) 2 ] 2 is a metric and so may be considered to be the "distance" 
between u and v. Thus the conditional mean square error 
.I\ 
~[(P2 - P2 )
2 lx1 , x2 ] measures the squared distance between any esti-
A * ** mator P2 and P2 • When estimating P2 (or P2 ) it is natural to 
(,,. *)2 '\ use the unconditional MSE E P2 - P2 for any P2 • Similarly one 
* can consider the "distances" between the three unknowns P2 , P2 and 
P;*° (for simplici~y E(P2 - P;)
2
, etc., will also be called a MSE). 
The asymptotic forms of these quantities are revealing in a discussion 
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g2N-l = 
* QD 
Figure 2 
* ** Distances between P2 , P2 , P2 and between these 
probabilities and some estimators. 
p2 
O(N-2 ) = Eg2a 2 
2 
QD 
The "distances" marked in the diagram are the leading terms in the AMSE. 
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of the appropriateness of any possible estimator of each of the 
unknowns • 
Figtire 2 shows the leading terms in several unconditional MSE's 
whose derivations are given in Appendix V. Consider first the three 
unknowns 
* both P2 
* P2, p2 
** 
** and P2 • 
and P2 , namely, 
P2 has the same squared distance from 
1 -1 28N , this value being the leading term 
in the asymptotic expansion for both of the expressions 
( *)2 2 ( *)2 E p2 - p2 = EP2 - p2 
and 
( **)2 2 * ** ( **)2 E p2 - p2 = EP2 - 2P2P2 + p2 
where 
1 1 ) EP~ = F(a)F(-~, -~; 2N+l) + F(-a)F(~, ~; 2N+l 
* p2 = F(a)F(-~) + F(-a)F(~) 
P ;* = F(-½I 6 I ) 
1 .1. 
a = 26(2N) 2 
1 
1 ( 1 )-2 ~ = 26 1 + 2N • 
* On the other hand P2 
** and P2 are closer since asymptotically 
E{P; - P;*) 2 = k o2 gN-2 + o{N-3+e), 
which is of order -2 -1 N rather than N • 
Next let us consider the two estimators 
* * A QD = P2(R(•,•), 6 = d) 
and 
QD = P2(R{xl, i2), µ2 = x2) 
** I\ 
= p2 (6 = d). 
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The definition of 
estimator of * P2. 
* justifies the assertion that QD is a natural 
Indeed, Figure 2 shows that estimates * p2 
better than it estimates P2 , since the respective unconditional AMSE's 
are 
to 
be 
1 2 -1 ~ N 
Q0 , the 
regarded 
and 2 -1 g N {see Appendix V and Table VIII). Turning 
equivalent definitions displayed above show that QD 
as a natural estimator of either ** p2 or p2. It is 
* 
can 
perhaps surprising to find from Figure 2 that {like QD) QD actually 
* estimates P2 better than it estimates P2 , the unconditional AMSE's 
being exactly the same as those just given for A possible 
explanation of this lies in the second definition of Q0 as an 
** estimator of P2 * and in the closeness of P2 ** and P2 • 
* One more conclusion we can draw from Figure 2 is that both P2 
** and P2 are closer to P2 than is either of the typical estimators 
* q0 and Q0• Thus one might expect, that a natural estimator of P2 
* would also be a reasonable estimator of P2 and vice versa. 
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Table I 
Notation Used in the Discussion of 
the Univariate Normal Case 
rr1, rr2 are populations distributed N(µ, 1, 1), N(µ,2, 1) respectively. 
x1 , x2 are sample means based on original samples of sizes N1, N2 
from rrl, rr2. 
y1, y2 are sample means based on original samples from rr1 , rr2 of 
size ~ each. 
x is a new observation to be classified. 
t 1, t 2 are sample means based on test samples of sizes M1, ~ from 
111' 112. 
d = xl - x2 
a:. = x. - µ,. 
J J J 1 
b = ½ci(l - 1/N2)-2 
F(u), F(u, v; p) denote standard normal univariate and bivariate distribution 
functions as defined in (1.3) and (1.4), Chapter 3. 
H(u, v; p) = F(-u, -v; p) 
G = F(½6) 
f(u) = F'(u) 
g = f(½6) 
denotes expectation of u with R(s1, s2) fixed 
but test samples random. We actually fix x1 and 
x2 rather than R(s1 , s2 ) and write E(ulx1 , x2). 
p0 = proportion of original sample of size N2 from 112 misclassified 
by R(s1, s2). 
pt= proportion of test sample. of size ~ from rr2 misclassified 
by R(s1 , s2). 
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Table I (cont.) 
Probabilities of Misclassification: 
* P2 and P2 denote conditional and unconditional probabilities of 
Estimators: 
p 
misclassification as given in (1.6) and (1.7) of Chapter 3. 
is the probability of misclassification when all parameters 
are known as given in (1.10), Chapter 3. 
with a letter(s) subscript denotes an estimator of P2 
not based on normality. 
* ** Q, Q, Q with subscripts denote estimators of P2 obtained by 
* ** estimating unknown parameters in P2 , P2 , P2 • 
with a subscript denotes other estimators based on normality. 
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Table II 
Derived by Using a Prior Distribution on 9 
Populations: 
Prior Distribution: 
,.., 
TT1 is N{µ 1 , 1), TT2 is N{µ2 , l); 2 = (µ 1, µ2 ) 
µ,i is N(yi, ai2 ), i = 1, 2 with µ1, µ2 
independent 
Posterior Distribution: µ,i is N(vi, Ti2 ), i = 1, 2 with µ,1 , µ2 
independent; 
y. + N.a.2x. 
l. l. l. l. 
1 + N.cr. 2 
a.2 
T.2 = __ 1. __ 
l. 
l. l. 
vi. - xi. as a 2 - oo i ' Tl..
2 
- l/N1.. as a 2 - oo i • 
Method 1: Estimate 
µ,2 by mean of posterior distri-
bution of µ,2 
Estimator 
1 - F( ½tl + x2 - v2 ), d > 0 
F( ½tl + x2 - v2 ) , d < 0 
Limit of Estimator 
as a1
2
, a2
2 
- oo 
1 - F(½tl) , d > 0 
F(½ci) ,d<O 
Method 2: Use that 
estimate of µ,2 which 
minimizes posterior 
expected loss (in 
estimating µ,2 ) 
Estimator derived only for loss function (µ2 - ~)~ in which case method 2 is equivalent to metnod 1. 
Method 3: Take 
expectation of P2 with respect to ·, 
posterior distri-
bution of {µ, 1 , µ,2 ) 
Method 4: Use that 
estimate of P which 
minimizes po:s~erior 
~pec~ed loss· ·(in --: 
e;s}:imating P2 ) 
) ,d>o 1 ( _: ' -1)-½) 1 - F(~ -l+N- · ··. - -- ,d>o 
v':.· ·.i: ~;;-· · 
1 • 1 1 
( 1 ( · - )-2) ,d<O F ~ ·l+N ·-~. · · · 
·.· .·._,_· ·.::· ·2··_1.·. 
Estimator derived only for 
~oss function {P 2 - ~ ) 2 
in wij~dh ¢a~e Meih9d 4 i~ 
equivalent to Method 3; 
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Method 5: 
Method 6: 
Method 7: Take the 
expectation of P2 
with respect to 
prior distribution 
of (µ,1' µ,2 ) 
Method 8: 
Method 9: 
Table II (cont.) 
½cl + x2 - ~> , d > o l ~ F( 1 1 - F( . ~ ) , d > 0 
{i + 2~ 
J,_.,:i - -µ, 
2u X) 
F( CJ 
X 
where 
Y2 + 2N2cr22x2 
µ, ~ = 
X 2 1 + 2N2a2 
,d<O 
<f"= x 
1 + cr22 + 2N2cr22 
1 + 2N2cr2
2 
No estimator derived by 
this method. 
d > 0 1 
, d < 0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
,d>O 
,d<O 
For normal populations Method 8 yields the 
same estimator as Method 3. 
No estimator derived by 
this methodo 
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Table III 
Expressions of Estimators for P2 (R{x1 , x2 ), µ2 ) when rr1 is N(µ 1 , 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1) 
Estimator Expression for Estimator Name or Definition Dist. 1 Sampling2 Studied by3 
p0 5.proportion of N2 original o.!?_ser.!ations Reclassification from rr2 misclassified by R(x1, x2) estimator 
No 
pt= proportion of ~ test observ_!tio~s 
from rr2 misclassified by R(x1 , x2 ) 
Test sample estimator No 
where q. =· 1. 
1 
lo 
'-.." 
· f · th b . . . . 1 1. 1. o servat1.on 1.n or1.g1.na 
sample from rr2 misclassi-
fied by rule based on remain-
ing N1 + N2 - 1 observations 
otherwise. 
Po+ F(b) - F(½ci) if d > 0 
Po+ F(½ci) - F(b) if d < 0 
1 . . . - ' 
1 - F ( ~) +, ~ > 0. 
F. (½cl) , · · , ·4 < O 
.: \.. ·1· ····,, ,,. 
Two straight lines 
estimator 
Lachenbruch's U 
method 
Reclassification 
estimator adjusted 
for bias 
No 
No 
Yes-
No 
0 
T 
0 
0 
0 
0 
L, H 
P ( as .. estimator 
of P~) 
L, H, L0 (as 
*·· 
estimator of P2 ) 
H, C, E 
L, H 
( 
\.J1 
w 
[ I I ( I ( I I 
Table III {cont.) 
, d < 0 
Note: a,~ are temporary notation 
N + N - 4 1 
( 1( 1 2 )21dl) 1 - F 2 N1 + N2 - 2 
(? RB ) , d > 0 
,d<O 
I I I ( 
Conditionally UM.VU 
estimator obtained 
by conditional Rao-
Blackwell theory 
( ( 
Yes 
Yes 
( I [ [ 
T 
0 
0 L 
T 
[ 
\J1 
.p-
[ [ I [ ( [ I [ [ ( ( [ [ (. [ 
Table III (conto) 
f3 ~ Method 3 prior distri- Yes 0 1 - F ( _. 2 . l 1 ) , d > 0 (1 ·+-·N; )2 bution estimator. 
1 
F( ~ 1 ) ,d<O ("i +· -N;l12 
f 5 1 - F( ½ti ) , d > 0 Method 5 prior distri- Yes 0 
I 1-
Vl + 2N bution estimator. 
2 
1 
F( ~ ) ,d<O 
~1 + 2~-
2 
1yes: Estimator uses distribution assumptions; No: Estimator doesn't use distribution assumptions. 
2o: Estimator uses only original samples; T: Estimator requires independent test samples. 
( 
G 
:\: Lachenbruch (1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968); all work for multivariate normal distributions. 
L0 : Lachenbruch· (1967). C: Cochran and Hopkins (1961). E: Elashoff (undated). G: Geisser (1967). H: Hills (1966). P: Pogue (1966). 
( ( 
Table IV 
Conditional Means and Variances for Estimators of P2 
when rr1 is N(µ 1, 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1) 
( (- - ) ) {1-F(c) , d > 0 p2 = p2 R xl, x2 'µ2 = F( ) d < 0 C , 
Estimator Conditional Expectation 
PR 1 - F{b), d > 0 
F(b) ,d<O 
p2 = ~ - F(c) F(c) ,d>O ,d<O 
Conditional Variance 
-[l-F{b)]2 + .!_ (1-F(b)] 
N2 
N2-1 1 
+ -N- F(-b,-b;- N _1), d > 0 2 2 
-F2 {b) + i F(b) 
2 
N2-1 1 
+ -N- F{b,b;- N _1), , d < 0 2 2 
1 ~ F(c)[l - F{c)] 
* * * 1 1 F(-lbl) + ½(sgn d )[F(b )-F(c )] Var p0(N) +~-Var p0(~) 
(Assumption Set 2) 
F{-lbl) - ½F{O',-y; P1) 
- ½F ( -Q', y; p 1) 
+ ½F(a,-a; p2) 
+ ½F ( -0:', 13 ; P 2 ) , 
{Assumption Set 1) 
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+¼Var P/½N) 
(Assumption Set 2) 
Variance not computed under 
Assumption Set 1. 
-' 
'-' 
la 
al 
-
_, 
'-' 
... 
... 
I-' 
-
tail 
lat 
-
._ 
_, 
-
_, 
_, 
PU 
PRa 
QD 
QT 
* QD 
Table IV {cont.) 
I F(-t,.) + F(-0), d > 0 -1 F( - I (3 I > + F(-1(1 I ) -N2 
F(°') + F(e): , d < 0 - F2 (-101) - F2 (-l(ll) 
I where O = ~, e = ~ - 2F ( -16 l)F ( - I {j I) 
-
and N -1 +-j- .F ( - I BI , -I BI ; p ) 
I 2 
1 1 (N2-½) 
- F2 (-IBI) A= -2( )-2 , B = N2 N2-1 . fJ2(N2-l) 
I 
I 
I 
11 - F( ½a.) , d > 0 
F(½tl) , d < 0 
11 - F(½d) , d > 0 
F(½tl) , d < 0 
1 - F( c ), d > 0 
{1+~-l 
, d < 0 
F{a,-S; p) + F{-a,S; p) 
where 
1 1 
-2 1 ( 1 )-2 a=dM ,S=~l+J11 
-1 -1 M = N1 + N2 
1( -1 ~1) -½( 1 )-½ P = 2 -N1 + N2 M 1 + J+M 
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+ 2F(-10.I ,.-1~ I; -p) 
- 2F ( -1 ll I ) F ( - I (3 I ) 
I I + F(-ldl ,-ICRI; p) 
~ - F2 (-l~I) 
I 
where p = -(N2 -1)-
1
• 
I Same as for P:g. 
I Variance = 0 
C 
F( r::-:_ -1 
vi~ 
, C • 1 
, ~+1) 
C C ) 
- F(-_-:....-=...-=._- , -_-:_-:_-:,..- ; 0 
/1+~·-l {1+~~1 
Variance= 0 
-lal 
.... 
lat 
ial 
... 
la.ii 
-
lai 
-
-
al 
-
-
-
lal 
la 
al 
... 
** QDS 
p RB 
p3 
P5 
Table IV {cont.) 
1 
N1 + N2 - 4 i 1 - F(2( M + N _ ~ ) 2 Jdl) 
1 2 
::::, 1 - F ( ½ j d j ( 1 + _!_) -½) 
N1.=N~ N-2 
p _ ( 1 - F(c) , d > 0 
2 - F(c) , d < 0 
1 
1 - F( gd ) , d > 0 
J1+N2-l 
1 
F( ~ ) 
~l+N -l 
2 
,d<O 
1 
1 - F( ~ ) , d > 0 
Ji+ 2~ 
1 
F( ~ ) 
/1+-1 2N2 
2 
,d<O 
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Variance = 0 
1 F(c, c; M) - F{c, c; 0) 
2 
Variance= 0 
Variance= 0 
-Table V 
Expressions and Expansions Needed to Get 
.th~: tsymptotic Expressions for Conditional 
Bias, Variance, and Mean Square Error 
Given in Tables VI, VII, and VIII 
Symbol Expansion: Term of 
.1 
o (N-l+e) 
~onstant o :(il~'2'+e) p p 
1 
1 -1 (l-N-l)-2 
= 1 +O +~ 
(l+N-1)-½ 1 +o 1 -1 = -~ 
( 1 -1)-½ 1 + 0 1 -1 l+~ = - 4N 
(1+ _l_)-½ 1 + 0 1 -1 = -~ N-2 
1 (l-N-1)2(1-½N-1)-l 
= 1 + 0 +O 
( 3 -1)-½ 1- ~ 2 = 1 +O + ~-1 
½d = ½6 +½u 
b = ·. ½a + ½u + 16N-l 4 
* ½o * + ½oN-l b = + ½u 
C = ½6 + ½v 
* ½6 1 * C = + '2V 
1 
- ft6N-l c(l+N-l)-2 = ½o + ½v 
½d(l~-1)-½ 
= ½o +½u - ~6N-l 
1 1 _.l 
½6 + ½u - ¾oN-l ~(1+ N-2) 2 = 
1 
- ¾oN-l ½t{(l+N-l)-2 = ½o + ½u 
½d(l-N-l)-½(l-~-1)-1= ½o + ½u +o 
½tf(l- lN-l)-½ 
2 = ½& + ½u + ~8N-~ 
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order 
0 P_(N- 3/2 +e) o/.~r·2+e) 
+ 0 +++ 
+o +++ 
+ 0 +++ 
+O +++ 
+ 0 +++ 
+ 0 +++ 
1 -1 + 4uN +++ 
1 * -1 +2'VN +++ 
1 -1 
- 4vN +++ 
1 -1 
- EUN +++ 
1 -1 
- 4uN +++ 
1 -1 
- I;:'1N +++ 
+o +++ 
+ iuN-1 +++ 
--
.. 
Table V {cont.) 
F(½d) G 1 = + 2&U 
F{b) = G + ½f;u 
F{c) G 1 = + ~v 
* 
+ ½8u * F{b) = G 
* * F(c) = G + ~v 
F(c{l+N-l}-½) 
= G + WT 
1 
F( ½tl( l+½N-l)-2) = G + hu 
F(½J(l- i)½(l- !N)-}= G + ½gu 
1 (1 ( 1 )-2) F ~ l+ N-2 
F(½d(l+N-l)-½) 
1 
F( ½d( 1-. J.N-l)-2 ) 
2 
F(-½tl{2N) 
F(-dVN{N-1) 
F(b,b;-(N-1)-1) 
- F(b,b;O) 
F{b,b;O) 
H(b,b;-{N-1)-l) 
- H(b,b;O) 
1 
= G + ~u 
= G + ½gu 
= G + ~u 
= (d~-r 
= (d~) 
= 
= F(½o,½o;o: + gGu 
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- (16)-16gu2 
(16)-16gu2 
1 -1 
+ ~6gN 
- (16)-16gv2 
- (16)-16g{u*J2 
+ ½6gN-l 
(16)-16g{v*)2 
- (16)-1&gv2 
1 -1 
- 46gN 
- (16)-16gu2 
1 -1 
- -g6gN 
-\: (19/lgg,12 
- (16)-16gu2 
1 -1 
- 46gN 
- {16)-16gu2 
1 -1 
- 4&gN 
- (16)-16gu2 
+ i&gN-1 
2 -1 
- g N 
+r+ 
2 -1 
- g N 
+-H-
:+++ 
;-+H-
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
-H=+ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
:--+-H-
hf44 
+ ½&g2uN-1 +H-
--
-
-
-
-
·wJ 
.. 
.. 
... 
-
... 
-
.. 
.. 
... 
-
-
-
'J;able V (cont.) 
H(b,b;O) =IH(½a;½a;o)I "' g(l-G)u1 +++ 
I =I I ( I I 1 ) I 2 -1 F c ,c ;N+l g N 
- F(c',c';O) 
where c' 
( -1 _l. 
= c l+N ) 2 
F(c,c;N-1)-F(c,c;O) =I I I 2 -1 gN 
H(~ 'a ; - N: 1) j =I I I 2 -1 - g N 
- H(t1,(/_ ;O), 
where Q. = _ 
1 
½d(l- !)2(1- !...)-1 N 2N 
F(a. '£1;- N:1) I =I I I 2 -1 - g N 
- F(a ,Q ;O) 
F(-~,-~;- N:1) =I (d>O) I I 
~= d{N(N-1) 
=1 (d>O) F ( -Q ' ~ ;N: 1) 
F(-½di2N, K; p) = (d>O; K-. ½6, p-t O as N~ ~) 
1 
F(~{2N,-½d{l+ !N)-"2~P1)? = (d>o) 
-F(½d/2N,-½d(l- ~N)-2 ;p2~ 
1 
15 N-1 2g 
I 1 2v -1 - 26g N H++ 
I 1 2v -1 - 26g N I+++ 
I + ½&g2 uN-ll +++ .. 
I + ½6g2uN-ll+++ 
I I+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
p = (2N+l) .. 2 
1 1 +++ indicates a non-zero term of the order given in the 
) -2 p2 =-(2N+3 
colunm heading. * * * 
6=~1-~2 , G=F(½6), g=f(½6), u:a:1-a2 , v::a:1+o:2 , u ::a:1-a2 , 
-*--*--*-----
v =(a1+o:2). Other notation is defined in Table I. 
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Table VI 
Squared Biases for Estimators of P2(R(x1, i 2), µ2) when IT1 is N(µ 1, 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 2): 
Exact and Asymptotic Expressions. 
P (R(-x -x) u.2) = (Fl(c-)F(c) ', dd >< 00 2 1' 2 ' ,,., 
Estimator 
Assumption 
Set 2 
Assumption 
Set 1 
Squared Bias 
[F(b) - F(c)]2 
Zero 
1 * * [F(b) - F(c)]2 + 4[F(b) - F(c )]
2 
* * - 6 *[F(b) - F(c)][F(b) - F(c )] 
dd 
* { 1 if d•d > 0 where 6 * = -1 if d•d < 0 dd 
[ 
-2 
(b) - F(c) + ½F(a,,,-y; p1)-t-½F(~4',-y;pi g
2a 2
2 
- ½F(a,-~; p2) - ½F(-a,~; p2). See 
PTSL on Table IV for a,,,~,y,p 1 ,p2 
notation. 
Asymptotic Squared Bias 
+++ 
( [ • 
+++ 
+++ 
I I ( [ ( [ I I ( I I I ( [ t C ( ( f 
Table VI (cont.) op{N-l+e) op(N- 3/2 +e) op(N-2+e) 
PU (1 - F(c} - F(;!) - (1 - F(~))]2 , d > 0 82a 2 2 - .!.6g2a a 2 2 1 2 +++ 
1 [F(c) - F(~) - F(~)]2 , d < 0 B A·· 
1 (1--~½it> 1 A= N - ~ = B = 
r(N - 1J J,. - ~ ,/NCN - 1}: 
R,' 
PRa [F(½ci) - F(c)]2 82a 2 - .!.6g2a a 2 +++ 2 2 1 2 
QD [F(½,t) - F(c) ]2 g20( 2 2 - .!.6g2a a 2 2 1 2 +++ 
QT [F( C. ) - F(c)]2 0 0 +++-:-(1 + N-l 
* [~ - 1 + F(c)]2 , d > 0 '"'2 ·2 1 2 ( 1 -1) +++ QD g 0( . - 268 Q'2 Q'lQ'2-~ '..2 [ c.l- F(c) ]2 , d < 0 
where 
~ = F(~(2N)½)F(-½,i(l + ~)-½) 
1 1 
+ F(-½,t(2N)2 )F(½d(l + !N)-2 ) 
I 
0\ 
w 
( ( ( I I ( 
Table VI (cont.) 
** QDS 
~RB 
5)3 
~\ 
[F(~(l + M ~ ~)-½) - F(c)]2 
Zero 
1 
[F{ ~ ) - F(c)]2 J1 + N-l 
[F( ~ 
~
) - F(c)]2 
2N 
I I ( 
g2a 2 
2 
.82a 2 2 
g20t 2 
2 
I I 
op{N-l+e) 
+++ indicates a term of the order given 41 the column heading. 
( 
a.= x. - µi, g = f(½6). See Table I for other notation not defined here. 
1 1 
The exact bias expressions are given for the case N1 = N2 = N. 
( l ( • l 
( 
op(N- 3/2 +e) op{N-2+e). 
1 2 ( -1) 
- 2 6g a2 a 1a2-N +++ 
1 2 ( -1) 
- 2 6g a2 a 1a2-N +++ 
i5 2 ( 1 -1) 
- 2 g a2 a1a2-~ +++ 
-.. 
-
-
Table VII 
Conditional Variances for Estimators of P2 (R(x1, x2), µ2) 
when rr1 is N(µ 1, 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1): 
Asymptotic Expressions 
Estimator Variance: Term of order 
o (N-l+e) 
p 0 
(N- 3/2 +e) 
p 
PR [G(l-G)-g2 ]N-l (1 1 ) -1 + g 268+"2-G u N 
PT G(l-G)N-l (1 ) -1 + g 2-G vN 
PTSL ½[4G(l-G)-3g2 ]N-l 1 1 1 )( *) -1 + ~(268+"2-G 2u+u N 
(Assumption 1 (1 ) * -1 +~2-GvN 
Set 2) 
PU [G(l-G)-g2 ]N~l (1 l ) -1 + g 268+2-G uN 
PRa Same as Var PR 
QD Variance= 0 
~ 2 -1 g N 1 2v -1 - 268 N 
* QD Variance= 0 
** QDS Variance= 0 
~RB 2 -1 g N - ½6g2vN-l 
~ Variance= 0 
~ Variance= 0 
o (N-2+e) 
p 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ indicates a term of the order given in the column heading. 
1 1 * * * * * * G = G(26), g = g(26), u = a1 - a2 , u = a1 - a2 , v = a1 + a2 , v = a1 + a2• 
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Table VIII 
Conditional Asymptotic Mean Square Errors for 
Estimatotsof P2(R(x1, i 2), ~2) when rr1 is 
N(µ1, 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1) 
Estimator MSE: Term of order 
o (N-l+e) 
p 0 
(N- 3/2 +e) 
p 
PR g2q22 + [G(l-G)-g2]N-l - ½6g2a2(ala2 + N-1) 
(1 1 ) -1 + g 26g + 2 - G uN 
PT G(l-G)N-l (1 ) -1 +g2-GvN 
1 * 
PTSL g2a 2 + ~2(a )2 . +++ . 2 2 -,: 
2 * -- . {Assumption 
- /J. *g a2a2 
Set 2) dd 
+ ½[4G(l-G) - g2 ]N-l 
PU g2a22 + [G(l-G) - g2]N-1 15 2 2 - 2-g ala2 
+ g(½og + ½ - G)uN-l 
p Ra g2a22 + [G(l-G) - g2]N-1 - .1.og2a a 2 2 1 2 
(1 1 ) -1 + g 26g + 2 - G uN 
QD g2a 2 2 - 1.5g20: a 2 2 1 2 
QT 2 -1 g N 1 2v -1 - 26g N 
* g2a 2 1 2 ( 1 -1) QD ?. - 26g a2 o:1a2 - ~ 
** g2a: 2 
- ½&g2o:2(ala2 - N-1) QDS 2 
51 2 -1 1 2v -1 
~B 
g N 
- 26g N 
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o (N-2+e) p 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++:-
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
-Table VIII (cont.) 
I 
'Ii 3 g2a 2 2 - ½og2 0:2<0:10:2 - N -1) 
~5 g2a: 2 2 - ½og
2 0:2<0:10:2 1 -1) -~ 
+++ indicates a term of the order given in colunm heading. 
6 * = 1 if 
dd 
* d•d > o, -1 if 
See Table I for other notation. 
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Table IX 
Nu~erical Values for Terms of Order op(N-l+e) 
in the AMSE's of Table VIII, for Selected 
Values of 6 and {Na2• 
Estimator Value of lol = o lol = 1 
\/Na2 
PR' PU' PRa 0 0.091N-l 0.089N-l 
PT 0.250 0.213 
* ** QD' QD' QDS 0.000 0.000 
6>3, IP 5 J 
QT' ~RB 0.159 0.124 
PR~ .. PU' ;PRa 1 0.250N-l 0.213N-l 
PT 0.250 0.213 
* ** QD, QD, QDS 
0.124 6) ~ } 0.159 
3' 5 
QT' °P RB 0.159 0.124 
PR~ PU' PRa 2 o.727N-
1 0.585N-l 
PT 0.250 0.213 
* ** QD' QD, QDS 
l?3, P5 
) 0.636 o.496 
QT' &>RB 0.159 0.124 
PR~: BU' PRa 3 l.523N-l l.205N-l 
PT 0.250 0.213 
* ** QD' QD, QDS 
o) 3' 6)5 } 1.432 1.116 
QT' ~RB 0.159 0.124 
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lol = 2 
0.075N-l 
0.134 
0.000 
0.059 
0.134N-l 
0.134 
0.059 
0.059 
0.309N-l 
0.134 
0.234 
0.059 
0.602N-l 
0.134 
0.527 
0.059 
lol = 3 
o.o45N-1 
0.062 
0.000 
0.017 
0.062N-l 
0.062 
0.017 
0.017 
0.112N-l 
0.062 
0.067 
0.017 
0.196N-l 
0.062 
0.151 
0.017 
-CHAPTER 4 
ESTIMATING THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
OF MCSCLASSIFICATION IN THE 
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL CASE 
In this chapter, estimators for P2(R(s1 , s2), ~) are considered 
in the multivariate normal case with unknown means J;h, j 2 and common 
known covariance matrix I:. As in the univariate normal case, when 
I: is known, the variables can be transformed to reduce the problem 
to the simpler case I: = I. Here, however, the variabl·es will be 
kept in the original form and the I: will appear in the forrm.tlas. 
1. The Classificatio.n Rule and the Various Probabilities of Mis-
classification. 
Let rr1 be p-dimensional N~l' I:) and rr2 be p-dimensional 
N(»2 , I:) with ~l' ~ unknown and I: known. Thus 1 = (~1, J2). 
As before, original samples of sizes N1, N2 and independent test 
samples of sizes Ml, M2 are available from rr l, rr2 ; ~, which is 
assumed to be from rr2 , is a new random observation to be classified. 
Some notation used in discussing the classification rule and 
the estimators for P2 is given in Table X. Observe that this 
notation is related to the notation used in the univariate normal 
discussion, which is given in Table I. The form which some of the 
symbols of Table X take when p = 1 and a2 = 1, i.e., the situation 
of Chapter 3, is given at the bottom of the table. Furthermore 
* * * * * * D, B, C are to d, b, c as D, B, C are to d, b, c. The 
symbols F(u), F(u, v; p), H{u, v; p) are the same as in Table I. 
Symbols such as x., a., for example, are the same except that in this 
J J 
chapter they represent p-dimensional vectors and in Chapter 3, scalars. 
The classification rule to be used is that of (1.1), Chapter 1, 
with c = 1 and with the unknown means estimated by the sample means. 
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-This rule reduces to 
-classify rr1 if 
~1 
- ) -1 1(- - ) , -1c- - ) X as 
- x2 'I! x ~ 2 xl 
- :2 I! :1+ !2 (1.1)· ~ ,., IV ,., 
classify X as TT2 if " < " N 
As in the univariate case, fixing the rule is not equivalent to fixing 
~l' ~; nevertheless we will condition on E1 , J2 • (See discussion 
in Chapter 3, Section 1.) Again this distinction is irrelevant for 
the derivation of the expression for P2(R(s1, s2), 2), the conditional 
probability of misclassifying ; from TT2 as TT1 , but makes a 
difference in the conditional moments. 
and 
(1.2) 
let y denote ( ) ' -1 X - X I!= X. /\11 Jv2 N Then 
( I- - ) c- - ) ' -l - l c- - -x ) = Var Y !1' ;2 = ~l - ;2 I! EE ~l ~2 02, 
P2(R(s1 , s2), 2) = P{y > ½(~1 - j 2) 'E-1(~1 + j 2 ) Ix from TT2 ; 
x1 , x2 fixed} 
{ 1 -1c- - ) , -1 1 = P z > 2D + D ~l - ; 2 I! ~ 2 
= 1 - F(C), 
where z is a univariate standard normal variate and C is defined 
in Table X. 
Since fixing ~l' i 2 fixes R(s1 , s2) attd. s:inc_7 l 2 is the only 
parameter that enters into the expression for the conditional probability 
of misclassification, we will denote P2(R(s1 , s2 ), !) by 
P2(R(§1, i 2), ~2), which will as usual be abbreviated to p2 when the 
dependence on i 1 , 32 , _H,2 is not being emphasized. 
This formula for the conditional probability of misclassification 
matches that given in John (1961). 
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The unconditional probability of misclassification has no simple 
expression when the v.ariables are multivariate normal, even when E 
is known. John (1961, p. 1137££) has considered this case and gives an 
exact and an approximate result. Okamoto (1963) gives an approximation 
unknown. 
in the more general situation where ti, _e,2 and I: are all 
In the special case that N1 = N2 = N and the number of 
degrees of freedom associated with the estimate of the covariance 
matrix is infinite, the approximation is1 
(1.3) 
The true probability of misclassification when all parameters are 
known and the rule of (1.1), Chapter 1 is used, is denoted by 
** P2 (!) and is computed as follows: 
(1.4) P;*°(!) = P(~ - !2) 'I:-1~> ½(.tl - ~2) 'I:-1~1 + !2)} 
= 1 - F( ½l\). 
2. The Estimators. 
The estimators described in Section 2 of Chapter 2 were derived 
for the special case where populations are univariate normal in Section 2 
of Chapter 3. For p-dimensional normal populations, these estimators 
are described below with the sub-section numbers kept the same as in 
Chapter 2, Section 2 and Chapter 3, Section 2. Some of the derivations 
are very similar to the univariate normal derivations and no details 
are given below. The sub-section numbers are maintained, despite the 
very short sub-sections, to facilitate cross-reference to Sections 2 of 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
Table XI gives all of the estimators studied in the multivariate 
1
okamoto gives explicitly the terms of order o{N-2+e). 
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normal case, including those described below and the estimators not 
based on distribution assumptions, which are described in Chapter 2, 
Section 1. 
2.1 The reclassification estimator adjusted for bias, (PRJ• 
Using the results on expectations of p0 and pt from Appendix II, 
and estimating t 2 by j 2 we get the expression for the adjusted 
reclassification estimator, 
2.2 The expression for conditional probability of misclassification 
with ~C~estimated, (QD and QTl• 
For p-dimensional multivariate normal populations we have from 
- - ) 1 -1 c- - ) , -1c- ) (1.2), P2(R(,~l' _:2), t 2 ) = 1 - F(C , where C = ~ + D :i-~2 E ~ 2-~ • 
Hence if ~2 is estimated by ] 2 we get the estimator 
If µ2 is estimated by J2 , we get the estimator N 
(2.3) ( (- _ " _ ) c 1 -1c- - ) , -1c- - >) p 2 R _!1' !2) ' ~2 = t2 = l - F 2D + D !1 - :2 E ~2 - ..:2 • 
In correspondence with the univariate case, these two estimators will 
be denoted Q0 and Q~ respectively. 
2.3 The expression for the unconditional probability of misclassffication 
* * with parameters replaced by sample values, (Q0 and Q081. 
As discussed in Section:.i, there is no simple expression for 
* P2(R(•,•), 9) when populations are multivariate normal. Lachenbruch .,,,., 
(1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) obtained two estimators for 
P2 by estimating the parameter 6
2 in the expansion for 
Okamoto (1963). The two estimators used for 62 were 
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* P2 due to 
.., 
(- - ) , -1c- - ) N1+N2-P-3 c- - )··· -1c- - ) 
,:'1 - !2 S: :1 - ~2 and Nl+N2-2 ,!1 - !2 ~-S =1 - .!2 , where 
S is the usual sample estimate of t. The resulting estimators for 
P2 were called the O and OS estimators, respectively. We get 
* * two estimators of the same type, which we will call Q0 and QOS' 
by using the Okamoto expansion for the special case of N1 = N2 = N 
and L known, as it is given in (1.3). Estimating ~2 by D2 (or 
6 by D) leads to the estimator 
(2.4) Q~ = F(-½o) + (~)f(½o)[D + 4(p~l)o-1] 
which corresponds to Lachenbruch and Mickey's O estimator. Estimating b2 by 
. ·( ,~~ 2N-p-3 2 D ,,.,= 2N-2 D leads to the estimator corresponding to Lachenbruch 
and Mickey's OS estimator, 
(2.5) Q~8 = F(-½o') + (,~)f(½o')[o' +: 4(p-1)/o']. 
2.4 The expansion for the true probability of misclassification when 
all parameters are known, with parameters replaced by sample 
** values , ( Q0;1. 
From (1.4), P;*(2) = 1 - F(½6). If ~ is estimated by D, no 
** ~ 
new estimator is obtained, since P2 (6 = D) = 1 - F(½o), which is N +N -p-3 1 
equal to P2 (a(E1 , ! 2 ), ~ 2 = !2)• Estimating A by ( i1~ 2_2 )2D 
does lead to a new estimator, which is Lachenbruch's DS estimator 
** and which will be denoted by QDS here. Thus 
(2.6) ** 1 N1+N2-p-3 ~ QDS = l - F(~( N +N -2 ) 2 ). 
1 2 
2.5 Minimum variance unbiased estimators, (if)n,J. 
The conditional UMVU estimator given that the data consists of 
original samples from rr1 and rr2 plus a test sample of size ~ from 
rr2 {a test sample from rr1 can be included or not) is derived in 
Chapter 5, Section 4, using the conditional Rao-Blackwell theory 
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developed there. When the distributions are p-dimensional normal, 
the estimator, which as in the univariate case will be denoted <)=>RB' is, 
according to ( 1+. 8), Chapter 5, 
(2.7) 1 1 Y) cic -1)-2 < -1)-2 -ic- - )' -1c- - )) (1"'"' RB = 1 - F 2 1-~ D + l-M2 D ~l - ! 2 I! ~ - ~ • 
2.6 Estimators involving a prior distribution on ft, (6"3 and?)>~. 
No estimators were derived for multivariate normal populations by 
putting a prior distribution on ! = (~1 , ~ 2 ), but two estimators were 
invented by using the univariate results. For the univariate normal 
case, among the estimators derived by using a prior list on 8, only 
A, 
two seemed sensible in the limit of "no prior information"-r~ ~ 3 and 
1 1 1 (P 5, where (5)3 = 1 - F(½ldl (1 + ! )-2 ) and o' 5 = 1 - F(½ldl (1 + 2N)-2 ). 2 2 
Using D in place of ldl in these expressions we get two estimators 
for P2 in the multivariate case, 
1 
(2.8) ~ 3 = 1 - F(½n(l + N;l)-2 ) 
and 
(2.9) 1 )() 1 1 --lT 5 = 1 - F(@(l + 2N2) 2). 
Note that both of these estimators can be considered as estimators of 
** the type considered in Section 2.4, i.e., P2 {_!) with an estimator 
substituted for !,• From (1.4), P;*(~) = 1 - F(½~) and so ~ 3 
** -1 _.!. is equivalent to P2 (!) with ~ estimated by D(l + N2 ) 2 and 
6) 5 is equivalent to P;-*{_£,) with 6 estimated by D(l + 2! )-½, 2 
3. Conditional Means and Variances. 
The conditional means and variances for the multivariate normal 
case are given in Table XII, and the computations are in Appendix II. 
The moments for PTSL were computed only under Assumption Set 2 (see 
Chapter 3, Section 3). The estimator PU was not studied in the 
multivariate case. 
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The results on means and variancesparallel those for the univariate 
situation and the obvious conclusions are the same, namely, 
(i) PT and ~RB are the only unbiased estimators. 
(ii) PRa and Q0 have the same expectation and hence the same 
bias. 
** **k:> Y) (iii) The estimators Q0, Q0, QOS' QDS' u 3, and cr5 have the 
(tv) 
(v) 
smallest possible variance, zero. Note that the estimators 
* based on the Okamoto expansion, Q0 * and QOS' are the counter-
* part to the estimator Q0 of the univariate case. 
PR and PRa have the same variance. 
Var PTSL ~ Var PR when N2 ~ N. Note, however, that Var PTSL 
was computed under Assumption Set 2, rather than Assumption 
Set 1.(see Chapter 3, Section 3). 
(vi) Although it is not obvious from the variance expressions, 
Var &RB must be smaller than the variance of PT because 
@RB is the minimum variance unbiased estimator among those 
based on test samples. 
Note that the unbiased estimators require test observations, while 
all the estimators with zero variance are based on original samples, 
There are no estimators with zero MSE and furthermore, as in the uni-
variate case, it is difficult to compare the sizes of the MSE's using 
the exact expressions. Hence asymptotic expressions will now be given. 
4. Asymptotic Expressions for MSE and Discussion of Results. 
Our asymptotic expressions for conditional squared bias, variance 
and mean square error can be derived by the same methods used in the 
univariate normal case (see Chapter 3, Section 4.1). The needed 
"a+ t" expressions for the various symbols and the Taylor series 
expansions for the functions are given in Table XIII with~ = F(½A), 
5 = f(½A) and other symbols as defined there. The computations are 
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in Appendix IV. Note that the "a" used in thesece~p~ess.tonsiis ½A, 
which is non-negative and reduces to ½lol when p = 1 and a2- = 1, 
whereas in the expressions used for the univariate normal problem, 
the corresponding "a" was Note also that the classification 
rule of (1.1), Chapter 3, rather than the form given in (1.2), Chapter 3, 
is the univariate form of the multivariate classification rule of (1.1). 
There are some superficial differences in appearance between the 
univariate results on MSE given in Chapter 3 and the multivariate results 
of Chapter 4 specialized to p = 1 which arise from using the rule of 
{l.2){rather than (l.l))Chapter 3 in getting the univariate results. 
The asymptotic expressions for squared bias and for variances are 
in Tables XIV and xv. Given the exact formula for squared bias in 
Table XIV, the asymptotic expressions are easily obtained from the 
expansions given in Table XIII. The asymptotic variance expansions are 
also obtainable from the expressions in Table XIII. The asymptotic 
mean square error (AMSE) expressions are obtained by adding the 
expansions for squared bias and variance and are given in Table XVI. 
The results on conditional asymptotic squared bias, variance, and 
MSE are essentially the same as for the univariate case, and the 
discussion of those results given in Section 4.2 of Chapter 3 applies 
here with the following adjustments. 
(i) Actual values for leading terms in the MSE must be replaced 
(ii) 
(iii} 
by the multivariate values; for example, g2a2
2 should be 
replaced by ll-25 2 z2 and [k1G(l-G) + k2g2 ] by 
[kl%) (1-~) + S2). 
The discussion relating to terms in the AMSE other than the 
leading term should be ignored. 
The two estimators based on the Okamoto expansion for 
Q~ and Q~8 , take the place of the univariate estimator Q;. 
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Since the results are parallel, for 
* " Qos· 
"Q *u read 
D 
"Q*:. 
0 and 
(iv) The remarks on PU should be ignored, since this estimator 
was not studied in the multivariate normal case. Note that 
the omission of PU has reduced the number of estimators 
studied from among the class of estimators based on original 
samples and not using normality. 
(v) The moments for PTSL were computed only under Assumption Set 2, 
so the rema~ks related to the expectation of PTSL computed 
under Assumption Set 1 do not apply. 
In the next section, the overall conclusions on the problem of 
estimating the conditional probability of misclassification in the 
p-dimensional normal case, p ~ 1 are discussed and are compared to 
other work on this problem. 
5. Conclusions on the Problem of Estimating ~&(~:(,il-'. ,i&)·'·-~- When 
the Populations are p-Dimensional Normal. Comparisons with Other 
Work on the Problem. 
The major asymptotic results and the conclusions on the problem 
of estimating P2(R(~1 , ~2 ), ~ 2) when the distributions are univariate 
normal were discussed in detail in Section 4 of Chapter 3. The asymptotic 
results for multivariate normal p9pulations are discussed in Section 4 
above. The overall conclusions for p-dimensional normal populations, 
p ~ 1, are sunnnarized below in Section 5.1. Since, as pointed out in 
Section 4, the multivariate results are essentially the same as the 
univariate results, these conclusions differ only in detail from the 
conclusions already given in Section 4.3 of Chapter 3. They are 
restated here for completeness • 
In Section 5.2, our results and conclusions are compared to other 
work on the problem, in particular that of Lachenbruch (1965) and 
Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968). _ 76 _ 
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5.1 Conclusions. 
Several estimators of P 2(R(,!1, ~), 1'2) were compared on 
asymptotic conditional mean square error, with moments computed under 
normality. The major conclusions, which follow from the results 
presented in Tables VIII and XVI and discussed in Chapter 3, Section 4 
and Chapter 4, Section 4, are listed below. The criterion of the 
comparisons is mainly the leading term in the AMSE. 
1. The first conclusion is that, among the estimators studied, 
those making use of the normality are better than estimators not using 
distribution assumptions. 
2. The second conclusion is that, among the estimators studied, 
those based only on original samples are as good, on the {unconditional) 
average, as those requiring independent test samples. 
3. The third conclusion is that the several estimators studied that 
are based on normality and original samples are asymptotically equi-
valent. This equivalence suggests a theoretical result related to a 
lower bound on the conditional AMSE {and on the asy.Iiip.to.bic.:. 
conditional squared bias, since these estimators have conditional 
variance equal to zero). This conclusion and the problem of the bound 
are discussed in Chapter 3, Section 4 and in Appendix VI. Note that in 
the univariate results the four estimators PR, PU' PTSL {mean 
computed under Assumption Set 1) and PRa' all had the same leading 
term in the asymptotic squared bias as the group of estimators based 
on normality and original samples, suggesting that a bound on the bias 
holds for the whole class of estimators based on original samples. 
In the multivaria~e case there is less evidence for this conjecture 
because the expectations of the estimators PU and PTSL {Assumption 
Set 1) as not available. 
Furthermore, bncaus.e Pi{:was: ricit studied in .. the .multivar.tate case and 
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no moments were obtained for PTSL under Assumption Set 1, the group 
of estimators based on original samples, but not using normality, has 
been reduced to one, PR' or to two, if PRa is put in this class. 
Thus the suggested conclusion (that one might as well use PR rather 
than a more complicated estimator such as PU or PTSL) based on the 
equivalence of the group of estimators using original samples but not 
using normality, which is discussed as part of the third conclusion of 
Chapter 3, Section 4.3, is not applicable. 
Comparisons with other work on the estimation of the conditional 
probability of misclassification for normal populations. 
Hills' {1966) paper, mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 2, contains 
a section on normal distributions in which he considers the various 
probabilities of misclassification and some possible estimators. The 
section is in part new material and in part a summary of work that 
has been done previously. There is no extensive material on the 
problem of estimating the condi~ional probability, P2 • Hills does 
suggest an approximate 90 percent (unconditional) confidence interval 
for P2 in the univariate normal case, based on the point estimate 
QD = P2(R(x1, x2), ~2 = x2). The interval is 
which is arrived at by assuming the unconditional distribution of 
P2(R(x1 , x2), µ~) - P2(R(x1, x2), µ2 = x2) to be approximately 
N(O, £2 (½ci)N;1). 
The work most comparable to ours is that of Lachenbruch (1965) 
and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968)(see Chapter 1, Section 2). Considering 
the multivariate normal case, of the seven estimators of P
2 
evaluated 
by them, using a Monte Carlo technique, five are included among the 
estimators compared here on conditional AMSE. The five estimators are 
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the ones designated by them as the R, D, DS, O, and OS estimators and 
designated here as For the univariate 
normal case, we also studied their U estimator, PU. For the~univariate 
* * case, however, we did not study the estimators Q0 and QOS (o and 
os);·~ which are based on an approximation to P;, but did study the 
. * * estimator QD, based on the exact expression for P2• 
In the Lachenbruch and Mickey results, the estimators PR and 
Q0 (R and D) are not good and are especially p9or for large p (p = 20); 
the estimators ** * QDS' Q0, and PU (DS, O, U) are better; and the 
* estimator QOS (os) is the best of all seven estimators studied. In 
the overall results based on 288 samples from normal populations, with 
various values for samples sizes, p, and A2 , the absolute value of 
the discrepancy between P2 and * Qos (os) was less than .05 in 
118 samples (41 percent) and greater than .20 in 21 samples (7 percent). 
The corresponding numbers for PR(R) are 64 samples (22 percent) and 
88 samples (31 percent). 
In our multivariate results, the leading term in the AMSE is the 
same for all four estimators, ** * * Q0, QDS' Q0, and Q08 (D, DS, O, and OS). 
The leading term in the AMSE for the reclassification estimator, PR(R) , 
is larger. Thus our comparison of estimators on conditional AMSE 
separates out PR(R) as a poorer estimator, but does not distinguish 
** * * between Q0 , QDS' Q0 , and Q0S (D, DS, o, OS). Similarly, in our 
univariate results, the estimators ** * QD, QDS' and QD(D, DS, and the 
univariate estimator comparable to O and OS) have the same leading 
term in the conditional AMSE. The estimators PR and PU (R and U) 
also have equal leading terms and again this term is larger. Hence 
for the univariate case, the AMSE criterion groups the estimators 
2
rn the ensuing discussion the estimators are referred to in our notation 
with the Lachenbruch and Mickey notation in parentheses. 
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** Q0, Q08 (D, DS) and the estimators PR, PU, (R, U) and indicates that 
the estimators In contrast the 
multivariate Lachenbruch and Mickey results group (roughly speaking) 
PR and Q0 (R and D) 
better. 
** as poor and q08 and PU (DS and U) as 
In regard to our lst.:and~-3'ra,1concl\lsio~swe tio.te that:;·,the.·.:Lachehbruch 
and Mickey results do not show all the estimators based on normality 
and original samples as equivalent. Their results also do not indicate 
that using the normality always makes a better estimator, since the 
estimator PU (u) is better than the estimator Q0 {D). 
Neither Hills nor Lachenbruch and Mickey studied any estimators 
based on independent test samples, so there are no results to compare 
with ours on that class of estimators and no evidence for or against 
our second conclusion. 
In connection with the discussion in Chapter 3, Section 4.4 on': 
* the distinction between estimators of P2 , P2 ** and P2 , note that 
the best estimator of P2 in the Lachenbruch and Mickey results is 
* * q08 (os), which is a "natural" estimator of P2• In particular 
* q08 (os), which is obtained by estimating 62 in the Okamoto expansion 
* N1+N2-p-3 ** for P2 :oy Nl+N2
_2 D
2
, is better than q08 {DS), which is obtained 
** by estimating 62 in the expression for P2 by the same statistic. 
* Furthermore, comparing Q0 and Q0 {o and D), which are obtained 
* ** in the same way as q08 and QDS {OS and DS) respectively, except 
* that 62 is estimated by D2 , we find that Q0 {o) is better. Q0 {n) 
can also be arrived at by estimating ~ 2 in the expression for P2 by 
;>2 {and our notation for the estimator reflects this derivation). 
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TABLE X 
Notation Used in the Discussion of the 
Multivariate Normal Case; rr1 
is Neµ 1 , E) and rr2 is Neµ2 , E). ,, ""' 
!i' !2 are sample mean vectors based on original samples of sizes 
N1 , N2 from rr1 , rr2 • 
are sample mean vectors based on original samples from 
TT1 , TT2 of size N/2 each. 
,.s1 , ½ are sample mean vectors based on test samples of sizes ~, ~ 
from rrl, rr2. 
X 
,./ 
is a new vector observation to be classified, assumed to be 
* a.= y. - ~fi' j = 1, 2 NJ 1\1] •v'J 
e *)2 G - ) , -ie- - ) D = ~l - ;.f2. E ~1 - ~ 
* 2 2 en*)2. 6, D and D are positive square roots of 6, D, and 
1 -1e- - ) -1 C = 2D + D !l - ~ 'E ~ * ~ * e *1·-1e- - )' -1 * C = 2D + D ll - .;2 E ~ 2 
Feu), Feu, v; p) are standard normal distribution: ... functions as defined 
in e1.3) and e1.4) of Chapter 3. 
H{u, v; p)· = F(-u, -v; p) f{u) = F' {u) 
11 = F(½6) 
Po= proportion of original sample of size N2 from rr2 misclassified 
by Res1 , s2 ). 
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pt= proportion of test sample of size ~ from rr2 misclassified 
by R(s1 , s2). 
** and P2 denote probabilities of misclassification: Conditional, 
unconditional and the value when all parameters are known. 
Estimators: 
p 
* ** 
with a letter(s) subscrip1: :~denotes an estimator of P 2 not 
based on normality. 
Q, Q, Q with subscripts denote estimators of P2 obtained by 
estimating unknown parameters in P2 , Okamoto expansion 
** ** for P2, P2 • 
with a subscript denotes other estimators based on normality. 
Relation of notation to univariate notation given in Table I: 
When p = 1 and a2 = 1 
fj2 reduces to 62, ~ to I 61 
o2 ,, 
" 
d2, D to ldl 
B II " I b. I 
C " " ½ldl d { C if d>O + TcfT 0:2 = -c if d < o. 
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Estimator 
-
-
PTSL 
PRa 
.. 
QD 
- QT 
* Qo 
-
-
-
TABLE XI 
List of Estimatorst fol: Pi:it(!1 , ~),.!!¼!)When 
rr1 is Np(~1, E) and rr2 is Np(~, E). 
Expression for Estimator 
Po= proportion of N2 original obser-
vations from rr2 misclassified 
by R(!l' ~2) • 
Name or Definition 
Reclassification 
estimator 
pt= proportion of~ test observations Test sample estimator 
from rr2 misclassified by R(~l' ~2 )1 
Po(N) - ~o(~) + ~t(~) Two straight lines 
estimator 
Po+ F(B) - F(½D) Reclassification 
estimator adjusted 
for bias 
1 - F(½D) P/R(il' !2)' ~2 = ~2) 
(1 -1 (- - ) -1 c- - ) ) 1 - F 2D + D ~1- !2 'E !2- S2 p 2(R(~l' ~2)' f2 = ]2) 
(1) (1) 1! ) -1 1 -1 1 - F 2D + f 2D (2 p-1 D + 'SD]N Okamoto expansion for 
* P2 with 6
2 estimated 
by D2 ; N1 = N2 = N 
1 - F(½D') + f(½o')[½(p~l)(D')-¼.{D']N-]Okamoto expansion for 
wh~r.e J~i··~- .. · . ·. p; with 62 estimated 
(D')2 = 2~;~;p 02 by (D')2; N1 = N2 = N 
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TABLE XI {cont.) 
Conditionally UMVU 
estimator obtained 
by conditional Rao-
Blackwell theory 
("' ~ 3 andP 5 were 
invented by analogy 
to the '& 3 and W 5 
estimators derived 
. "-
· ·in univariate case by 
using a prior distri-
bution on the para-
meters • 
f Information on who has previously studied the estimators was given 
in Table III. In addition to the work referred to there, Lachenbruch 
(1965) and Lachenbruch and Mickey (1968) studied the estimators 
* * Qo and Qos· 
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Conditional Means and Variances for Estimators of P2 
When TT1 is N{~1, E) and TT2 is N(~2, E). 
Estimator Conditional Mean Conditional Variance 
PR= Po 1 - F(B) - F2 (-B) + N-lF(-B) 2 
N2-l l 
+ - F(-B,-B; - ---r) N2 N2-
PT= pt P2 = l - F(C) ~~(C)[l - F(C)] 
PTSL F(-B)+½F(B*)-½F(c*) Var p0(N)+ ,¾var p0(½N)+ ,¾var pt(~) 
{Assumption Set 2) 
PRa 1 - F(@) Same as Var PR. 
QD 1 - F(½o) Variance= 0 
1 1 1 1 
QT 1 - F(C(l+~l)-2) F(C(l+~l)-2, C(l+~ )-2; i!~) 
- F(C(l+~l)-½, C(l~l)-½; 0) 
* 1 - F(½o) Variance= 0 Qo 
+ ~-lf(½D)[D+4(p-l)D-l] 
* * Variance= 0 QOS Same as for Q0 with D 
replaced by 
1 
D' = (2!;:;P) 2D 
** 
N +N -3-p 1 
1 1 2 - Variance= 0 QDS 1 - F(2( Nl+N2-2 )2D) 
/9 RB P2 = 1 - F(C) F(C,C; M;1) - F(C,C; 0) 
~3 1 - F(½D(l+N;l)-i) Variance= 0 
o:>5 (1 ( 1 )_2,_) 1 - F 2D l+ - 2 2N2 
Variance= 0 
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Table XIII 
Asymptotic Expansions tNeeded to Get the Asymptotic Expressions for Conditional Squared Bias, Variance and 
Mean Square Error That are Given in Tables XIV, XV, and XVI. 
Symbol or Function 
D 
-1 D 
C 
= fl 
-1 
= li 
= ½A 
= ½fl 
= ½Li 
= 1 
-1 
= fl 
Term of order 
o (N-l+e:) 
p . 
+ li-lV + ½fl-1U-½li-3V2 
- li-3v - ½li-3u+ la-5v2 2 
+ fl-1(ffe+Z) + li- 1(~~+W)-A-3(\v2 +vz) 
+++ 
+++ 
+ ½li-lV + \(li-1u-li-3v2 +liN-l) + \li-1V(-li-2u+fl-4V2 +N-l) 
+ ½A-lV + \(li-1U-li-3v2 -liN-l) 
+ 0 
1 -1 
+ 2li V 
+ \(li-1u-li-3v2 -½liN-l) 
- ½(l+p)(2N-3-p)1 
+ \(li-1u-li-3v2 ) 
- \li(l+p)(2N-3-p)-l 
+++ 
+ li-1(½v+z) + \(A-1u-li-3v2 -AN-1) 
+ li-1w-li-3vZ 
+o 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
( ( 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
I I I ( ( I ( I I I I I ( [ I I (_ ( ( 
1 
o (N-l+e) 0 (N- 3/2 +e) o (N-2+e) Table XIII {cont.) Constant o (N-2+e) p p p p 
f(½o) = ~ - tjv +++ 
f( ½o') I = 9 - ~v I +++ 
F(½o) I = ,tJ + ½A-19 V + \A-J (U-\V2 )-\A-,5V2 I +++ 
F(B) I = iJ + ½t.-19 V + \A-J (U-\V2 )-\A-~V2 I +++ 
+ \AjN-l 
F(C) = Jj + <J(ffe+z) + \A-3(u-\v2 +4w-vz-z2 ) 1 +++ 
()) 
- \A-J(v2 +4vz) -..:i 
* F(B) = Same as F(B) with U, V, N replaced by * * 1 U, V, ~, respectively. 
* F(CJ * * * * F(C ) = Same as with u, v, w, z replaced by U , V , W , Z • 
F(½o(l+N-l)-½) = }J I+ ½t.-Jv I + .}£Jcu-tv2 H£~v2 I +++ 
- \AjN-1 
I+ ½a-Jv F(½o(l+ !N)-½) I= -b I + ta-3cu-tv2)-lt;a-jv2 I +++ 
1 -1 
- -gA_JN 
F( ½o') I = 1J I+ ½a"'Jv I + M-J(u-lt;v2)-%b.-_jv2 I +++ 
I = !1 
- \Aj(l+p)(2N-3-p)-l 
1 
+ a-'.9cffe+z) + \a-9(u-1t;v2 +4w-vz-z2 ) 1 F(C{l+N-l)-2 ) +++ 
1 
-1 \ .!.· \A- (v2 +4vz)-\ N 
( ( ( ( I I ( I I ( I ( ( [ ( [ ( [ ( -
Table XIII (cont.} \Constant o (N-½+e) o (N-l+e) 0 (N- 3/2 +e) o (N-2+e) p p p p 
1 52 .. ~l + ½j2VN-l H(B,B;- N-l)-H(B,B;O) = 0 . r .p 0 . - .. ;N +++ 
H(B,B;O} = H(½A,½A;O) - A-~ ( 1-,21)v +++ 
F(C,C;N-1)-F(C,C;O) = 0 + 0 1:)2N-l -52( ½\r+Z)N-1 +++ 
~ 
F(C' c' ·-1-)-F(C' c'·9)'- "'j2N-l 
.. 
2( 1 ) -1 
= 0 +O ( ' ) -s ffe+Z N :-:+ +++ 
' 'N+l ' '· ' 
1 
C'=C(l+N-l)-2 
Expansions for terms such as -1 _.!. (l+N ) 2 are given in Table V. 
+++ indicates a non-zero term of the order given in the column heading. 
2 < · ) , -1< > Q.4 c 1 > a < 1 ) , 1 <~N-3-p> < >, -1, A = ~ - J:2 I: !tJ. - i 2 , /J = F 2A , J = f 2A , D = ~ 2N_2 , U = ~ - ~ 2 I: ~ - a ) ..-2 , 
( ) ' -1( ) ( )' -1 ( )' -1 V = )!1 - ~2 I: ~1 -,22 ' W = 21 - _2e I: 22' Z = _e1 - l2 I: ~2· 
* * * * * * U, V, W, Z are the same as U, V, W, Z with a1, a2 replaced by a1, a2 • 
I 
& 
I 
( ( I ( ( I I ( I I [ [ [ [ [ 
Table XIV 
Conditional Squared Biases for Estimators of P2 (R(!,1' )52).; J½) = 1 - F(C) when TT1 is Np(~1 , E) and 
TT2 is Np(~, E.): Exact and Asymptotic Expressions. 
( 
Estimator Squared Bias Asymptotic Expression for Squared Bias 
o (N-l+e:) 
p 
o (N- 3/2 +e:) 
p 
o (N-2+e:) 
p 
PR [F(B)-F(C) ]2 6-2S2z2 ,_ A-½52ZN-l +-H-
PT Zero 
* * !1-25 2z2~!1-2 s 2cz*)2 PTSL [F(B )-F(C) ]2 + \[F(B )--F(C ) ]2 +++ 
(Assumption * * 
- A-25 2zz* Set 2) - [F(B)-F(C)][F(B )-F(C )] 
[F(½o)-F(C) ]2 l!.-232z 
2 
PRa + A +-H-
QD [F(½D)-F(C) ]2 A-25 2z2 r A +++ 
~ [F(C(l+N-l)-½)-F(C)]2 0 + 0 +H-
* [F( ½tJ )-F(C )- {N-lf(@) [D+4(p-l)D-l] ]2- 6-2g2z2 +A+~ j2[2(p-l)A-2+l]ZN-l Qo +++ 
* * ti-23 2z2_ f- A+ % ) 2 [2(p-l)tt2 +l ]ZN-l Qos Same as Qo with D replaced by +++ 1 
D'= (2:;:;P)2D + ½j2z( l+p ) 2N-3-p 
( ( 
[ 
\0 
0 
( I ( [ [ 
Table XIV (cont.) 
** 
1 
QDS [F(~(l+a)-2 )-F(C)]2 
l+p 
a= 2N-3-P 
o> RB -Zero 
lf 3 \ ' [F(½n(1-lj)i)-F(C) ]2 
85 1 [F(½D(l+ !N)-2 )-F(C) ]2 
[ l I [ ( [ 
... -2~ 2z2 
... -2J2z2 
... -2j2z2 
1 +++ indicates a non-zero term of the order given in the column heading. 
[ [ [ [ 
If A+ ½ .}2z( l+p ) 2N-3-p 
+A+ ½j2ZN-l 
,i-A+ t52ZN-l 
( ) I -1( ) f. /. ) I -le ) ( ) I -1 ( ) I -1 U = )Cl - ~ I: ~l - ~2 ' V = ~l - ~2 I: ~l - .;72 ' W = 11 - ~2 I: ~' Z = !1 - J2 I: 2'2 • 
A= ½ti-2j 2(4wz-vz2-z3)-2ti~4~ 2VZ2• 5 = f(½ti), p is the dimension of the normal variable, 
For other notation see Table X. 
[ ( [-
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
-'table XV 
Asymptotic Expressions for Conditional Variances 
of Estimators of P2(R{i1, J2), ~) When 
rr1 is Np(~, E) and rr2 is Np(~, E) 
Conditional Variance: Term of order 
Estimator o (N-l+e) · 0 (N- 3/2 +e) p p 
PR ~ (1-tl )- 52JN-l -1- ½~-lg (~\) +1-2t )VN-l 
PT }:)(1-tJ )N-l + 6-19 (1-2t)(½v+z)N-l 
PTSL ½[4,t1 ( 1-tJ )-3 9 2 ]N-l +++ 
{Assumption 
Set 2) 
PRa Same as Var PR 
QD Variance= 0 
~ S2N-l -9 2(½V+Z)N-l 
* Qo Variance= 0 
* QOS Variance= 0 
** QDS Variance= 0 
'& RB 52N-l -5 2( ½v+Z)N-1 
(f 3 Variance= 0 
! ! 
tf5 : ! Variance= 0 
I 
. 
o (N-2+e) 
p 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ indicates a non-zero term of the order given in the colunm heading. 
Pf) = F(½a)' 9 = £(½a)' 62 = <t1 - ~2> •2::-1<~1 - f2l 
V = ~1 - Jt2) 't-\~1 - 22)' Z = (b_ - Jt2) 'E-l~2 
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Table XVI 
Asymptotic Expressions for Conditional Mean Square 
Errors of Estimators of P2(R~1,l2), t 2) When 
rr1 is NP(tl' E) and rr2 is Np(~2 , E) 
Estimator Mean Square Error: Term of order 
o (N-l+e) 
p 0 
(N- 3/2 +e) 
p 
PR ~-25 2z2+~ (1-i:1)-921N-1 + A+½g [J +A-1(1-~) ]VN-l 
_ ½_S2ZN-l 
PT b (1-~ )N-l + A-ls (1-2~ )(½V+Z)N-l 
PTSL ~-2s 2z2~A-2j 2(z*)2-A-25 2zz* -H+ 
(Assumption 
+ ½c4il<d1 H 521N-1 Set 2) 
PRa ~-23 2z2+[b (1-~ )-52JN-l + A~ CJ +A -l(l_.g ~) ]VN-l 
QD ~-232z2 + A 
QT ~2N-l -r (½v+Z)N-1 
* ().-25 2z2 + A-M; _92 [2(p..:l)().-2 +l]ZN-l Qo 
* ~-25 2z2 + A~ 32[2(p-l)A-2+l]ZN-l QOS 
+½ q2z(l+p )(2N-3-p )-l 
** A-25 2z2 A+½S 2( l+p )z QDS + 2N-3-p 
l)' RB 52N-l -S2 (½v+z)N-l 
(5> 3 A-25 2z2 + A+½9 2ZN-l 
6\ A-252z2 + A+,; 52zN-l 
,) (N-2+e) 
p 
+++ 
+++ 
-H-+ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+t-+ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
+++ 
( ) , -1 ( ) ( ) , -1 ( ) . 1 ,._, ) , -r -(-- ) , -I U= ~l-,g2 E ~l-;g2 ' V= ~1-~ I! Se1~~ ' W=~1-.92 E 22,Z= ~f:J.&2 E ~2' 
A-~A-2C2(4wz-vz2-z3)-2A- ·q 2vz2 ,b=F(½A)~J =f(½il), P= dimension of the 
multiva'riate normal variab'1es. +++ is same as in preceding tables. 
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ESTIMATION OF A QUANTITY OF THE FORM cp(R(J&.), ,Si• 
The conditional probability of misclassification, given a fixed 
rule based on observations from the populations, will, in general, be 
a function of both sample statistics and population parameters. For 
example, in the normal case considered in Chapters 3 and 4, the conditional 
probability of misclassifying an observation from Tr., i = 1, 2 is a 
1 
function of the statistics j 1 , k and of the parameter J:i. Let _e, 
denote a {vector-valued) random variable with probability distribution 
indexed by 8 and let x be an observation of X. Let Rfx', where 
,.., ,,._ ,..,- µ:.., 
R is a function of _!, be fixed and let q> = cp{R(~), l) be a function 
of R{x) 
-
and a. Then the conditional probability of misclassifying 
,.,,,, 
an observation from Tf 2 as Tf 1, which was denoted by P 2 (R(X1, s2), j) 
in Chapter 1, with R(s1 , s2 ) being the rule based on samples s1 , s2 
from Tf 1, Tr2 , is a quantity of the form q>(R~), j). 
In the following sections some theory related to the general problem 
of estimating cp(R~), ~ is given. The situation in stated in Section 1. 
Section 2 is on Cramer-Rao type bounds. Section 3 is on Chapman-Robbins 
bounds, that is, Craner-Rao type bounds using differences instead of 
derivatives and eliminating regularity conditions. Section 4 gives 
Rao-Blackwell type theory involving sufficient statistics. The general 
· theory is applied to some particular cases, including the normal 
classification problem. 
1. Situation. 
Let (o,,JI) be a measurable space with probability measures Pj.' 
8 e: (3 defined on O • Let X be a {vector-valued) random variable 
,., Jt1 ,., 
defined on n with range space (~, & ) and for each 8 e 8 let 
p~ be a probability measure on a defined in terms of 
relationship 
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P!(A) = p eC:(1(A)). A dl._, :(1(A) e ,i. 
,.., 
Let x denote an observation of !• Let R = R(x) be fixed and assume 
the conditional distribution of ~ given R, denoted P!IR, is a 
probability distribution. Let cp = cp(R(l), ~ be a quantity to be 
estimated. A /\ Let cp = cp(x) 
,.., 
denote an estimator. 
2. Cramer-Rao Type Bound._ 
In this section we consider a Cramer-Rao type bound for estimation 
of a function of observations and parameters. Typically we estimate 
cp(R(~), !) where ~ = (x1 , ••• , Xn)' and the Xi are independent 
random variables. The theorem will, however, be stated for transformed 
variables R, Y where R = R(X) and Y = (Y1(x), ••• , Y 1{x))'. "' ,.., ,_ n-
Since the bound is derived with the assumption that 8 is a scalar, 
the X. and subsequently the R and Y. will usually be univariate. 
1 J 
Note, however, that if a vector valued R is needed we can take 
and then take Y = (Y1, ••• , Y )'. ,.., n-m 
2.1 De~ivation of the bound • 
Theorem 2.1. Let R, Y be random variables with a joint distribution 
,..,, 
depending on 8 e: {ij;, where €!) is an open: .. interval of the real line. 
Let the conditional probability of Y given R = r be denoted by 
. ,....,,,, 
p~li and let ~ ,&>) denote the range space of .!.• Assume that for 
each·:' 8 e: f}; there exists a function ge(i..lr) and a a-finite measure 
µ. on (~ .~) such that 
J Bge(xl r )dµ.(x;) = p~ Ir (B). B e<'.B. 
Let cp = cp(R, 8) be a function of R, 8 such that ~ is defined. 
Suppose there exists a conditionally unbiased estimator of cp given 
R, that is a function ~ = ~R, !) satisfying {c;'cr, _z)g8(zl r )dµ.{z)=ep(r, 8) 
for each r and e. Let S be defined as 
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(2.1) olog ge{xJr) olog ge\ilr} 0 -1 s = a~ = ae <~) · 
Assume that g6(zjr) satisfies the following regularity conditions, 
which parallel those for the usual Cram,r-Rao bound. 
oge(r,lr) 
1) For almost all (µ,)x,_, ae exists for all 6, , · 
2) *8 ! ga(xJr)dµ,{z) =!¾a ge<xJr)dµ,(i), 
3) *8 J ~r, i.)ge(~lr)dµ,(!J = J,;cr, z.>¾e ge(xJr)dµ,(J), 
Then 
(2.2) (~)2 = --a-1o_g_g_(z--, r""'P') _____ • 
J [ aee ]2ge<xlr)dµ,(.i) 
Proof: {The proof as given here parallels that for ordinary Cramer-Rao 
bound~) From the properties of a density function, we have 
(2 .3) J ge (zl r )dµ,(r) = 1 
A 
and from the unbiasedness condition on ~ we have 
(2.4) A·· J' ~(~, i>ge(r,lr)dµ,(z) = ~{r, e). 
Taking derivatives of both sides of the equations with respect to 
8, we get from (2.3) and {2.4) respectively, 
Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
and the theorem is proved. 
Suppose, going back to the situation of Section 1, that the given 
variable is ,t = (x1 , ..• , X0 )' with distribution P~ and that the 
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function to be estimated is ~ = ~(R(;S), a), where R(~ is some function 
of X. 
A A 
Let ~ = ~(x) be an estimator. Then we are interested in ,., 
obtaining a bound on the conditional variance of ~-given R = r. 
Assume there exists a 1-1 transformation of X to 
(R, .1)'=(R(:f..),Y1(!,), ••• ,Yn-l~))'. Then if the conditions of the 
hypothesis are satisfied, Theorem 2.1 gives a bound for the variance 
"A I 
of ~ in terms of the conditional distribution of Y given R. The 
question arises as to whether, for given i, P!, and R, the bound will 
depend on the particular Y. 
]. 
involved in the transformation. The 
theorem given below (Theorem 2.2), which applies to the case where there 
are densities with respect to Lebesgue measure, shows that with reasonable 
assumptions the bound is independent of the particular trans·formation 
used. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 
bution indexed by 
X = (x1, ••• , X )' be a random variable with distri-"" n 
8 e9, where@ is an open interval of the real 
line. Let R(x) be a function of X and let ~ = ~(R(3t), 8) be 
""" -
a function to be estimated. Assume that : is defined. Assume that 
there exist. two 1-1 transformations of X to 
""""' 
and of X to 
(R(~.), z1 (!), ... , Zn-l (.!)) ':= (R, !) ' , such that the two conditional 
densities (with respect to Lebesgue measure) of Y given R and of 
,'\; 
Z given R are defined and satisfy the regularity conditions of 
""'" 
Theorem 2.1. Assume also that the Jacobians of both transformations 
are well defined and never zero. Suppose there exists an estimator 
A.-"" ,A /\ ~ = ~(r, r> = ~(r, ~' such that ~ is conditionally unbiased with 
respect to both conditional distributions. Then two bounds on the 
~ 
conditional variance of ~ can be computed according to Theorem 2.1, 
using the two different sets of transformed variables, and these two 
bounds are equal. 
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Proof: Let M8(r, 'x) and N8(r, !) denote the joint densities of 
(R~ Y) and of (R, z), respectively. The existence of the two 1-1 
"" A; 
transformations from X to (R, Y) and from X to (R, z) implies 
I"-' /V ,._,,, rJ 
the existence of a 1-1 transformation from (R, !) to (R, z), which 
1-1 will be of the form R~R, Y~Z. Thus, with the Jacobians defined and 
- -
non-zero, 
where ,2\3) denotes Y as a function::of Z and where 
,,..._ -
o(r, Y1,•••, yn-1) 
J = o{r, zl, ••• , zn-1) • 
Because of the form of the transformation the Jacobian will reduce to 
Hence, denoting the marginal denstty of R by f 8(r), 
The two conditional densities of Ylr and Er are then defined as 
""" 
(2.5) ge(xJr) = 
M8(r, 1,) 
fe{r) , 
he(~_lr) 
M8(r, ,l(~)) 
IJI · = fe{r) 
Now let 
(2.6) s1(r, :t) 
olog ge(z.l r) olog ge(i.lr) ~ -1 
= a-.p = M <oe) 
and 
(2.7) s2(r, ~) 
otog h8 <!Ir) olog he(!Jr) a:p -1 
= ~ = oe <oe> • 
Then 
(2.8) s1(r, y) (:)-1[~8 log M8(r, _z) 
0 f e<r)] = - o8 log 
"" 
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.. 
and 
( ) ( ) ( 01))-1 o o o 2.9 s2 r, i = 08 [as log M9(r, ,i(~) + as log IJI- 08 log fe(r)]. 
Since ~e log I JI = 0 and :a log Me(r, k~)) = [ ~e log Me(r, i)] I , 
y=y(z) }\,,, ,.._,;v 
we have the result 
(2.10) 
Then using (2.5) and (2.10), 
(2.11) E(s~(r, ~ IR=r) = J s~{r, ~)h8(.!,Jr)~ 
M8(r, ,z.(z)) 
= J sf(r, x.~)) Vr) "" IJ!d.L 
= E(sf(r, _t)IR=r). 
Thus the two bounds are equal • 
2.2 Application of the Cramer-Rao bound to the case where X. is 
1:--
N{µ,l) and R{L) = E ci~C 
We will now compute the Cram,r-Rao bound derived in Section 2.1 for 
a special case. 
Let ~· = (x1, ••• , Xn), where the Xi are independent and identically 
distributed1 N(µ, 1), and let .!!- be an observation of !.· Let 
n 
R{x) = E c.x., c1 f o. If R is sufficient for µ (equivalently if 
- 1 1. 1. 
all c. are equal), the theory will not apply; hence we consider 
l. 
any other weighted sum t c.x .• Let ~ = ~(R, µ) be a quantity to 
1. 1. 
be estimated. In this section ~ is arbitrary; in Sections 2.3 and 
2.4 below, we exhibit particular cases •.. 
1The symbol µ is used here to denote the mean of the normal variate 
and is not related to the measure µ used in Section 2.1. 
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Let x' 
ation 
be transformed to (R, Y1 , ••• , Yn_1)::(R, Y) by the transform-
that is Yi= xi+l' i = 1, ••• , n-1. 
Define 
n 
d = I: c/ 
1 
1' = (1, ••• , 1) 
,.., '-, __., 
., 
n-1 
I is the identity matrix of order n-1. 
n-1 
v = Conditional expectation of Y given R = r. 
~ ,.., 
C = Conditional covariance matrix of Y given R = r. 
A.,i' 
Then YjR = r is {n-1) variate normal with expectation ,.., 
(2.13) -1 ( ) \) = 1J, 1 + d Cr - b~ 
- - ,..,, 
and covariance 
(2.14) -1 ' C = I 1- d cc. n- r-,.,, 
Hence the conditional density is 
(2.15) ( I ) - k -½Hz-") 'c-1(x.-~ l g yr - e - , µ, ...... 
where k denotes a constant, and the derivative of the log is 
(2.16) a1og g <~I r) a 1 ~t =-[ aµ <x-~) l 'c- <z.-.0 
= (1 - d-lb.£_) •c-l(z.-~. 
Since (l, - d-1b~'c·1 is constant, olog g (x.Jr) oµ,~ is univariate normal 
with mean zero and varian~e V, where 
(2.17) ( -1 >' -1, -1 ,~~ V = _! - d b; C !_ - d b.:!, • 
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olog g <xlr) 
It follows that [ ~ ]2 is distributed as V times a x2 
oµ, olog g ( X I r) I l 
bl ( ) µ p ( )-varia e with one degree of freedom. From 2.1, S = oµ, 9 
/\ Thus, if ~ is any conditionally. 
/' 
unbiased estimator of ~, the bound on the variance of ~ as given by 
(2.2) is 
(2.18) 
(~)2 
Var (~I r) ~ ~µ , 
where V is defined by (2.17) and (2.14). 
Observe that V does not depend on r, the observed value of R, 
but only on the form of R as determined by the 
Hence the bound is a function of r, only if 
c., i = 1, ••• , n. 
1. 
is a function of r. 
Following are three simple examples to illustrate the bound. 
Example 1: Let '!;,,' = (x1 , x2 , x3) and let R(!,) = x1 + x2 + 2x3• Then 
b = E c. = 4, d = E c. 2 = 6, c' = (1, 2), and (1 - d-1bc)' = -3
1(1, -1). 
1. 1.· ,,.,,, - ~ 
Making the transformation as in (2.12), we have y1 = x2, y2 = x3 . 
From (2.13) and (2.14), we get the mean, covariance, and covariance 
inverse, 
1 1 1 1 ~ = 1:,rC2) + JLC-1), 
-1 (2 2) 
C = 2 5 • 
-2) 2 , 
Using (2.17), V = (_! - d-lb~)'c-1(!:_ - d-1b.£) = ½· Then from (2.18) 
Var ~Ir) ;;;, 3(:)2 , 
Example 2: Let i' = (x1, x2, x3) and let R(.!,) = x1 + x2• Then 
b = 2, d = 2, c' = (1, 0), and (1 - d-1bc)' = (0, 1). Again we use 
,._ ,,.,,,,. ,,,.,,. 
the transformation of (2.12). Then from (2.14), 
1 , 1( 1 0) 
C = 12 - 2;.~ = 2 0 2 
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-
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.... 
.... 
.... 
.. 
.... 
... 
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... 
and 
-1 (2 0) C = 0 1 • 
Using (2.17), V = 1 and then from (2.18), the bound is 
Var ~Ir) .? 1(:)2, 
Example 3: Let ~· = (x1 , x2 , x3) and let R(~) = x3 - x1 • Then 
b = 0, d = 2, c' = (o, 1), and (1 - d-1bc<)•' = (1, 1). With the 
,- ,- ,-
transformation of (2.12), we get from (2.13) and (2.14) 
V = ½r(O, 1)' + µ(1, 1}', ,., 
1(0 0) 1(2 0) 
C = 12 - 2 0 1 = 2 0 1' 
-1 ( 1 0) C = 0 2 • 
Using (2.17), V = 3, and then from (2.18) the bound is 
A 
Var (~Ir) ~ ½<t)2. 
It may be noted that examples 2 and 3 correspond to special 
conditions on the c. in the expression R(x) = ~I:c.x;·,~:wbich:·ma..yi. .. · 
i ~ Li -
be of interest. In example.3, 'E c. = b = O. In the case that b = O, 
i 
V = l'c-11 = sum of entries in c-1 , and the bound is 
- ,,,,._, 
(2.19) /\ <1)2 Var(~lr) ~ µ -1 • 
Sum of entries in C 
m 
Example 2 is an example of the special case, R(!) = ~ xi, m < n. 
i=l 
In this case, b = L c. = m, d = 'E c. 2 = m, 
i i 
c' = (1, ••• , 1, O~ ••• , 0 
'\,/ \ _,,, 
... 
m-1 n-m 
and 
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-Further, from (2~14), 
where 
Then 
C I -1 = -m n-1 
M(m-l)(m-1) 
-1 C 
-1 
= (~ 0 
(o, .•• , o, 
~
m-1 
I ••• 1 
• . 
. 
1 ••• 1 
0 
I 
n-m 
) 
0 
0 
and ( -1 ) -le -1 r) V = _!: - d b.£ 'C l - d b_s, 
A. 
l:,, ••• , 
... 
n-m 
= 
(M :.:o 
0 I ) , 
n-m 
= n - m. Hence from (2~18), for 
any ~ which is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ~, 
(2.20) 
(~)2 
Var QI r) ~ aµ, • 
n-m 
Note the relationship between this bound and the usual bound on 
the variance of an unbiased estimator of µ based on a sample of size 
1 N, which is i• 
m 
In the situation considered here, fixing R(x) = t xi 
,.,,, 1 
leaves n-m independent observations for estimating µ. 
2.3 Bound for estimators of the conditional probability of misclassi-
fication in the univariate normal classification problem. 
The situation for estimating the conditional probability of mis-
classification when independent test samples are available is a slightly 
generalized version of the situation discussed in the preceding section, 
(2.21) 
m 
and R( x) = I: x . , m < n. Let 
.,._ 1 1. 
d i = 1, ••• , N1 and x2 j, t 2k = N(µ 2 , 1), 
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j = 1, ••• , N2 ; k = 1, ••• , ~- The xli' x2 j would be the original 
samples and the t 2k would be the test sample observations from rr2 • 
A test sample from rr1 can be included in x but will have no effect ,..,, 
on the results, because the quantity to be estimated (see (2.22) below)is a 
.. F~l N 
famcti·on :bf·>µ,2 ;fiuq ·.not bftµ 1~;-Let x1·;;;N-.l.I: x1 ., x2 = N2-l l!
2x2 .• Let 
.. - :.1 1. 1 J 
~(~) = (R1, R2) where R1 (;t) = N1x1 and R2(5) = N2x2 • The quantity 
to be estimated is the conditional probability of misclassifying an 
observation from rr2 as rr1, using the rule (1.2) of Chapter 3. 
Hence using (1.6), Chapter 3, we will t~ke 
where F is the distribution function of a standard normal variable. 
A /'-
The bound on the Var{~lr), where ~ is a conditionally unbiased 
estimator of ~ will be derived by the general method of Section 2.1. 
Let x be transformed as follows: 
,....,, 
(2.23) 
where, with n1 denoting N1 - 1 and n2 denoting N2 - 1, 
Then _! I R1, R2 is distributed as a (N1 + N2 + ~ - 2) dimensional 
normal variable with mean ~ say, and covariance matrix c. Let IN 
denote the identity matrix of dimension N and let ¾f be the M X M 
1 
matrix with all entries equal to 1. Let A = IN _1- N ~ _1 and 1 1 1 
let Then 
(2.24) 
and 
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Thus 
(2.25) 
where K is a constant with respect to µ2 • Taking the log and then 
the derivative, 
M2 
(2.26) 
= ~ {t2i- µ.2). 
Following (2.1) we let 
olog gµ. (xJR1, R2 ) 
2 (~)-1 
~2 at.Lg • s = 
Then, because E{t2i- µ2)
2 
= 1 and E{t2i- µ2){t2j- µ2) = 0, i ¢ j, 
for conditional {and unconditional) expectations, 
(2.27) 
Further, using {2.22) 
(2.28) ~ = -f{-21(-X + -X) - II.) 
~. 1 2 ,...2 ' Q-1-2 
where f is the density of a standard normal variable. Hence, if 
~ is any conditionally unbiased estimator of ~' the bound on the 
variance is, according to (2.2), 
, ) ("I- - ) 1 2 cic- - ) ) A2.29 Var ~ x 1 , x2 2: ~ f 2 x 1 + x2 - µ,2 , 
where ~ is the size of the test sample from rr2 • 
As noted at the beginning, this section applies to the problem of 
estimating the conditional probability of misclassification, only when 
test samples are available. This limitation is indicated by the 
definition of x to include original samples and a test sample. When 
,-, 
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only original samples are available, (R1 = N1x1, R2 = N2x2} is 
sufficient for (µ 1 , µ2) and the derivation of the bound by the methods 
of Section 2.1 cannot be done. The conditional distribution is not a 
function of the parameter 8 ~ (µ 1 , µ2 ). Thus there is no conditionally 
unbiased estimator of ~ = F(½(x1 + x2) - µ2) based only on original 
samples, because if the conditional distribution of the original samples 
given x1 , i 2 is independent of ~2 , the conditional expectation of any 
function of the observations cannot be equal to cp which is a function 
of . /\ Hence if cp(x} is:to be an:unbiased estimator of ~, it tmJst 
depend on at least one test observation. 
In Section 4.4, we derive the {conditional) UMVU estimator of the 
conditional probability of misclassification for the situation where 
test samples are available. Some numerical results are given there 
in Table XVII comparing the variance of the minimum variance estimator 
to the Cramer-Rao bound given by (2.29). 
2.4 Application of the Cramer-Rao bound in the normal case with 
R = E ci~i and p = k1R + k2~ or p = k#· 
In Section 2.2 we considered the normal case with R = t cixi 
and with ~ arbitrary. Now we will consider special forms of cp to 
which the theory applies, in particular cp(r, µ} = k1r + k2µ and 
cp(r, µ) = k3rµ," where k1 , k2 , and k3 are constants. In each case a 
conditionally unbiased minimum variance estimator of cp is obtained by 
putting 1;(x) = ~(r, ~, where µ is the conditionally unbiased 
minimum variance estimator of ~ in the class of estimators that are 
linear combinations of the x .• The proof of this fact is given below. 
l. 
First, we find the desired linear conditionally unbiased minimum 
variance estimator ~, and then we show that Var cp(r, ~ achieves 
the Cramer-Rao bound for estimators of cp. (The conditional: 
unbiasedness of cp(r, ~) 
unbiasedness of ~-) 
is an obvious consequence of the conditional~ 
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Thus, as in Section 2.2, assume that X = (x1 , ••• , X )' where the ,._, n 
Xi are independent and identically distributed N{µ, 1). Let 
R = I: c .x., c1 I= 0 and not all c. equal. We want to find ~., i 1 1 ,-
such that if "i1 = a•x, then E{µIR=r) = µ and Var wlr) is a minimum. 
We will first show that the problem is simplified by considering 
linearly transformed variates. Let 1 = ~ IAI I= 0, be any non-
singular linear transformation of X. 
-
/' Then µ can be expressed also 
as a linear combination of the 
Furthermore, letting ~ and 'µ'Z denote ~ expressed, respectively, 
in terms of ~ and in terms of h E(µ'zlr) = !'A-~(elr) = i'A-1AE(~Jr) 
= E(~XI ). Also Var ("zlr) = a'A-1Cov(Zlr)(A-1)•a = r ,.., ,., ,J 
a'A-lA Cov(Xlr)A'(A')-la = Var (ii'xlr). Hence we can find the conditional 
_, ,.r -
unbiased minimum variance linear estimator of µ by working with the 
original variable X or by working with a variable which is a non-singular 
,v' 
linear transformation of b· 
with 
Therefore let ~ be transformed ~o I :. (R, Y1 , • • •, Yn-l)': (R, ~)' 
Y. = X . · 1 , i = 1, ••• , n-1; that is = AX, where 1 i+ 
Note that this transformation is the same one used in Section 2.2. 
The result on the conditionally unbiased minimum variance estimator of 
µ is given below in Lemma 2.3 essentially in terms of the ~variable. 
The use of the transformed variable makes the statement of the lemma 
a bit awkward. On the other hand, because the mean and variance are 
A 
conditional moments given R(l0 = r, the conditions necessary for µ to 
be unbiased and minimum variance are simpler when ~ is taken as a 
linear combination of r and Y .• 
1 
Lenuna 2.3. Let r = (x1 , ••• , Xn)' with. Xi 
n 
distributed N(µ, 1). Let R = t c.x., c1 I= 0 1 1 i 
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independent, identically 
and not all equal. 
--
-
... 
.. 
*' Let A ... be 4~:.inJ:2 29a) : .• . · Let ~ 
where the a. are constants. Let 
J 
= (a1, ••• , an) and ~' = (a2 , ••• ,~n), 
*' a•= a A. {Note, then, that 
IV iJ 
*' ~ a' X = a M , when = AX) • Let 
/'Vtv IV :,g N ,, 
' ( ) -1 2;. = : , •• ~ , J. , ;!, = l, - d b~ 
n!1 
b = E ci, d = E ci2 , .£_1 = (c2 , ••• , en), 
and C = I 1- d-
1cc'. Then 
n- "'r 
1) ~·x is a conditionally unbiased estimator of µ given 
,., ,., 
R -- r l.0 f (1.·) d-l I Q d (••) I l• a 1 + a c = an 1.1. a a= , lvfV /\/11, 
2) given conditions {i) and {ii)~_~'l has minimum conditional 
·-I 
• . R 0 f C ... 1!, variance given = r 1. a= y ; 
/v a•c- ;!, 
3) and this minimum conditional variance is equal to 1 1 • 
J!'C--!. 
Proof: Let ~ = ~- As jndicated in the discussion preceding the 
statement of the lemma, the conditionally minimum variance unbiased 
estimator of µ, i.e., ~, will be found with µ expressed as a linear 
"' *'A,/ combination of 'J, = (R, Y1, ••• , Yn-l) 1 : {R, _!)'. Thus let µ = ~ ~ • 
By definition, E(£;*'~ Ir) = a 1 r + ~'E(I,I r}. Then using the result for 
E(Ylr) from (2.13), 
~ 
(2.30) E({., Ir) = c,_r + ~· [d-lr~ + µ~ 
= r{a1 + d-
1
a'c) + µa'a. 
,_,,.,, ,._.,._ 
This quantity is equal to µ 
zero and the coefficient of 
and only if a 1 + d-
1
a'c = O 
,.., ,v 
µ 
if and only if 
is one, that 
and o:'a = 1. ,...,.,._ 
proved. 
Looking at.the variance, by definition 
= a'Cov{Y,Y' lr)a. 
- _,..,,, ,..,,, 
the coefficient of 
is, *'i E(~ Ir) = µ 
Thus statement 1) is 
I -1 From (2.14), Cov(Y,Y' r) = C = I 1- d ££1 , and hence ,.,,, ,., n- ,--
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r is 
if 
--
-
... 
(2.31) *'M Var(,s '1' Ir) = ~·c~. 
Thus, to get the minimum variance unbiased linear estimator we need 
to minimize a'ca subject to the unbiasedness conditions: i) 
,.., -
a 1 + d-
1
a'c = 0 and ii) a'[l - d-1bc] = 1. However, the function to 
IV N r,/ ,..,. -
be minimized does not involve a 1• Furthermore, using condition i), 
the a 1 needed for unbiasedness can be determined in terms of 
~· = ( a 2 , ••• , an) , once an $:, which minimizes a'ca ,.., - subject to 
condition ii) has been found. The condition i) puts no constraint 
on the a needed to minimize a'ca. Therefore, the problem reduces 
,...,,. """ ,., 
to minimizing a'ca subject to a'a = 1. Using the method of Lagrange 
- ~ "',., -1 
multipliers, the solution is found to be l = ;-A , where as in (2:17) 
, -1 ( -1 ) -1( -1 ) V = a C a= 1 - d be C 1 - d be. Then substituting this value 
,., _,., - ,._ ,._ ,._ 
-1 for a in a'Ca the minimum variance is equal to V • Thus statements 
A-' "" ,.., 
2) and 3) are proved. 
Using condition i), a 1 = -d-1v-
1{a •c-1c), and ~ in terms of r 
1 - ,., /" a,•c- r /' 
and Y is equal to µ = oc V [- d fl+,!]. µ can also be expressed 
~ 
/' 
as µ = ( a1 , ~) ~ ~. 
Theorem 2.4 • Let X = (x1, ••• , X )', where the X. are independent, ,..,, n 1. 
identically distributed N{µ, 1). Let R = E cixi, c1 ~ O, not all 
equal. Let and where 
/' 
are constants. Let µ denote the estimator of µ given by Lemma 2.3 • 
.A 
and let Then f., i = 1, 2 
1. 
is the 
conditionally unbiased minimum variance estimator of 
given R = r. 
Proof: """ The conditional unbiasedness of fi 
""" from the conditional unbiasedness of µ. 
f., i= 1, 2, 
1. 
follow directly 
/' 
From part 3 of Lemma 2.3, the conditional variance of µ is 
1 -1 ,A I ) a -1 c""" I ) 2 a -1 
1 = V and hence Var{~l r = k2 V and Var f 2 r = k3 r V • a•c- a 
,.., ,.;, 
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From (2.18) the Crame"r-Rao bound on the variance of 
= k2 
2 V-l and the bound on the variance of ~ is 
Thus both estimators satisfy the Cra~r-Rao bound and hence are . 
conditionally minimum variance unbiased estimators. 
3. Chapman-Robbins Type Bound. 
Chapman and Robbins (1951) obtained a lower bound for the variance 
of unbiased estimators of a given parameter. Their derivation is much 
like that leading to the Cram(r-Rao bound, but involves use of differences 
instead of derivatives and does not require the regularity conditions 
needed for the Crame"r-Rao derivation. In Section 3.1 below a Chapman-
Robbins type bound is obtained for the conditional variance of estimators 
~, where ~ is a conditionally unbiased estimator of cp = cp(R{x), 8). 
/1# 
The derivation follows that of Chapman and Robbins (1951) with minor 
changes. As in the case of the Cram~r-Rao bound {Section 2.1), the 
result is given in terms of the transformed variables (R, Y1, •••. , Yn_1) 
instead of in terms of the basic variable X. In Section 3.2 the bound 
~ 
is applied to a special normal situation. 
3.1 Derivation of a Chapman-Robbins type bound. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {R, Y), Y = {Y1, ••• , Y 1) be random variables with ;..- ...., n-
a joint distribution indexed by 8 e/9. Assume there exists a function 
g8(_ilr) such that g8(x,lr) is the conditional density of iJR = r 
with respect to a measure µ. Assume that the range of the variables 
is independent of 
in8. Define 
2 8. Let a, 8 + h, h ~ 0 be two distinct values 
(3.1) 1 A= A(~, 8, h, r) = h[~{r, 8 ~ h) - ~(r, 8)] 
and 
2This condition, whichi ,is one of the regularity conditions for the Cramer-
Rao bound, is replaced by a less restrictive assumption in the Chapman-
Robbins paper. The stronger assumption is used here to eliminate some 
of the detail in the derivation. 
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(3.2) J = J(cp, 8, h, r) = A-
2 f r~8+((f ';)] 2 -
h2 1 [&a F 
,,.... /\ r,. 
Assume there exists a function ~ = ~(x) = ~{r, y) such that 
(3.3) 
/"'-
i.e., ~ 
,.. 
such ~, 
,_ ,.., 
J q;'(r, y) ge(ylr) dµ(y) = ~(r, e), all r and e, 
/t; "' /V 
is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ~. Then for any 
(3•4) Var~I r) ~ inf E[J(cp~8 ,h,r) Ir J ' 
where the infimum is taken over the set of all h JO such that 9, 
8 + h are two distinct elements of 6) . 
Proof: From the properties of a density, 
(3.5) J ge(z.lr )dµ,{,J = 1, all 9 e tp. 
Let U = [~(r, y) - ~{r, 9)] 'Jg9(zlr) and let 
lge+h (xJ r) - ge <x.l r) 1 ------ -1 
V = t 11a e (z I r) ::J \1 g e (;t I r) A • 
Then using (3.3) and (3.5) 
(3.6) f UV dµ{x) = 1. 
Hence by the Schwarz inequality, 
(3. 7) 1 ~ J U2 dµ,{.z) J V2 dµ,{z_) 
= Var(~lr) ~:
2 
{ J t~c.J!;T ge(xJr)d~~) - 1} • 
With J as defined in (3.2), (3.7) can be written as 
(3.8) I\ 1 Var ( ~ I r ) ~ E [ J ( ~ ~ 9 ' h' r) I r] • 
Since (3.8) holds for all h ~ 0 such that 9, 8+h are distinct 
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elements of6), we can take the infimum over this set of h's to get 
the inequality of (3.4). Thus the theorem is proved. 
Since the theorem is stated in terms of the transformed variable 
(R, J) instead of in terms of X, the question arises as it does in 
~ 
the derivation of the Cramer-Rao bound in Section 2, whether or not 
for a given ~ the bound depends on the particular transformation used. 
As in Theorem 2.2, Section 2.1, assume there are two transformations, 
I ..... (R, _!) and :S, ..... {R, l) with two joint densities M8(r, J) and 
N8(r, !.,) respectively, and two conditional densities 
as given in (2.5). 
Me ( r, ,i (~) ) I J I 
fe(r) 
From (3.1) and (3.2), we see that, for given cp, when ,e. ..... (R, ,X), 
E{Jlr) depends on 
ffie+h C,;r;I r) J 
E g8(~1r) 
] [ M9+h(r, z) 
r = E 
Mer,~ 
£e{r) ] a 
fe+h(r) rJ 
and when X ..... (R, z), E(Jlr) depends on 
- ,..,, f te+h{r, z(i)) f# 
E M8(r, x(j)) J 
fe{r) J 2 
fe+h(r) r1-
These two expectations are equal and hence the bounds will be equal • 
3.2 Chapman-Robbins type bound applied to a normal example. 
,.,, 
Consider the example as discussed with respect to the Cramer-Rao 
bound in Section 2.2. In that example x = (x1 , ••• , x) with x. ,,,..- n 1. 
independent and identically distributed N(µ, 1); R{_:2 = ~ cixi, c1 ~ 0, 
all ci not equal; ~¼-l(r, x2 , ••• , xn): (r, x.,); and 
(3.9) g (vlr) = 1( 1) l. exp{-½[(y-v)'c-1(z-;!)]J. 
µµ (2rr)·2n- 1c12 _,.. 
The symbols v and C are defined in (2.13) and (2.14); v is a 
- ,,.__,,, 
function of the parameter ~, while C is independent of ~-
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Letting a= (1- d-1bc), where (1- d-1bc) is defined in Section 
,.,,, .,,.._ ;:,' - ';,/ 
2.2, we get the ratio of densities 
(3.10) g h(ylr) 1 1 ~+(I) = exp{-½[-2h(y - v)'c- a+ h2 a'c- a]). g yr ,., ~ ,., ~,., µ, ~ 
Then letting u = y - v 
- - ,., 
(3.11) E [tµ,+h(ylr)] 2 rJ = (2TT)-½{n-l) 1c1-½ J exp{2h~'c-~ -h~'c-~ 
gll.(Y.I~) 1 
1 
-1 )d 
,.,,.,···: -'2\JC u u 
IV ,,,._, ;,,, 
= (2TT)-½(n-l)lcl-½ exp{h2ic-l.!,) 
• Jexp{-½[(u-2ha}'c-1(u-2ha)]}du 
,._ ,._ ,.. ,,.. --
= exp {h2 a •c-1a}. 
A,; ,_ 
Note that a•c-1a is the quantity defined in (2.17) to be V; let it ,,.,, ,,.,,, 
be denoted again by V. Thus using the definition of J from (3.2), 
(3.12) 
where 
A-2 h2 V 
E(Jlr) = - (e - 1), 
h2 
1 A= h[~(r, µ,+h) - ~(r, µ,)]. Then given a particular ~, for 
any ~ which is a conditionally unbiased estimator of ~, we have 
(3.13) 1 Var(cp'J r) :i: inf E(Jjr) 
h/:0 
Below are examples for particular functions ~. 
Example 1: ~(R, ~) = O!R + ~~ where a,~ are constants. 
1 For this example, from (3.1), A= h [ar + ~(µ, + h) - ar - ~µ,] = ~-
From (3.12), 
h2 V 
inf E(Jlr) = inf ~-2 e -1 
li ,,.... 2 
. 'FV h 
h2V 
= lim ~-2 .=.,_-l 
h-t O h2 
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Chapman-Robbins bound is 
Var(~r) ~ ~2 , 
and this bound is the same as the Cram6'r-Rao bound given by (2.18). 
k Example 2: ~(R, H) = OR H• 
For this ~,A= ark, inf E(Jlr) = (ark)-2v and Var~r) 
h¢0 
. ~ 
which is the same bound as given by the Cramer-Rao theory, 
-..2 2k ~ u-r 
V 
(2.18). 
Observe that in both of the above examples, A is not a function of 
h, which simplifies the problem of finding the inf E(Jlr). Alsd, when 
h;i:o 
A is independent of h, finding the Chapman-Robbins bound in the : 
conditional situation is more like the ordinary problem of finding the 
bound for the variance of an estimator of µ when the observations are 
normal. -In this latter situation the Chapman-Robbins and the Cramer-
Rao bounds are equal. See Chapman-Robbins (1951). Example 3, in which 
~ is closely related to the conditional pr,obabiljty of misclassification 
in the normal situation, is a case where A does depend on h. 
Example 3: ~(R, µ) = F(R - H), where F is standard normal distribution 
function. 
Here 1 A= h [F(r - µ - h) - F(r - µ)] and 
inf:[( JI r) = inf [ F ( r - µ - h) - F ( r - µ) ] - 2 ( e h2V _ 1) • 
h¢0 h¢0 
It can be shown that if f 2 (r - µ) < V (where f is the standard normal 
density), the inf is achieved in the limit as h ~ 0 and equals 
V/f2 (r - µ). Otherwise the inf is smaller and occurs for h ~ O. 
4. Rao-Blackwell Type Theory. 
In this section3 some Rao-Blackwell type theory related to the 
estimation of ~(R' 8) is developed and then is applied to get a 
3In Section 4, introduction and sub-sections 4.1 through 4.3, the 
symbols 8, X, T, and R denote vectors. 
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conditionally minimum variance unbiased estimator of the conditional 
probability of misclassification in the normal case (see Chapters 3 
and 4). 
Assume the situation described in Section 1, where X is a random 
variable with distribution P~ indexed by 8 e fp and where R(x) 
is a function of X. Further let T = T(x) be a function of X. Let 
p~IR and P~IR denote the conditional distributions, respectively, 
of X and T given R fixed. Let ~IR and E~IR be the corresponding 
expectations. The concepts of sufficiency and complete sufficiency are 
defined as usual. In the following sub-sections, these concepts, and 
subsequently the Rao-Blackwell theory, are extended to the conditional 
situation. Then the conditional Rao-Blackwell theory is applied to 
the problem of estimating the conditional probability of misclassi-
fication in the UD.1ltivariate (and univariate) normal case. 
4.1 Definitions • 
Definition 4.1: T i_s __ s_a_~d. _t_o __ b_e_ conditionally sufficient for· 9 given 
R if T is sufficient for 9 in the conditional distribution of X 
for each given value r of R, i.e., if there exists a deteI'!lllination 
of the conditional distribution of X given R = r and T = t which 
is independent of 0 for all r, t. 
Thus in slightly different phrasing the definition is ! 
Definition 4.la: T is conditionally sufficient for 8 given R if 
(T, R) is sufficient for 9. 
The definition of conditionally complete sufficient will be given 
for discrete and for absolutely continuous random variables. In each 
case assume that the ranges of X, T, and R do not depend on 0. 
Definition 4.2: Let X be discrete. T is said to be conditionally 
complete sufficient given R if for each value r of R 
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t f(t)P 9(T = tlR = r} = 0 all 9 e e ~ t 
f( t) = (h:for all t such that PS (T=t )R=r }>O. 
Definition 4.3: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable. 
Let he(·) be the margin·a1 density of R. Let ge( ·Ir) be the 
conditional density of T given R = r, which is defined for r 
values such that h 9(r) > o. T is said to be conditionally complete 
sufficient given R if for each value r of R such that h 8(r) > 0 
J f(t)ge(tlr)dt = 0 all 9 e fj ~f(T) = 0 a.e. PTIR a • 
4.2 Relation between sufficiency and conditional sufficiency, and 
between complete sufficiency and conditional complete sufficiency. 
It is intuitively obvious from Definition 4.la that if T is 
sufficient for 9, then T is conditionally sufficient given R, 
because if all the "information" in the sample relative to 9 is 
contained in T, it must be contained in (T, R). Hence (T, R) is 
sufficient. Bahadur (1954, p. 440) gives a general proof of the fact 
that T sufficient implies {T, R) is sufficient. A special proof 
for the discrete case is given below after the statement of the theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. If T is sufficient for e, then T is conditionally 
sufficient for 0 given R. 
Proof for X discrete: 
For r, t such that P0 (R = r, T = t} > O, we have the conditional 
probability of X defined as 
p e (X = X IR = r' T = t } = 
= 
PS (X = x, R = r, T = t } 
PS {R = r, T = t} 
p e (x = X, R = r IT = t }Pe (T = t } 
p e (R = r IT = t }Pe (T = t } 
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By the sufficiency of T, both P0(x = x, R = rlT = t} and 
p e {R = r IT = t} are independent of e. Hence p e (x = XI R = r' T = t} 
= c(x, r, t) independent of e. 
Theorem 4.2. Let the situation of Section 1 hold and let T = T(x) 
be a function of X. Assume the ranges of X, T and R do not 
depend on a. Then T complete sufficient implies T is conditionally 
complete sufficient (see Definition 4.3). 
Proof: The proof is given here for X absolutely continuous and with 
the assumption that all the densities listed below exist. The same 
proof holds for discrete variables with the densities replaced by the 
cor~esponding probability functions and with integrals interpreted as 
summations. 
Let the various densities which are needed in the proof be denoted 
by the following: 
he(r, t) is the joint density of R, T 
ge(tlr) is the conditional density of T given R =· r 
ke(rlt) is the conditional density of R given T = t 
te(r) is the marginal density of R 
me(t) is the marginal density of T. 
Then, for r values such that te(r) > o, 
(4.1) 
By the sufficiency of T, k8(rlt) is independent of 0 and can be 
written as k(rlt). Then for r values such that t 8(r) > O, 
Equivalently, letting F(t) = f(t)k(rlt), 
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(4.2) 
By T complete sufficient 
Since k(rlt) > O when g0(tlr) > O, 
(4.4) F(T) = 0 a.e •. P! ~f(T) = 0 a.e. PTIR e • 
Hence following the chain of reasoning of (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), we 
get that E~jR=rf(T) = O all e implies f(T)·= O a.e. p~IR and 
therefore T is conditionally complete sufficient. 
4.3 Rao-Blackwell theory. 
The usual Rao-Blackwell theory leading to UMVU estimators holds 
also in this conditional case. The situation is assumed to be that 
described in Section 1. The Rao-Blackwell theorems modified to fit the 
conditional case are stated below without the proofs which parallel 
those for the usual Rao-Blackwell theory, as given,for example, in 
Lehmann ( 1950) • 
A ~ Theorem 4.3. Let ~ be any estimator for ~ such that E0(~1R=r) = ~(r,e). 
Let T be conditionally sufficient for 9 given R. Define ~-
B(~) = E8(~1R, T). Then B~ is also a conditionally unbiased 
estimator of ~ given R, and Var~IR) ~ Var(B(cp)IR). 
Lenma 4.4. A Let ~(x) A and w{x) be two conditionally unbiased 
estimators of ~(R, e) based on a conditionally complete sufficient 
statistic. Then ~(x) = 1(x) a.e. p~IR. 
Theorem 4.5. Let T be conditionally complete sufficient for e. 
Let ~{R, e) be any quantity for which a conditionally unbiased 
estimator given R exists. Then ~(R, 9) has a unique {a.e.) 
conditionally UMVU estimator which is a function of T. 
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The conditionally UMVU estimator can be obtained, as usual, by 
finding a conditionally unbiased estimator and "Blackwellizing" it. 
4.4 Application of the theory to the multivariate normal classification 
problem. (see Chapter 4) 
Let TT1 and TT2 be p-dimensional normal with unknown means 
):.1 and .J:2' respectively, and with common known covariance matrix E. 
Let 
where ;tli' ,Slk are Np(~, E) and ~j' ~t are Np(~, E), 
(i = 1, ••• , N1; k = 1, ••• , ~; j = 1, ••• , N2 ; t = 1, ••• , ~). That is, 
the observations consist of original samples from TT1 , TT2 and test 
samples from TT1 , TT2 • (Note that the estimator for P2 derived below 
will be the same if the test sample from TT1 is omitted.) Let N N 
-1 1 - -1 :.2 ( ) 
,!:i = N1 i !ii'~= N2 ~~21 and let ~ = ~ 1 , ~ with ,!l = ~l' 
~ = ~2 • The classification rule is the one given in (1.1), Chapter 4, 
which is a function of _,!,1 and !,2• 
The quantity cp to be estimated here is the conditiona1:·.probability 
of misclassifying an observation from TT2 as TT1 given the rule. 
From (1.2), Chapter 4 
(4.5) cp = cp(R1 , R2 , µ2 ) = 1 - F(C) 
1 -1 c- - ) , -1 c- ) 2 c- - ) , -1 c- - ) 
with C = 2D + D ~l -~ E ~ - ~ and D = !,i - ~ 2 E ~- ,!e • 
Note that in Chapter 4 this function cp(R1 , R2 , ~2) is denoted by 
P2(R(E1' ~)' ~2) • 
Ml ~ 
Let ~ = ~!u' ~2 = r~j' and let 1 = (;J_,Z)· 
is conditionally complete sufficient for ~l' ~) given 
Then T ,..,, 
R, and the 
,._ 
Rao-Blackwell theory can be applied to get the conditionally UMVU 
estimator based on L· (Because cp is not a function of b' the 
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test sample from rr1 can be omitted and the Rao-Blackwell estimator 
can be based on ~, which is then conditionally complete sufficient 
for ~ given !·) To apply the conditional Rao-Blackwell theory, a 
conditionally unbiased estimator of cp is needed. Let 
/' [l if the rule (1.1), Chapter 4, classifies ; 21 as rr1 
cp = 
0 otherwise. 
Then the conditional expectation of ~ given !i, ~ is the 
conditional probability of misclassifying an observation from rr2 as 
A 
rr1; in other words, cp is a conditionally unbiased estimator of cp. 
Now let B(cp) /" be the estimator obtained by "Blackwellizing" cp 
with respect to the conditional distribution given R and T, i.e., 
,._ ,v 
(4.6) B{q;) = E(~R, T). 
Thus from the classification rule of (1.1), Chapter 4, 
Hence, to get B(cp) the conditional distribution of ½i given 
~, ~' ~, ~ is needed. Because the test sample from rr2 is inde-
pendent of the original samples and of the test sample from rr1 , it 
suffices to find the conditional distribution of -½i given h• To 
µ, 
get this conditional distribution, observe that (~1, ,!'2)' ~ ((µ,2),E*) 2 
where 
* (~~ ~lE) E = ~lE .. 
Hence {Anderson 1- d * ) (1958, p. 28))' .E21 ,½ = Np~' I:11.2 
and 
E;l.2 = E - (~lE)(~E-l)(~lE) = E( \ 1 ), 
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Then (,i1 - h) 'E-1,½1 1!1 , Ee, _11 , j 2 is univari~te normal with 
(- - ) , -1- ~ - 2 expectation ;:i -~ E ~2 and variance M2 D , where 
D2 = (!1 - ~)'E-1(i1 - ~). Hence letting z denote a standard 
univariate normal variable and F(u) denote the standard normal distri-
bution function, and using (4.7), 
(4.8) 
Setting p = 1 and E = a2- = 1, we find that D2 reduces to 
(~1 - i2)2 and D, which is taken positive, is then equal to ldl, 
where d denotes x1 - x2• Hence in the univariate normal case 
considered in Chapter 3 
or 
d>O 
(4.9) 
d<O. 
B~), as an estimator for P2(R(_!1,h), _k!:e), the conditional 
probability of ~isclassification, is studied in Chapter 4 in the nrulti-
variate normal case and in Chapter 3 in the univariaee normal case. 
{tn those chapters it is denoted by f RB. The conditional mean and 
variance of the estimator are computed in Appendix II.) By the 
Rao-Blackwell type theory given above, B{c;) is the conditional 
UMVU estimator of the conditional probability of misclassifying an 
observation from rr2 as rr1 when observations available consist-of 
original samples and test samples. {Note that as in the derivation of 
,,,,,. 
the Cramer-Rao bound {Section 2.3), the test sample from rr1 can be 
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put in or left out without changing the results.) Since the Rao-
Blackwell theory can be applied to the problem of estimating P2 when 
a test sample from rr2 is available, the Cram~r-Rao bound is not of so 
much interest. Also,t"the Rao-Black.well estimator was derived for the 
multivariate case, while the Cran"r-Rao bound applies only to the uni-
variate problem, since 8 = µ2 must be a scalar. For the univariate 
case, the variance of B(cp') can, however, be compared to the Cram~r-
Rao bound to see how tight the bound is. 
Assume rr1 is univariate N(µ 1, 1) and rr2 is univariate 
N(µ2 , 1). Let F(u), F(u, v; p) be univariate and bivariate normal 
distribution functions. Let H(u) = F(-u), H(u, v; p) = F(-u, -v; p) 
and, f(u) = F' (u). Then by (2.29), if ~ is any (conditional) unbiased 
estimator of P2 , Var(~iX1 , X2) :.: ~
1f 2 (c), where c = ½(X1 + X2) - µ.2 • 
From Table IV, the conditional variance of B(~):. PRB is 
F(c, c; ~ 1)-F(c, c; 0). Values for the bound and for the conditional 
variance off RB are given in Table XVII for several values of c 
and ~· For further comparison, values of the conditional variance 
of the test sampl~ estimator, PT' (see Chapter 2, Section 1.2), are 
also given, where from Table IV, Var PT= ~ 1F{c)[l - F{c)]. Since 
f2 (c) = f~(-c), F:(.c, c; p) - F{c, c; 0) = F(-c, -c; p) - F{-c, -c; 0), 
and F(c)[l - F{c)] = F(-c)[l - F{-c)], only positive c values are 
included in the table. The bivariate values were obtained from the 
tables put out by the Bureau of Standards {Tables of the Bivariate 
Normal Distribution Function and Related Functions (1959)). 
Looking at Table XVII, we see that the values of the conditional 
tJRB 
,, 
variance of are close to the values of the Cramer-Rao bound. 
The values of Var PT are, of course, larger than the values of 
Var\> RB because PT is an {conditional) unbiased estimator based 
independent test sample from rr2 and 'I RB is the minimum variance 
estimator in this class of estimators. 
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Table XVII 
Numerical Values for: i) the Cramer-Rao Bound on 
the Conditional Variance of Estimators of 
P2(R(x1, x2), µ2), ii) the Conditional Variance 
of the (Conditional) UMVU Estimator,@RB and 
iii) the Conditional Variance of the Test 
Sample Estimator, PT. 
( ) ( ) . -1 2( ) TT 1 is N µ1, 1 , TT2 is N µ2 , 1 • C-R. . .Bound = ~ f c • 
,() ) ) -1 1- 1-Var\t'RB = F{c, c; p - F(c, c; 0, p = ~. c = '2Xi + '2X2 - µ2 • 
Var PT= ~ 1F(c)Tl- F(c)]. 
C Var RB C-R Bound 
~ = 5, p = .20 
o.o .0500 .0320 .0318 
0.5 1~0427 .0255 .0248 
1.0 .0267 .0129 .0117 
1.5 .0125 .0041 .0034 
2.0 .0044 .0009 .0006 
~ = 10, p = .10 
O·~:p .0250 .0159 .0159 
0.5 .0213 .0126 .0124 
1.0 .0134 .0061 .0059 
1.5 .0062 .0018 .0017 
2.0 .0022 .0004 .0003 
~ = 20, p = .05 
o.o .0125 .0080 .0080 
0.5 .0107 .0062 .0062 
1.0 .0067 .0030 .0029 
1.5 .0031 .0009 .0008 
2.0 .0011 .0002 .0001 
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DERIVATIONS TO OBTAIN THE ESTIMATORS OF P2(R(xl' x2), µ,2) 
: ·_THAT"1INVOLVE ·.A PRIOR: :DllST&IBUTION~. ON" ·:9 ~-- .''. 
. ' 
' ··:... 
. - { 
. - ' 
'• 
POPULATIONS: TT1 is N(µ,1' 1) and Tf2 is N(µ,2 , 1), 8 = (µ,1 , µ,2). 
A. The Posterior Distribution of (~1~J· 
If we assume· {µ 1 , µ2) have independent prior distributions 
N(yl' 0'12) 
(µl, µ2) 
and N(y2 , a2
2 ), then the posterior distributions of 
given original samples 
1 + N.a. 2 
1. 1. 
N. 
- -1 l. 
xi = N. E x .. 
1. • 1 1.J J= 
a.2 
'T'.2 = __ 1. __ 
1 1 + N.a.c? 
1. l. 
i = 1, 2. 
B. Derivations for Method 3 and Method 7. 
The estimator of Method 3 (Chapter 2, Section 2.6) is found by 
integrating P2(R(x1, x2), µ2 ) with respect to the posterior distribution 
of (µ 1 , µ2 ), or equivalently with respect to the posterior distribution 
of µ2 only, since µ1 and µ2 are independent in the posterior 
distribution and P2 is not a function of µ1 • 
Let F(t), f(t) denote the standard normal distribution and density 
functions, respectively, and let PR-3, here denote the estimator 
derived by Method 3. Using the formula for P2 from (1.6), Chapter 3, 
and the posterior distribution of µ2 given in Section A above, and 
letting d = xl - x2, 
1 00 
(2TT)-2 T;l J [1-F(½ci + x2-µ2) ]exp(-½T;f(µ,2-v2) 2 )dµ,2 , d > 0 
-00 
(B.1) PR-3 = 
'd < o. 
-... 
-
00 
= J F(-T2z +½cf+ x2 - v2)f(z)dz 
-co 
Hence, using the integration result of (B.2) in (B.1), 
d>O 
(B.3) PR-3 = 
d < o. 
The estimator of Method 7 (Chapter 2, Section 2.6) is equal to the 
expectation of P2(R(x1, x2), ~2) with respect to the prior distri-
bution of Since, according to Section A, in both prior and 
posterior distributions, µ1 and µ2 are independent normal with the 
distributions differing only in mean and variance, the expression for 
the Method 7 estimator, PR-7, is the same as the expression in (B.3) 
with the prior mean and variance of ~2 , which are y2 and 
substituted for the posterior mean and variance, v2 and Thus 
d > o, 
(B.4) PR-7 = 
d < o. 
C. Derivations for Method 5 and Method 8. 
Let fPR(µ 1, µ2 , x, i 1, i 2) denote the joint density of 
(µl' µ2, x, xl' x2) obtained by using the prior density of (µl' µ2); 
let fp0(µ 1, µ2 , x,~, x2) denote the corresponding joint density based 
on the posterior distribution of (µ 1, µ2 ). The observation x is 
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assumed to be from rr2. Let and fa denote, respectively, 
the conditional densities of x associated with Method 5 and Method 8 
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.6). Then 
(c.1) 
and fa is the same with fPR substituted for fpo• 
By straightforward calculations we find that the conditional 
distribution of x associated with Method 5 (density f 5) is 
"2 + N2 '1"2 2x2 
N(----
1 + N2'1"22 
1 2 N 2 + '1"2 + 2 '1"2 ) . 
1 + N2'1"22 
The conditional distribution of x associated with Method_8 (density fa), 
is the same except that y2 and 
cr 2 
2 
are substituted for 
12
2
, that is the distribution is N(v2 , 1 + '1"2
2). 
v2 and 
Finally, the Method 5 and Method 8 estimators, PR-5 and PR-8, 
are found by integrating, respectively, the densities and 
over the region where x is classified as rr1• Thus PR-5 and PR-8 
are equal to 
(c.4) 
1(- - ) 2 xl + x2 - µ,x 
P(z > ------ } , d > 0 
crx 
1(- - ) 
2 xl + x2 - µ,x ·} 
P(z < ------- , d < O, 
crx 
where z is N{O, 1) and where for PR-5 
µ,x = 
- 2 
"2 + N2x2 '1"2 
1 + N2T22 
cr 2 = 
X 
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APPENDIX II 
COMPUTATIONS FOR THE CONDITIONAL MEANS AND VARIANCES 
OF ESTIMATORS OF. THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
OF MISCLASSIFICATION. 
The computations for the conditional means and variances are generally 
given in detail for the case in which rr1 and rr2 are p-dimensional 
normal populations with unknown mean vectors J!l' i:2 and common known 
covariance matrix t. Then the results for rr1 and rr2 univariate 
normal with counnon variance one are obtained as a special case. The 
conditional mean and variance of PU and the conditional mean of PTSL 
(Assumption Set 1), however, are derived only in the univariate case. 
' .. ' . The notation pertaining to the multivariate normal case is summarized 
in Table X and the notation for the univariate normal case in Table I. 
Since all of the computations are for conditional moments, however, 
the expectation with j 1 , i 2 fixed, test samples random, will usually 
be denoted simply by E( •), instead of by the symbol E( • li1, i 2 ) that 
is given in Table I. 
The estimators Q0, Q; (studied only in univariate case), Q~ 
(multivariate only}, Q: (multivariate only}, Q:, ~ 3, and & 5 are 
- -constant when ~l' ~ are fixed and thus the conditional expectation of 
each of these estimators is equal to the constant value and the conditional 
variance is zero. 
A. The Reclassification Estimator (denoted p0 or P~. 
The reclassification estimator is equal to p0 , the proportion 
of the original sample of size N2 from rr2 misclassified by the 
rule R(i1 , ~), given in (1.1), Chapter 4. To compute the condition~l 
moments of p0 , let _!21 (i ~ 1, ••• , N2) be the observations in 
- -1 ( the original sample from rr2 , with ::2 = N2 ~i all summations in 
this section are for i = 1, ••• , N2). Let 
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-and let 
1 
{ if ~i 
0 otherwise 
is misclassified by rule R(~1 , k) 
Q1 = Q1 (~1 , ~2~ = P {~21 misclassified 1~1 , ~ 2 fixed} 
1 
Then Et1 = Et2 = Q1 (~1 , ~ 2), Et1 t 2 = Q1 , 2(~, ~ 2), and Eti = N2p0 • 
Hence 
(A.1) 1 EpO = N2 E[~ ti]= Etl = Ql 
Var {N2p0 ) = Var {Et.)= E Var ti+ EL Cov{t., tj). 1. • .l · 1. 
J,-1. 
Because the t. are identically distributed, the variance formula 
1. 
reduces to Var (N2p0 ) = N2 Var t 1 + N2 (N2- 1) Cov{t1 , t 2 ). Thus 
substituting Q's and dividing by N2
2
, 
(A.2) 
N - 1 
-1( 2) ;2·· ( 2) Var Po = N2 Ql - Ql + :"N·2· .·· Ql ,2- Ql • 
In order to compute Q1 , 2 and Q1 , and then Ep0 and Var p0 , 
two distributions are needed--the j9int conditional distribution of 
,!21 , ~ 22 given i 1 , j 2 and the conditional distribution of ~ 21 
given Jti, ~- To get the conditional distribution of ~l' ~ 2 
- - ) ' d ( *) given ,!1 , ;52 observe that (~1 , ~ 22 , ~ 1 , ~ = N ~' E , where 
,1:.= * E = 
~ 0 : 0 N-lE 
'-' I 2 
0 E 1 0 N- lE def 
-5-----5---:"fNi1r,--o"---
-1 -1 : - -~ N2 E N2 I:. 1 0 N2 1.., 
I 
1aecall that E(•) denotes expectation with x 1 , x2 fixed, test 
samples random. 
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-* The division of ~ into the four submatrices E11 , E12 , E21 , E22 
is for purposes of deriving the conditional distribution. Note that 
* all of the 16 smaller submatt.ices of E are p by p. Then 
(Anderson (1958), p. 28) the desired conditional distribution is 
(
,½1 
~2 
where 
(A.4) . -;~- -,~2) -1 (~1 -J!1) -(i2) LI,. · -r + ,El_I:22 - - -
,-.c -.. r. z- . 
~2 .~2~~2 ~2 
and 
(A.5) 
Similarly, the conditional distribution of ~ 21 given ~l' ~ is found 
and 
(A.6) d - N2-1 (]½11~, ~) = N{J½, ~). 2 
Now, let A= ½(i1 - ~ 2)'.E-1(i1 + ~). Then by the definition 
of Q1 and by (1.])), Chapter 4, Q1 = P {y > Aji1 , k }, where 
(- - )' -1 ) Y = ~l - ,!2 .E ,!21 • Using (A.6 we find y is normal with 
and 
where D2 is defined in Table X. Hence, if z denotes a standard 
normal variate, 
= P{z > B} = 1 - F(B), 
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where B is defined in Table X. 
Similarly by the definition of Q1 , 2 and by (1.1), Chapter 4 
where (- - )' -1 (- - )' -1 Y1 = ~l - ~ ~ ,½1' Y2 = ~l - ~ ~ ~22• Using (A.3), 
(A.4), and (A.5) we find that 
E(Y1II1' i2) = E(y2l~, i2) = <i1 -k)'~-1k; 
N -1 
Var{yll~, i2) = Var(y2l[1, ~2) = +- D2; 
2 
Thus letting z1 .. and z2 denote standard normal variables with 
1 
p(zl, z2) = - N -1' 
(A.8) 
2 
Q1, 2 = P(z1 > B, z2 > B} = F(-B, -B; - N
1
_1) 2 
{see Table X for notation). 
Now the conditional mean and variance of p0 can be computed. 
From {A.l) and (A.7) 
Ep0 = 1 - F(B). 
Using (A.2), (A.7) and (A.8) 
(A. 10) 
N -1 
Var Po= N;1[1 ~ F(B)] - [1 - F(B)] 2 + +- F(-B, -B; - N1-1). 
2 2 
For the special case p = 1 we find B = lbl; F(B) = F(b) when 
d and hence b is positive, and F(B) = F(-b) when d and b are 
negative. (See Tables I and X for notation.) Therefore for univariate 
normal populations the conditional moments of p0 given x1 , x2 
fixed are 
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(A.11) 
1 - F{b) , 
EpO = { 
F(b) 
d>O 
} = F(-lbl), 
d<O 
(A.12) Var 
N -1 
f ~;l[l-F(b)] - [l-F(b)]2 + ~2 F(-b, -b;- N~-1),d>O p = 0 1 N2-1 1 N; F(b) - F2 (b) + -N- F(b, b; - N _1) ,d<O. 2 2 
B. The Test Sample Estimator (denoted pt or ~rl• 
The test sample estimator is equal to pt, the proportion of the 
~ test observations from rr2 misclassified by R(j1,,32)o ~pt 
is binomially distributed with conditional expectation equal to 
~P2(R(i1, ~), ~2), where P2(R{i1, ~), ~ 2) is the conditional 
probability of misclassification. Hence in the p-dimensional normal 
case, using (1.2), Chapter 4, Ept = 1 - F(C) and Var pt= ~ 1F(C)[l-F(C)], 
where C is defined in Table X. In the univariate normal case, 
using (1.6), Chapter 3, Ept = 1 - F{c) when d > O, Ept = F(c) wh~n-... 
d < O, and Var pt= M;1F(c)[l - F(c)], where d = i 1 - i 2 and 
1 -
C = ~ + X2 - ~2• 
c. The Two-Straight Lines Estimator, PTsL· 
By definition, PTSL = Po(N) - ½Po(½N) + ½Pt(½N). Let ~1' ,e2 
be the sample means based on the original samples of size N and let 
be the sample means based on the original samples of size 1 ~. 
Under Assumption Set 2 ~l' i 2 , XJ., kf fixed and all six .samples 
independent}, the mean and variance of PTSL are easily obtained from 
the results on p0 and pt derived in Sections A and B above. 
In the univariate case, the expectation of PTSL was also 
computed under Assumption Set 1 (i1 , i 2 fixed, original and test 
samples of size ½N obtained by randomly splitting the original 
samples of size N). The derivation of this expectation follows. 
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._. By the definition of PTSL' 2 
-
... 
... 
(c.1) E{PTSLlx1, x2) = E[po(N) - ½Po<½N)::+ ½Pt(½N)lx1, x21.--
1 
From Section A, E(p0(N)Jx1 , x2 ) = F{-lbl), where b = ½tl(l - N-l)-2 • 
The values of E(p0(~) lx1 , x2 ) and E(pt(½N) lx1 , x2) cannot, 
however, be obtained from the results in Sections A and B because 
the means that are fixed, x1 and i 2 , are not the means based on the 
original samples of size ~ but those based on the total samples of 
size N. Also the test sample of size ½N is not independent of the 
original sample of size N. 
To compute E(p0 ~½N)lx1 , x2), let y21 denote the first obser-
vation in the original sample of size ~ from rr2 • Then by the 
rule (1.2), Chapter 3 and the definition of p0 , 
(c.2) 
By the same procedure used in Section A to get the conditional 
distributions {see also Anderson (1958, p. 28)), it can be shown that 
the conditional distribution of (y1, _y21 , y2) given x 1 , x2 is 
N~, I:11•2), where ~ = (x1, x2 , x~)' 
0 
(N-l)N-l 
and 
0 
-1 N 
-1 -1 N N 
Then the conditional distribution of y1 - y2 given x 1 , x2 is 
N(d, 2N-l) and the conditional distribution of y21- ½('y1 + y2) 
2Because of the two sets of sample means involved in P SL' we will here 
explicitly indicate the conditioning variables in wri!ing the 
expectations in order to avoid confusion. 
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._ 
given x1, x2 
1 - J rl-is N{ -~, 1 -1tN, ) , where d denotes xl - x2 
{as in Table I). Thus using (c.2) 
(c.3) 1 3 -r • 1 ( ( 1 ) 1- - ) { ( 1 ( )2 1 , ... :t. .• --E Po~ x 1 , x2 = F ~ 2N , - ~(1-t2 NJ. ) 2 ; p) 
1 1 
+ F(-½ti.(2N)2 , ½ti.(1-~i N:·-l)-2 ; p) }, 
1 
with p = -(2N-3)-2 • 
Next we will compute E(pt(½N)lx1, x2). Let t 21 denote the 
first observation in the test sample of size ½N from rr2 • Then by 
the rule (1.2), Chapter 3, and the definition of pt, 
(c.4) E(pt(~) li1, i2) = P{t21 misclassified by R{yl, Y2) lx1, x2} 
= P lY1 _. Y2 > o, t21- ½<Y1 + Y2) > oli'1, x2l 
+PG1 - Y2 < o, t21- ½G1 + Y2) < oli'1, i2}. 
It can be shown that the conditional distribution of (y1, t 21 , y2) 
given x1 , x2 i~ N(~, t11 _2), where jt,e = {x1 , x2 , x2)' and 
N -1 0 0 
*11.2 = \ O (N-l)N-l -1., I • 
0 -N -1 
Hence Y1 - Y2li1, x2 is N{d, 2N-1) and {t21- ½<Y1 + Y2)li1, i2) 
is N{-½ci, 1 + !N). Thus using (c.4), 
(c.5) 
1 1 
( ( 1 )I- - > { c1 c >2 1 < 1 -1 -2 E Pt~ x1, x2 = F ~ 2N , -~ 1 + ~ ) ; p) 
1 
with p = {2N+l)-2 • 
1 1 
1 - 1 1 -1 --+ F(-~{2N) 2 , ~(1 + ~ ) 2 ; p)} 
Finally, using the fornrula given in {C.1) and the results of {c.3) 
and (c.5), the expression for E(PTSLlx1, x2) given in Table IV is 
obtained. 
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D. Lachenbruch's U Estimator, Pu• 
The mean and variance of PU are computed only in the univariate 
case where rr1 is N(µ 1, 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1). Let x1i(i=l, ••• ,N1) 
and x2 .(j=l, ••• ,N2) be the observ~tions from rr1 and rr2 , respectively. 
J - -1 Nl - -1 ~ -(k) ( )-1 N2 As usual, x1 = N1 t x1i and x2 = N2 i;-x2 .• Let x2 = N2-1 _t x2 . 1 1 J J=l J 
and let R (k) = R(x1, x~k)) denote the rule based on the : __ ·:· · ·.. j+k 
N·1. + ·N2·:~1 .observatip~s with·:-x""k deleted. .... N c: 
. -1 ::2 By definition, PU= N2 fqi, where 
Hence3 
(D.1) 
and 
(D.2) 
where 
q. = (1 
i lo 
if x2i is misclassified by R(i) = R{x1, x~i)) 
otherwise. 
(D. 3) Eql = Eql 2 = P {x21 misclassified by R (l) lx1, x2 } 
and 
(n.4) Eq1q2 = Ptx21 misclassified by R(l), _ J 
(2) 1- -x22 misclassified by R x 1 , x2 . 
Therefore to get the moments of PU, we will first compute 
Eq1• By (D.3) and the rule given by (1.2), Chapter 3, 
(D.5) 
r= -<1) 1c- -<1h 
1
- - 1 + Pl.Al - x2 < O, x21 - 2 x1 + x2 ,;< 0 x 1 , x2 • 
3All the expectations are expectations given 
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is fixed, there is a linear relation between x(l) and 
2 
or equivalently 
(D.6) r::-(1) r::(1) Eql = p lA,2 < a . } + p tX2 > a } ' min max 
a 
min a i max 
d = x1 - i > 0 
( 1)-1( - 1-) -
2 N2-2 N2x2 - '2X1 xl 
d = x 1 - x2 < o 
- ( 1)-l( - 1- , 
xl N2-2 N2x2-"2X1, 
It can be shown {se~ Section A or Anderson (1958, p. 28)) that 
-(1)1- (- -1( )-1) _A A x2 x2 is N x2 , N2 N2-l • Thus, letting B = N2 2 (N2-1)- 2 
and A= (N2-½)B and using (D.6) and the appropriate values of 
and a , 
max 
(n.7) 
d d 
Eq = f· F(- 2A) + F(- B) 
1 I d d 
F(-) + F(-) 2A B 
d > 0 
d < o. 
a . 
min 
Next we will compute Eq1q2• Let the sets S, T, U, V be defined 
as 
S: x1 - xll) > 0 
U: x1 - xl2 ) > 0 
. ic- -<1> > T: x21 - 2 x1 + x2 > 0 
1(- -(2)) V: x22 - 2 x1 + x2 > 0 
and let s', T', U', V' denote the complementary sets. Then using 
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(D.4) and the definition of the rule (1.2), Chapter 3 
(D.8) 
where 
Eqlq2 =PI+ PII + PIII + PIV' 
PI= P{STUVjxl, x2) 
PIII = P{S'T'UVlx1, x2} 
PII = P{STU'v'lx1, x2} 
{ ' ' ' ' 1- - } P IV = P S T U V x1, x2 • 
. . - ( )-(1) Substituting x21 = N2x2 - N2-1 x2 , x22 = N2x2 - (N2-l)x~2) and 
defining amin' amax as above, 
(D.9) r::-(1) -(2) ) PI= PtA,2 < a . , x2 <a. , min min 
P.. P c( 1) < -( 2) > } II= tX2 amin' x2 amax' 
P. .... P r::-(1) > -(2) < } III= tX2 amax' x2 amin' 
r::(1) -(2) } PIV = PtA2 > amax' x2 > amax. 
1 1 
As above let B = N;2 (N2-1)-
2 and A= {N2-½)B. The joint 
distribution of x~l), x~2) given x2 is N~, ~ll.2 ) with 
~ = (x2, x2)' and 
( 
B2 
Ell.2 = -B2(N2-1)-l 
Hence using (D.8) and (D.9) and 
above 
-B2(N2-1)-l) 
B2 
the values of a 1 mn and a max given 
fF(- ~ d d d . d d - - ; p) + 2F(- - , - - , - p) + F(- - , - -;p),d>O 2A 2A B B B ()?. lO)jEql <i:2 = d .!_ F(2A' 2A d d d d ; p) + 2F(2A, B; - p) + F(B' B; p) 
where p = -(N2-1)-
1
• Note that the P11 and P111 terms have been 
combined by using the equality, P {x < h, ¥ > k; p} = P (X < h, Y < -k; -p} 
for X, Y standard normal variables with correlation p. 
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The mean and variance of PU can now easily be found from the 
formulas (D.l) and (D.2) by using the results of (0.7) and (D.10). 
E. The Reclassification Estimator Adjusted for Bias, PRa· 
The adjusted reclassification estimator, PRa' is equal to p0 
(see Section A) with a term added to adjust for bias. Specifically, 
.f'. ,.,... ,... 
PRa =Po+ Ept - Ep0 • From Section A above, Ep0 = 1 - F(B) = Ep0 , 
r- I . 1 ) and from Section B, Ept = 1-F(C) µ,
2
:=i'
2
:, .. ~ = l-F(2D • Hence 
E(PRa) = E(Ept) = 1-F(@). When p = 1 and E = a2- = 1, D = jdj, 
and thus in the univariate case, E(PRa) = 1-F(½ldl). . ~ Since Ept and 
/' Ep0 are constants when x1, i 2 are fixed, p 2: 1, Var(PRa) = Var Po 
in both nrultivariate and univariate cases. 
Let J 2 be the mean of the ~ test observations from rr2 • The 
estimator QT is obtained by using ~ as an estimate of in 
the expression for the conditional probability of misclassification, 
P2(R(~1 , ~ 2 ), ~ 2), given in (1.2), Chapter 4. It is equal to 
( ) -'- 1 -1 (- - ) -1-1-F A-W, where A= 2D + D x1 - x2 'E x2 . ~ ,,... ,,.._ 
-1c- - ) , -1-
and W = D JE-i - ~2 I: le. 
(A and W defined only for this derivation and the one in Section G.) 
When i1 , ~2 are fixed and test samples are random, A is constant 
-1c- - )' -1 and W is univariate normal with expectation EW = D ~ 1- ,!e E ~ 
and variance 2 . -1 aw = ~ • 
Let FW denote the distribution function of W. Then setting 
z = (W-EW)/aw 
co 
(F .1) EF(A-W) = ! F(A-W)dFW 
-co 
co 
= J F(-awz + A-EW)f(z)dz 
-00 
Further 
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00 
(F.2) EF2 (A-W) = f F2 (-awz + A-EW)f(z)dz 
-00 
where p = p(x + awz, y + awz) with x, y, z independent N(O, 1). 
Using the expressions for A and EW given above, A-EW = C, 
h 2(1 2)-1 1 with C defined in Table!• Furt ermore, p = aw + cw = l+~. 
Hence letting C(l + ~l)-2 be denoted by C', 
(F .3) EQT= 1-F(C') 
and 
(F.4) Var ~ = F ( C ' , C ' ; ( 1 +~) - l) - F ( C ' , C ' ; 0) • 
When the populations are univariate normal,~ is equal to 
1-F(½ci + x2 - t 2) when d > O.and is equal to F(½ci + x2 - t 2 ) 
when d < O, d = x1 - x2 • The conditional mean and variance can be 
computed directly,or more simply,can be obtained from the multi-
variate results. When p = 1 and E = c2 = 1, 
.C if d > 0 
C = ( 
-c if d<O 
1 
where 1 Thus letting c' c(l -1)-2 from (F .3) C = ~ + X - µ,2. = + M2 ' 2 
(F.5) EQT= (1-F(c') d>O F(c') d<O, 
and from (F .4) 
(F .6) Var QT= F{c', c'; (1 + ~)-1) - F(c', c'; 0), 
both for d > 0 and d < O. 
G. The Conditional) Mininru~ Variance Unbiased Estimator, • 
The ~onditional UMVU estimator,~ RB' is derived in Chapter 5, 
( -1)-½ I ( -1)-½ Section 4.4. Let A'= A 1 - ~ and W = W 1 - ~ , where 
A and W are as defined in Section F above. Then'(; RB = 1-F(A' - W'). 
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Let EW' and aw, denote the conditional mean and variance of w'. 
Then from the results in (F.l) and (F.2) 
(G.l) 
(G.2) 
1 
EF(A'- w') = F((A'- EW')(l + ·aw, 2 )-2) 
2 -½ .! EF2 (A'- w') = F((A'- EW')(l + aw, ) , (A'- EW')(l + aw, 2 )- 2 ; p) 
where p = aw2(1 + aw2)-1• 
From the d·efinition of A', W' and the results given in Section F, 
1 1 1 1 A'- EW' = (1 - M; )-2(A - EW) = (1 - ~ )-2C 
aw,2 = (1 - ~1)-1aw2 = (~- 1)-1 
2 ( -1)-1 1 + aw' = 1 - ~ 
1 
(A - EW')(l + aw, 2 )-2 = c. 
Hence substituting in (G.1) and (G.2), 
(G.3) 
and 
(G.4) Var f?RB = F(C, C; M;1)-F(C, C; 0). 
For the univariate case, following the same method as in Section F, 
we find that 
(G.5) 
and 
where 
ED _ (1 - F(c) 
\l RB - F(c) 
d > 0 
d < 0 
Var 6) RB = F ( c , c ; ~ 1) - F ( c , c ; O) , 
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APPENDIX III 
DERIVATIONS RELATED TO THE ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS 
IN THE UNIVARIATE NORMAL CASE 
(see Chapter 3, Section 4 and Table v). 
Let rr1 and rr2 be univariate normal with unknown means ~1, ~2 
and common variance one. Let P2(R(x1, x2), µ2) be the conditional 
probability of misclassifying an observation from rr2• To get desired 
asymptotic expressions for the conditional bias and conditional 
variance of the estimators of P2(R(x1, x2), µ2), Taylor series are 
needed for various univariate and bivariate normal distribution 
functions. The univariate computations are straightforward and are 
not given. Needed expansions for bivariate distribution functions:.are 
derived in Section C below with some prelimi~aries in Sections A and B. 
All of the Taylor series expansions are given in Table V. 
A. Definitions of Notation Used Below. 
a(N) = o(f(N)) if ~ - 0 as N -~ 
b(N) = op(f(N)) if ~ - O in probability as N -~ 
Note that a(N) = o(f(N)) implies a(N) = o (f(N)). 
p 1 
B. Lemma: Let y ~ N(O, a2N-1). Then y = o {N-2'1-e), any e > O. p 
Proof: y ~ N(O, a2N-1) implies t/y ~ N(O, a2 N2 ~-1), and by the 
Chebyshev inequality l.?( lt/y I > c} ~ c-2 Var(t/y) = c-~2~-lc,2. 
Therefore r/y goes to zero in probability as N goes to infinity 
-i-+e for ~<½,or equivalently y = o {N 2 ), any e > O. This result p 
cannot be improved because for ~ = ½, r/y is N(O, a2) and hence 
.!. 
N2y + 0 in probability. 
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c. Taylor Series Expansions for the Bivariate Normal Distribution 
Functions. 
The notation used below and not defined there is defined in 
Table I. For the asymptotic results all sample sizes are equal to N. 
C.l. Expansion for F(b, b; -(N-1)-1) - F(b, b; 0) and for 
( ( )-1) ( ) 1 ( -1)-½ H b, b; - N-1 - H b, b; 0, b = ~ 1-N • 
Let b- = F(b, b; p) - F(b, b; 0) with p = -(N-1)-l. Expanding 
first on p with b fixed, 
where F3(x, y; 0) = ~ F(x, y; p)lp=o· Now let u = a1 - a2 , y = ½o, 
g = f(y), G = F(y). Then writing b = y + t, where 
t = ½i + \6N-l + \uN-l + op(N-2+e), and expanding F3(b, b; 0) by 
bivariate Taylor series (using an obvious notation), 
~ ) -1 1 ( ) ( ) -1 ( -2+e) rJ.J = -F3(y, y; 0 N - 2 [F31 y, y; 0 + F32 y, y; 0 ]uN + op N. • 
From (c.11) and (C.12) below, F3'Y, y; 0) = g2 and F31(y, y; 0) = 
F32(y, y; 0) = -yg
2 and hence 
(c .1) ~ 2 -1 1 2 __ -1 ( -2+e) rlJ = -g N + 26g71N + o N • p 
1 The expansion for H{b, b; - N-l) - H(b, b; 0) is obtained in 
the same way and because H3(y, y; 0) = F3(v, y; 0), H31(y, y; 0) = 
H32(y, y; 0) = F31(y, y; 0) {see (C.11) and (C.12)), the expansion 
is identical to that for 'tJ given in (c.1). 
c.2. -1 ( ) -1 ( ) Expansions for N F b, b; p and N H b, b; p , p = -(N-1)-1• 
Observe that, using (C~l), 
N-1F(b, b; - N:l) = N-1~+ F{b, b; O)] = N-1F{b, b; o) + op{N-2+e) 
(c.2) 
N-~(b, b; - N:l) = N-~(b, b; o) + op(N-2+e) • 
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Using Taylor series for two variables with b = ½8 + t, where 
1( ) ( -l+e) . 1~ t = 2 a1 - a2 + op N , and denoting a1 - a2 = u, 2 u = y 
as before, we get the expansions 
-1 ( ) ( ) -1 1 ( ) ( ) -1 ( -2+€) N F b, b; 0 =FY, y; 0 N + 2 [F1 y, y; 0 + F2 y, y; 0 ]uN + op N • 
(c.3} .. ,) 
-1 ( ) ( ) -1 1 ( ) ( ) -1 ( -2+e) N H b, b; 0 =Hy, y; 0 N + 2 [H1 y, y; 0 + H2 y, y; 0 ]uN + op N • 
From (c.13) and (C.14) below, F1(y, y; 0) = F2(y, y; 0) = gG and 
H1(y, y; 0) = H2'Y, y; 0) = -g(l-G). Thus using (c.2.}) and (c.3) 
-1 ( 1) 2 -1 -1 ( -2+e) N F b, b; - N-l = G N + gGuN + op N , 
and 
N-1H{b, b; - N~l) = (1-G) 2 N-l - g(l-G)uN-l + op(N-2+e). 
c.3. Expansion for F{c, c; N-1) - F{c, c; 0), c = ½(xl + x2) - H2· 
Let~= F(c, c; p) - F{c, c; 0) with p = N-1• Expanding 
first on p with c fixed, 
!J- = F(c, c; o) - F(c, c; o) + F3(c, c; O)N-l + op(N-2+e) 
= F
3
(c, c; O)N-l + op(N-2+e). 
1 Letting V = 26 and v = a1 + a2 , we can write 
1 
C = y + °2V• 
expanding F3{c, c; 0) by bivariate Taylor series, 
Then 
(c.4) J= F3(v, y; O)N-1+ ½[F31(v, y; o) + F32(v, y; o)]vN-l + 0P(N-2+e). 
From (C.11) and (c.12) below, F3(y, y; 0) = g
2 and F31(y, y; 0) = 
F32(y, y; o) = -yg2• Thus 
(c .5) y. = g2N-l - ½og2 vN-l + 0P(N-2+e} • 
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c.4. Expansion for F(c', c'; (N+l)-1) - F{c', c'; 0), c' = c{l+N-l)-½. 
(}..,fr ( I I ')· ( I I ,\ ( )-1 Let =:,- = F c , c ; ~ .. - F c , c ; 01 with p = N+l • 
Expanding on p with c' fixed, 
J- = F3(c', c'; O)N-l + op(N-2+e). 
Now from Table V, c' = ½6 + ½(~1 + a2) - ~6N-l + op(N-
312 +e), or 
1 I 1 1 -1 ( - 3/ 2 +e) 
using y = 2 6 and v = a1 + a2 , c = V + ~ - 2'(N + op N • 
Hence expanding Fi c;~ , c' ; O )N-l, 
(c.6) !f = F3(y, y; O)N-l + ½[F31(y, y; o) + F32(y, y; o)]vN-l 
+ o (N-2+e). 
p 
This expression for f' is equal to the expression for fJ given in 
(c.4) and hence by {c.5), 
(c.7) Y-' = g2N-l - ½6g2vN-l + o (N-2+e). p 
c.5. Derivativesneeded for expansions in C.1-C.4 and in c.6. 
Note: u and v are dummy variables in this section and have no 
connection with the notation u = a1 - a2 and v = a1 + a2 used 
in the preceding sections. 
Let 
g(x, y; p) = exp{-½ - 1- [x2 - 2pxy + y2 ]} 
1~2 
u V 
I= I(u, v; p) = J J g(x, y; p)dy dx 
-cc, -cc, 
* * = = I = I {u, v; p) = J J g{x, y; p)dy dx 
U V 
A= A{u, v; p) = ~ I(u, v; p) B = B('li, v; p) = ~ 1*(u, v; p) 
kP = (2rr)-1(1-p2)-½ k' = 2-. k p dp p 
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Then the derivatives needed are, as functions of u, v and p, as 
follows: 
(c.8) 
(c.9) 
F{u, v; p) = kpl{u, v; p) 
F3{u, v; p) ·= k A+ k'I p p 
F31{u, v; p) = kp : + k~: 
F32(u, v; p) = kp: + k;: 
V 
* H{u, v; p) = k I :.{u, v; p) p 
H3{u, v; p) =kB+ k •1* p p 
H31(u, v; p) = kp : + k; :~ 
* 
* ( ) oB , 01-.:-H32 u, v; p = kp cN + kp av 
m 
Fl {u, v; p) = kp J g(u, y; p)dy H1(u, v; p) = -k J g(u, y; p}dy Pv 
-co 
u 
F2{u, v; p) = kp J g(x, v; p)dx H2{u, 
-co 
F33(u, v; p) = kp : + 2k;A + k~I • 
When p = O, 
k = k" = (2TT)-l p p k' = 0 p 
m 
v; p) = -k J g{x, v; p)dx 
Pu 
F1{u, v; 0) = f{u)F(v) H1{u, v; 0) = -f{u}[l-F{v)] 
F2(u, v; 0) = f(v)F{u) H2{u, v; 0) = -f(v)[l-F(u)]. 
Further, taking the derivatives and then substituting p = O, 
(C.10) A(u, v; 0) = {2TT)[-f{u}][-f(v)]: ( .. '.B(ll, :V,;=-Ol:=)(gTT)rf~:u}i:(v). 
: lp=O = :1p=O = -(2TT)u f{u)f(v) 
oA -oB :, '. ... :/.\:( .. ' 
avlp=O ~ ~lp~d ~ ~(2TT)~ f(u)f(v) 
:lp=O = (2TT)[uv f(u)f(v) - F(u)F(v)]. 
Substituting the values from {c.9) and (C.10) in the derivative 
formulas of (c.8) with u and v set equal to ½o, and_agatn ·.letting 
y = ½o, g = f(y), G = F(y}, we get the following values for the 
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derivatives arising in Sections C.1, C.2, c.3, c.4, and c.6. 
(c.11) 
(c.12) 
(c.13) F 1 (y, y; 0) = F2(y, y; 0) = gG. 
(c.14) Hl(y, y; 0) = H2(y, y; 0) = -g(l-G). 
(c .15) F 3i'Y, y; 0) = y2g2. 
c.6. 1 i 1 1 -1 _i _i Expansion for F(~(2N) 2 , -ici(l+'jN,' ) 2 ; (2N+l) 2 ) 
1 1 1 
( 1 ( )2 1 ( 3 -1)-2 ( )-2) 
- F ~ 2N , -~ 1- 2N ; -2N+3 , d > O. 
1 ( ½· 1 1 -1)-½ 1 ( ~--1)-½ ( )-½ Let U = ~ 2N) , V = ~(1+~ , W = ~ 1 - ~ , pl= 2N+l , 
_i 
and p2 = -(2N-3) 2 • Then expanding on p 1 and p2 
From Table V, when d > 0 F(U) = 1 + o (N-2+e), and hence using the p 
expansions of F(V) and F(W) also given in Table V, 
(c.17) 
and 
(c.18) 
F(U, -V; o) = F(-V) + o (N-2+e) p 
1 1 2 1 -1 ( - 3/2 +e) 
= 1 - G - 2SU + -rr;ogu + -g&gN + op N 
F{u, -w; o) = F(-w) + o (N-2+e) p 
= 1 - G - ~u + -f1,agu2 - i6gN-l + op(N- 3/2 +e), 
where u = a1 - a2• From (c.8), (c.9) and (C.10) above, 
F3(x, y; 0) = f(x)f(y) and F33(x, y; 0) = xy f(x)f(y). Hence the 
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four functions F3(u, -V; 0), F3(u, -W; 0), F33(u, -V; 0) and 
F33(u, -w; 0) are all op(N-
2+e) because for d > o, f(U) = op(N-2+e) 
and Uf(U) = o (N-2+e). p 
Thus substituting in (C.16), 
(c.19) F(U, -V; pl) - F(U, -W; P2) = ½ogN-1 + op(N- 3/2 +e) • 
Similarly we can show that for d < 0, 
F(-u, V; P1) - F(-u, w; P2) = ½6gN-l + op(N- 3/2 +e) • 
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APPENDIX IV 
DERIVATIONS RELATED TO THE ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS IN THE 
MULTIVARIATE NORMAL CASE 
(see Chapter 4, Section 4 and Table III). 
Let rr1 and rr2 be p-dimensional normal with unknown mean 
vectors µ,1, µ,~ and common known covariance matrix E. As in the 
case of univariate normal populations, Taylor series expansions are 
needed for various univariate and bivariate normal distribution functions 
in order to get asymptotic expansions for conditional biases and 
variances of estimators of conditional probability of misclassification. 
The univariate expansions a~e considered in Section A below and the 
bivariate expansions in Sections B, C, and D. Notation not defined 
below is given in Table X. All of the expansions are given in Table 
XIII. 
A. Taylor Series Expansions for F(½D), F(C), and Similar Functions. 
To obtain expansions for F(½D), F(C), F(B) and other such 
functions, the arguments ½o, C, B are first written in the form 
a+ t, where a is constant and t is variable (when the rule is 
variable) or a function of N. Then the expansions for F(½D), F(C), 
etc. can be easily obtained from the Taylor series formula given in 
Chapter 3, Section 4.1. 
To obtain the a+ t expression for D, let u = (;c.1 - ;½)'~-l(,$!i- ~ 2) 
and V = (~1 - ~2) 'I:-
1(~1 - ;½). Then 
(A.1) 2 c- - )' -1c- - ) 2 D = _!. l - ~ ~ ~l - ! 2 = 8 + 2V + U. 
1 1 
Therefore D = (82 ) 2 (1 + t)2 , where -2 t = 8 (2V + U) and since the 
numerator of t goes to zero as N goes to infinity, for asymptotic 
purposes we can assume ltl < 1 and use the expansion (1 + t)r= ; (;)tK. 
K::::O 
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(A.2) 
To obtain the a+ t expansion for C the expansion for 
1 1 1 1 
is needed. From (A.1), D- = (D2 )-2 = (62 )-2 (1 + t)-2 , where 
-1 D 
t = 6-2(2V + U). Using the same expansion for (1 + t)r as above, 
the expression for 
(A.3) 
-1 D becomes 
( ) , -1 ( ) , -1 Let W = g1 - ~ E ~ and Z = ~l - ~ E ~. Then 
C = ½o + o-1w + o-1z (see Table x). Substituting the expansions for 
D and D-l from (A.2) and (A.3), the expansion for C is 
(A.4) 
Now consider the a+ t expansions for B 
. 1 1 
By definition B = ½o(l - N~ )-2 • Hence using 
o(N-2+e) and the expansion for D from (A.2), 
(A.5) 
and similar functions • 
( -1)-½ 1 -1 1-N =1+~ + 
( -1)-½ 1 ( -1)-½ The expressions for C 1 + N , 2D 1 + N and other such 
functions are found similarly by multiplying the expression for C 
or ½n by the appropriate expansion for the coefficient involving 
N (these latter expansions are mainly in Table V). 
·1 
B. Taylor Series Expansions for H(B, B; - N-l) - H(B, B; 0) and 
N-¾i(B, B; - N:12• 
Let lo* = H(B, B; - N:1) - H(B, B; 0) and write B = ½6 + t, where 
t = ½~-1v + o (N-l+e). Expanding first on p with B fixed and p 
then on B as in obtaining the expansion for l:f in Appendix III C.l, 
we get the expansion 
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( · ) r:::,,,* ( 1 1 ) -1 1 ( 1 1 ) ( 1 1 ) ] -1 -1 B, 1 -N = H3 2A, 2A; 0 N + 2[H31 2A, 2A; 0 +H32 2A ,2A;O A VN 
.... (N'_-2+e) . + a . . •. p·.. . . 
Then using (C.11) and {C.12) from Appendix III and setting 
we get the needed expansion for J:J*, 
(B.2) ~ = -rN-1 + ½52vN-l + op(N-2+e), 
To get the expansion for 1 H{B, B; - N-l) observe that 
5 = f(½A), 
(B.3) N-~{B, B; - N:l) = [clr* + H{B, B; O)]N-l = H(B, B; O)N-l 
+ o (N-2+e) • 
p 
Further by Taylor series expansion, H(B, B; O)N-l = H(½A, ½A; O)N-l 
1 (1 1 ) (1 1 ) -1 -1 ( -2+e) . + 2[H1 2A, 2A; 0 + H2 2A, 2A; 0 ]A VN + op N • Hence using 
(C.14) from Appendix III and setting9 = £(½ti), t= F(½A), 
(B.4) H(B, B; O)N-l = (1 -~)2 N-l -1'.-l j (1 -~ )VN-l + o/N-2+e) 
= N-~(B, B; ~ N:1) . 
C. Taylor Series Expansion for F(C, C; N-1 ) - F(C, C; 0). 
Let 'Y-= F(C, C; p) - F(C, C; 0) where p = N-l. From Table XIII, 
C =½A+ A-1(½v + z) + o (N-l+e). Hence expanding first on p and then p 
on C as in the univariate case of Appendix III c.3, 
(C, 1) f = F 3'°!1'., ½ti; O)N-l 
[ ( 1 1 ) (1 1 )] -1(1 ) -1 ( -2+e) + F31 2A, 2A; 0 + F32 2A, 2A; 0 A 2V +ZN +op N • 
From {C.11) and (C.12), Appendix III, F3'½A, ½A; 0) = 5 2 and 
F31(½A, ½A; 0) = F32 (½A, ½A; 0) = - ½A5
2
• Hence 
(C.2) !} = g2N-l - g2(½V + Z)N-1 + op(N~2:.e). 
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D. Taylor Series Expansion for F(C', C'; (N+l)-1) - F(C', C'; 0) 
-1)-i 
where C' = C(l+N 2 • 
Let!.!= F(C', c'; (N+l)-1) - F(C', c'; o). From Table XIII, 
c' = ½6 + ~-l(-~ + z) + p~(N-l+e), which is equal to C to this p 
order of approximation. Hence the expression for ,Y. given in (C.2) 
is also the expression for~·. 
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APPENDIX V 
UNCONDITIONAL MEAN SQUARE ERROR EXPRESSIONS NEEDED FOR 
THE DISCUSSION OF THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN 
* ** ESTIMATORS OF P2 , P2, AND P2 
{see Chapter 3, Section 4.4). 
For the derivations below, rr1 is N(µ1 , 1) and rr2 is N(µ2 , 1). 
Notation not defined below is defined in Table I. 
* . A. E(P~2)
2
: Exact and Asymptotic Expressions for N1 = N2 = N. 
* ( *)2 2 ( *)2 * Because EP2 = P2 , E P2 - P2 = EP2 - P2 • The value of P2 
is given by (1.8), Chapter 3. We need to compute 
1
El>2
2
• 
By (1.6), Chapter 3, P2 = 1 - F{c) when d > O, and P2 = F(c) 
when d < 0 (d = x1 - x2 , c = ½(x1 + x2 ) - µ,2). Hence, letting g{w) 
denote the density of d, and letting u, v denote standard normal 
variables, with u, v, d mutually independent, 
00 0 
EP2
2 
= £ [1-F(c)]2 g(w)dw + £.F2 (c)g(w)dw 
= p {u - ~1 - ~2 + JJ,2 > Q' V - ~l - ~2 + JJ,2 > Q' Xl - X2 > Q) 
+P{ ft <.O, " < o, " < o}. 
1- 1- 1- 1-The variables u - '2-Ki - °2X2 + µ,2 and v - '2Xi - '2-K2 + µ,2 are 
identically distributed N(-½6, 1 + ~-1), and x1 - x2 is N(6, 2N-
1). 
1- 1- 1- 1- ) ( )-1 Furthermore p(u - "2Xi - "2X2 + µ,2 , v - "2Xi - '22C2 + µ,2 = 1 + 2N , 
1 
p (u - ~l - ~ 2 + µ,2 , i 1 - i 2) = o. Thus letting a= ½&(2N)
2 and 
1 ~ = ½6(1 + ½N-l)-2, 
(A.1) 
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Asymptotic expression: 
* To get the asymptotic expression for E(P2 - P2)2 , we need the 
* asymptotic expressions for EP2
2 and (P2)-2. The exact expression 
for EP2
2 is given in (A.1), and from (1.8), Chapter 3, 
(A.2) * p2 = F(a)F(-f3) + F(-a)F(f3). 
When 6 > 0, F(-a) = o{N-K), for any K > 0, and thus letting H{u) = F(-u) 
and H(u, v; p) = F(-u, -v; p), we can write 
2 
fH(f3, f3; (1+2N)-1) + o(N-2+e) , 6 > 0 
(A.3) EP2 = 
F(f3, f3; (1+2N)-1) + o{N-2+e) , 6 < 0 
and 
(A.4) * p = 2 
rH(~) + o(N-2+e) , 6 > 0 
t F(f3) + o(N-2+e) , 6 < o • 
1 
Using the expansion of (1 + ~;1)-2 from Table V, 
1 1 -1 ( -2+e) (1) (1) f3 = 2 6 - '86N + o N , and hence with g = f 2 6 , G = F 2 6} 
(A.5) F(f3) = G - ~6gN-l + o{N-2+e). 
Expanding the bivariate functions first on p = (1 + 2N)-l and then 
expanding the partial derivatives F3(f3, f3; 0) and H3(f3, f3; 0) on f3, 
(A.6) F(f3, f3; p) = F(f3, f3; 0) + ~ 3(f3, f3; O)N-l + o(N-
2
+e) 
= F(f3, f3; o) + ½F3(½0, ½6; O)N-l + o{N-2+e), 
and 
(A.7) H(f3, f3; p) = H(f3, f3; 0) + ~3(½0, ½o; O)N-l + o{N-2+e), 
where from (c.11), Appendix III, F3(½6, ½o; 0) = H3(½6, ½6;0) = g
2
• 
Hence using (A.3), (A.4), (A.5), (A.6), and (A.7), 
(A.8) f(l-G)2 + t6g(l-G)N-l + ½82 N-l + o(N-2+e), EP22 = G2 - \6gGN-l + ~ 2 N-l + o(N-2+e) , 
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and for 6 > 0 or 6 < 0, 
(A.10) ( *)2 1 2 -1 ( -2+e) E P2 - P2 = 28 N + o N • 
B. E(Pe-:.-!;*)2 : Exact and Asymptotic Expressions, N1 = N2 = N. 
( **)2 2 ** * ( **)2 We can write E P2 - P2 = EP2 - 2P2 P2 + P2 • The 
* exact expressions for EP2
2 and for Pg are given in (A.l) and 
(A.2) above. From (1.9), Chapter 3, P;* = F(-½-J:t,I ). 
The asymptotic expression for EP2
2 is given in (A.8) and the 
* asymptotic expression for P2 can be obtained from (A.4) and (A.5). 
Using these expressions we find that 
(B.1) 
* ** * ** c. Asymptotic Expression for E(Pe-:.-!2 )
2 = (P~2 )
2
, N1 = N2 = N. 
( ) ( ) * 1 -1 ( -2+e) From A.4 and A.5, P2 = 1 - G + 'S6gN + o N when 6 > O, 
* 1 -1 ( -2+e) ( ) and P2 = G - 'S6gN + o N , when 6 < O. From 1.9, Chapter 3, 
** ** P 2 = 1 - G when 6 > 0 and P 2 = G when 6 < 0. Hence 
* Q0 is the estimator obtained by estimating the unknown parameter 
*c ) "" - - * *c~ 6 in P2 6 by 6 = x1 - x2 , i.e., Q0 = P2 6J. By Taylor series 
(D.l) 
Thus 
(D.2) 
*c > 2 * 
*/.'.\.. * * * dP2 6 " d p2 {ft-6)2 P2 ~6J - P2(6) = -P2(6) + P2(6) + da (6 - 6) + - 2 + •••• d62 
* * 2* 
* dP dP2dP A3 
- P ( 6) ]2 = (--1.) 2 E(6-6)2 + (-)(-2)E( 6-6) 2 d6 d6 d62 
2 * d p2 A 4 
+ %(-)2 E(6-6) + •••• 
d62 
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/:' d ( -1) ~ )2 -1 When N1 = N2 = N, 6 - 6 = N 0, 2N and hence E\6 - 6 = 2N , 
E(& - 6) 3 = O, and E{a'- 6)4 = 3(2N-1)2 • Substituting in (D.2) 
* 
(n.3) * * dP2 1 2 E[P2(6) - P2(6)]2 = 2(d6)2 N- + o(N- +e). 
* dP2 Therefore we now need the expression for do. By (1.8), 
or by (A.2) above, 
* P2(6) = F(a)F(-~) + F(-a)F(~), 
Chapter 3, 
1 1 
where a= ½o(2N)2 and ~ = ½6(1 + ~-l)-2 • Taking the derivative 
* ~ 1 1 (D.4) d62 = -½F(a)f(-~)(1 + ½N-l)-2+ ½F(-~)f(a)(2N)2 
1 1 
+~(-a)f(~)(l + ½N-l}-2 - ½F(~)f(-a)(2N}2 • 
Now f(a) = f(-a) is o(N-K), for any K > 0 as N ~~. If 6 > O, 
then (by the inequality 1 - F(x) ~ .!f(x) all x > o) 1 F(-a) = o(N-K), 
X 
for any K > O. Hence, for 6 > 0 or 6 < O, we can write 
* 
(::2r = [½£(~)(1 + ½ti-l)-½]2 + o(N-2 ). (n.5) 
1 
From Table V, (1 + ½N-l)-2 = 1 - \N-l + o{N-2+e) and thus 
1 1 -1 ( -2+e) ~ = 2 6 - -g6N + o N • Then by Taylor series, 
£(~) = g + (16)-162 gN-l + o(N-2+e). 
Thus 
* dP 
(d62)2 = [~ + o(N-l+e)]2 = \g2 + o(N-l+e), 
and using (0.3) 
(D.6) E[P;(6) - P;(6)]2 = ~ 2 N-l + o(N-2+e). 
E. E(Qo-=-!;*) 2 : Asymptotic Expression, N1 = N2 = N. 
The estimator QD is equal to F(-½(dl}, d = x1 - i 2• When 
1 See, for example, Feller (1957, p. 166). 
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-d ( -1) ½, _J:. N1 = N2 = N, d = N 6, 2N • Thus setting z = (d - &)N 2 e, 
1 
EF(½tl) = J F(z(2N)-2 + ½6)f(z)dz = F(~) 
and 
E2F(½tl) = F(~, ~; (1 + 2N)-1), 
where 
1 ~ = ½o(l + ½ff-l)-2 • From (l.9), Chapter 3, P;*° = F(-½lol). 
Hence assuming d is of the same sign as &(d a~s.6 as N ~~), for 
6 > 0 or 6 < 0 
(E.1) E(Q0 - P;*°)2 = EQ0
2 
- 2P;*°EQ0 + (P;*°) 2 
= F ( ~ ,- '3 ; ( 1 + 2N) - l) - 2GF ( '3 ) + G2 , 
where G = F(½6). The expansion for F('3) is given in (A.5) and the 
expression given in (A.8) for EP2
2
, 6 < O, is the expansion for 
F('3, '3; (1 + 2N)-1). Hence 
(E.2) E(QD - P;*°)2 = ,½g2 N-l + o(N-2+e). 
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APPENDIX VI 
THE PROBLEM OF A BOUND ON THE ASYMPTOTIC 
CONDITIONAL SQUARED BIAS. 
In the discussion of the asymptotic results for the univariate 
normal case (Chapter 3, Section 4.3, especially the third conclusion) 
it was pointed out that the estimators Q Q* Q* JQ )(') P 
D' D' DS ' U- 3 ' er 5 ' R' 
PRa' PTSL and PU all have asymptotic conditional squared bias equal 
to g2a22 + op(N- 312 +e)(see Table I for notation), suggesting that 
this value is a lower bound for estimators based on original samples. 
Also in the multivariate normal case, several estimators based on 
original samples had the same leading term in the asymptotic conditional 
squared bias (see Chapter 4, Section 5.1). Below we make some remarks 
on the problem of either finding an estimator with smaller asymptotic 
bias or alternatively proving that no such estimator exists. We 
confine our attention to the univariate case. (See Table I for notation 
not defined below.) 
Let rr1 be N(~l' 1) and rr2 be N(~2 , 1). Let samples 
each of size N be taken from rrl' rr2 and let be 
the sample means. From (1.6), Chapter 3 the conditional probability 
of misclassification is 
( 1) 
1-F(c) 
F(c) 
d > 0 
d<O 
h d - d _21d were = x1 - x2 an c = + x2 - ~2 • 
expansion for F(c) is 
(2) 
From Table V, the asymptotic 
1 1 -where g = f( 2 6), G = F(2 6), v = a1 + a2 , ai = xi - ~i' i = 1, 2. Note 
f d . B o (N-½re) and thus v2 -- o (N-l+e). that by the lemma o Appen ix III , v = P P 
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From (1) and (2) we conclude that if an estimator P2 = P2(s1 , s2 ) 
is to have asymptotic conditional squared bias with leading term of 
( -l) f d o (N-l+e) order o N , instead o or er which is bhe·::ot:der '.of p p 
g2 a2
2
, it is necessary and sufficient that 
1 
(3) 
1 ( -2) 1-G-28V + 0 N 
= ( p 1 
G + ,½gv + o (N-2) p 
d>O 
d < o. 
We could also consider the conditions necessary for the conditional 
A 
squared bias of P2 to have leading term of order but 
smaller than g2 a2 
2
, but will here only:·.took at the problem of reducing 
the order of the leading term. 
~ /\ 
Assume that there exists P2 = P2(s1, s2) such that (3) holds. 
We will try to show that this assumption leads to a contradiction, 
A 
and hence we can conclude that no such P2 (s1 , s2 ) exists. If (3) 
holds then 
d>O 
~4) 
d < o. 
-1 1 Taking F of both sides and substituting 2 6 = ~l - ~2 , v = a1 + a2 
(5) 
d > 0 
d < o. 
By the sufficiency of (i'1 , x2 ) for (~1 , µ2 ), E(~lx1, x2 ) is 
-1 (~ 1- - ) independent of ~l and µ2 and thus so is F [E P2 x 1 , x2 ]. 
(5) says that there is a function h = h(xl, x2) such that 
1 
(6) h(x1 , x2 ) - µ2 = op(N-2 ) 
Hence 
-1 <" 1- - ) 1 c- - ) where for d > 0, h = F [E P2 x1 , x2 ] + 2 x 1 + x2 , and for d < O, 
-1 " 1- - ) 1 - -h = -F [E(P2 x1 , x2 ] + 2(x1 + x2). 
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If we can show that no h{x1, x2) exists ~hat satisfies (6), we 
have the desired contradiction. We know from Appendix IIIB that 
x2 - µ.2 = o/N-½+e), and since x2 is the "best" estimator of µ.2 
by various criteria, it is intuitively plausible that no h(xl, x2) 
satisfying (6) exists or perhaps that no such h from among some 
subclass of functions of x1 and x2 exists. 
Thus from Pitman (1939, p. 401) we know that no invariantt estimator 
h(s2 ) exists, where s2 indicates the original sample from rr2 , such 
that is smaller, in the 0 (·) p sense, than x2 - µ,2. 
Presumably letting h depend also on x 1 {or s1) will not lead to a 
better estimator since s1 is independent of µ,2 • 
Furthermore if h(x1 , x2 ) is the same function for all N, 
then a well-known theorem (Wilks (1962), p.260) establishes that h 
is asymptotically normal with mean h(µ,1, µ,2) and variance proportional 
to -1 N ' the constant depending on the partial derivatives of h at 
{µ,l, µ,2). Thus h(x1 , i 2 ) - µ,2 + 0 in probability unless h(µ,l, µ,2) = µ,2' 
in which case h(x1 , x2) = x2 • Therefore if h(x1 , x2)j x2 then 
h - µ,2 cannot e~en be opi1). On the other hand if h(xl, x2) = 
~(x1, x2), for example h = N:l x2 , then this argument fails.(Note 
that the Pitman argument also does not apply to the particular h, 
N -h = N+l x2 , because this estimator is not invariant.) 
The problem of finding the largest class of h functions for 
which (6) cannot be satisfied and the alternative problem of finding 
an estimator P2 which does satisfy (3) are unsolved. 
t An estimator A based on (x1 , ••• , xN) is invariant if 
A(x1 + A, ••• , xN + A):A(x1, ... , xN) + A • 
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